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■ INTRODUCTION

■

:

The Lusaka Conference which met in October 1965 to examine the

problem of economic cw--pparati,rtn in Eastern. Africa majp.fr, spepifio recommenda

tions concerning trade expansion in the area.

It reoommended, in particular,

that:

".•• the Community aim at the progressive elimination of all internal
trade barriers within a period of ten yearsj provided that immediate
steps be taken to guarantee sub-regional and multinational markets

f*r the products of sub-regional and multinational industry recognized
as such by the Community, as well as «f agr-iculture;"
,.It requested "the Interim Council of Ministers ,to initiate negotiations

for the establishment of a. full customs union between members of the
Community in a target period of ten years,

including the degree if protection

neoded to assure the viability of sub-regional and multinational industries,"-^
2.

Subsequently,

at its Eighth session held in Lagos in February 1967,

the Economic Commission for Africa requested the Executive Secretary:

"Jo carry out detailed; studiajt in close., consultation with the Govemme*ts
concerned of trade patterns,as they exist; now within the sub-regien

and to suggest concrete^steps by which intra,-subregional'trade oan be
developed further with a view t» eventually establishing a common
'market within the

3-

community,

„£/

This note contains a tentative outline *f atprogramme o£ action de»ign«d

^to §iye effect to the above-mentioned resolution.

Part I deals, with measures

which governments might take during the pre-*Cgmmon Market stage; the?©
suggestions will^be p^ace^ on the agenda,of the meeting of the-Eoonomio

Committee of the Eastern African Community to be held in November in Lusaka.

:,of the

E/CN. 14/34^, Anaei vSl, p,.1O.
•

2/

■;■#'

S/CN.14/HBS/176(VIII),

f
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Part II - which will be issued separately - considers the measures which

will have to be taken to draft a Common Market Treaty and to define the
procedures to be applied for the running of^the- Common Market when established.
The basic features of the proposed programme

4.

The establishment of a Common Market in Eastern Africa, as envisaged

by the Lusaka Conference would achieve three major objectives!

(a)

Free circulation of the goods produced by specific industries
recognized as of a sub-regional ©r multinational character which

would also enjoy,

in all the countries members cf the Community

the same degree, of protection against the competition of goods
coming from outside the region.

The granting *f the privileges

would became effective as soon as the industries start production
"or are granted the sub-regional or multinational status, whichever
■ *

"

co'mes laterj

"■■....,..

.

. ■

'"•

■ *

(b)

Fre*e circulation in the sub-region of the products of agrioulturs;

(o)

A gradual elimination *f all internal barriers affecting the trade
in products *f existing »r future industries which are not
recognized as sub-regional tr multinational ventures,

together

with a progressive harmonization of the protection granted by

*
5.

the countries in'the sub-region t* the products *f those industries.

The achievement of the first objective would require the acceptance,

by the governments concerned,

of wide-reaohing commitments concerning

their development anS. ecmmercial Jtolicies. , It would also require tho
9©tting-up • f■ Community institutions to work 'Out tho practicable measures
required to carry out the commitments"accepted by the governmemts.

To

that?effeot, arrangements shculd lie made" as soon an practical for the
preparation of a Draft Treaty which w«ul£ serve as a basis for negotiations
the governments ooaoerned.

Thin treaty would define the basic

of the governments and.i^pell".'*ttt«t^% po>wers, ;and duties,
ions *f the Community
Communi
the institutions
which" w*uid be responsible for the
operation of the Common Markot.

E/CN,14/E4/EC/2
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6.

With respect to the elimination of internal obstacles to the free

movement of agricultural products

rfhioh constitutes the second --bjective,

a number of practical problems would have tc ba taken iiTiio accountn

Experience shows that,

in integration schemes operated in developed as

well as in developing areas,

it has "been easier tc

eliminate trade

barriers in the ce.eo o£ manufactured goods than in tae cane of agricultural
products

iri a exuda or a procoscid :V,_:t,

";n:,ci^a^ i:. tho

Cert:, r.l

American Common Market, trade in manufactured g-^ds, with a fov axoeptione,
is free from internal obstacles,

littlo progress haa eo far been mada with

respept to staple foodstuffs destined fcr local consumption or to agri
cultural export products.

In the oaso cf East Africa,

there are limitations

to the freo movement cf specific'agricultural products*
of the Kampala Treaty,

Under Article 13

tho Partner Status* rasanra tho right

to impose

restrictions against the transfer cf a number of agricultural products which
are basic staple foods or major export props,
arrangements,

such ac cereals,

coffee,

eSS3» groundnuts and fresh piuaapplee.
are not liberalised ay a rule and,

cott-.n,

eubj^ct ■!•,;> rrpacial marketing
sisalj,

In. J<-he BPi'A,

in the 7£EC3

boan3s

meat,

milkj

.

agricultural products

the adaption cf a common

agricultural policy preceded tfcs li"bGxal.iJsa+ion of traclo in the agricultural
sector*

7.

The main obstacle to free ciroiilatior. ~f ag::-icultural products is the

maintenance cf prioa support p-lioie : fcr Litipls f' -.dstuffs in a growing
number of developed and dsval.-i.-pins ccuritriese

1!o maintain those prices.,

governments aro bound to insulate their dosicstio. markets from competition;

otherwise,' domestic prices vould follow the trend cf world prices or
governments would have

products

to

subsidize iaip^rta*

feo

can only obtain when the governments

as is the case .in the SEC for most

to country,

If the level

stapis foodstuffs,

and if goods can move freely,

trade diversion?

charges.

;-f these export

leading tc

revenue losses

of those

apply tho saina support prices,

arises.for the practics of levyjng export duties
export .goodso.

circulation

.

iiiiother complication

or similar charges on

ch?.rgos differs from country

there will be an artificial .
for the

countries having higher

The same applies to marketing "board products unless the marketing

Page 4

boards pay identical prices to tho producers.

Finally, governments also

apply export restrictions to keep adequate .local supplies when there is a
falling-ofi in the crop of essential foodstuffs, ' In many'cases, 'the same

government * may impose import'restrictions when the crop is" abundant; and
export restrictions whan the crop is below th'G-normal level.

Before

proceeding to a complete liberalisation of trade in the products affectedby those''policies> governnsnts will l\we tc harmonise their domestic
agricultural and fiscal policies go a.a tc avoid artificial trade diversion.
8,

■

."When agricultural, products aro processed before being exported, they

would normally be treated in tha s&rsa way as other manufactured goods, and
it is unlikely that governments would be prepared to "be nore liberal than
for other sectors of their secondary industry,

Thera are,

even,

some

additional difficulties to take into account when the price of the raw

material, for: these prcoesrsi foodstuffs ia c.apported by tfovernaont policy,

The EEC '■*'■ V ■■ '1'1' >"*- '■""- t:--■'"."- tha so^ps of its common agricultural
policy to processed foods-tuffs to ov-rcone those difficulties.

9, •

^

For the aboTO-r^i-Moned roasons, ii- would .bo more practical, during/,...

the p2o-C-.iEtao;i Jl^rkot sth$-i9 to c.pp?.v tho sn-mo negotiating rules -to"

,

agricultural and maviufinured, goods, anC. to wait until progress is made-

■

.

in the haxacni'satioa of aSric^.J-.-:-"'. r^^^ to applr differ-nt techniques.
Government eh^.lds ho^orj^ corridor the doairatility cf negotiating.,
preferably en a bilatoral bao.i.n,, specie!. cir;:a.^emontS d-3i^ied to liberalize^

as ooapl.etply as.posaiblo tr-^.e in products Gm«i in the vicinity rf the
political boi^or and opined foi; a-oan irr::.odia-bely r.d;jacent \ ■, "'l-o

frontier in neiehbc-.:-ine; coL^trioa.

Such arransoEisnta ^xlat already in

some regions of Afri-a, and -ran in EastoKi Africa, a.:d migh.t be extended ..
to other parts of the sub-regies,

.

. :

...

. .

10. 'As regard- the-third objective of the prograriia, - start could be

made without -furlihor drlay-

■:.

,

Apart from and indepsndentiy of an;r decision,

taken by governments to cor.fer the' status of sub-regional

r Eiultinational

industries to individual undertaking, -o^r^ents cculd agree on a

programme desigrod to r^uoo tariffs and i-elax noiv-t^riff restrictions

,-■

;

.-■

on specific ^roduots without bavins to accept: ^;srtaidr^ extending beyond ■■.

Page
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commercial policy and that programme could be implemented before
governments commit themselves to a full-pledged Common Market scheme.

If they wish to expand their experts, governments 'could arrange for a

trade negotiation to take place in a few months* time,- This first

negotiation which would be conducted in accordance with traditional

methods would give governments an opportunity to assess in what lines and
to what extent their present industries can develop their exports if
'tariffs are reduced and other restrictions relaxed. If this first round
gives satisfactory results, the government might agree to negotiate further
concessions, for instance each year. This would keep the momentum until
a■Common Market Treaty is negotiated,

At each negotiating conference,

governments would try to widen accass to the.markets for the products
which would have already'been negotiated and extend gradually the process

of tariff reduction to new"'products which are coming to the market. At
the same time, the governmentd would expedite the preparation and negotia
tion of a Common Ifcrkut Treaty and, at some later stage, the tim programmes

would merge.

In order to ensure coordination between the two approaches,

the pre-Common Market negotiations should have definite targets 5 at each
conference, governments stculA try to grant concessions which would lead

to complete liberalization of the trade in the products selected by 1975,
as contemplated at the Lusaka Conference

11.

If that approach is found acceptable, governments could contemplate

to divide the w.rk programme into two parts:

(a)

The holding of trade negotiation conferences along the lines laid
down which ihould lead to an intensification of trade in the
products now produced in the sub-region or expected to be
produced in a near future and, consequently, to a better
allocation of the means r.f production in the oub-regir.n;

(b)

The preparation of a Draft Treaty for the establishment of a
Common Market in accordance with the resolutions adopted by
the Lusaka Conference.

This draft would define the basic

commitments tr "be undertaken by the governments and lay down
the powers and duties of the Ccnimon Market institutions,.

E/CH.14/EA/EC/2
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At the same time,

one -should work out the basio regulations.-

and procedures which would have to "be established to ensure

the smooth operation of the Common Market.

The experience of

the existing Economic Communities shows that the text of the

Trecty should not be overburdened with detailed provisions.
the same way as

in national affairs,

In

a distinction is made

between the Constitution which lays down the basic rules.and the

day-to-day legislative and regulatory work which deals with.the
problems as they come up,

it is essential that smne flexibility

be introduced in the actual operations of the.future Common.,
■ Market.

In some cases5

slow progress has been due to the fact

that the Community institutions are hampered by the rigidity

of Treaty provisions and/or by the obligation to submit all
decisions to time-consuming.ratification procedures..

/
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PART 1^
THE PREPARATION aED ORGANIC-TICK OF TRAIE BUGOTIATIGNS
DURING THE PRE-COMHOE MARKET STAGE

A.

The present flows of sub-regional trade

12.

Before addressing ourselves to the methods which might be applied to

organize, in the near future, a first round of tariff negotiations, it is
necessary to describe the present flows of sub-regional trade, to isolate

the factors which hamper its expansion and to assess the chances of
developing exports of individual products if existing barriers are lowered
or eliminated.

13.

Table 1 contains the figures for exports to, and imports from, countries

in the sub-region for the period 1960-1964; whenever available, the figures
for 1965 have also been included? the table also shows the balance between

exports to, and imports from, the sub-region.

However, this differences

does not necessarily represent the net balance of trade with the sub-region,
since exports are on a f.o.b. basis, whereas import figures are generally on
a c.i.f.

l/

basis.

Part II will be circulated separately,

/

245

,013

L963

-2,967
3 ,055
88

r

••^

661

45

-124

-3,211

811
3 ,241
30

687

litho

UNBCA

067-324

3,144
-707

+940
1 ,528

1 ,3B0

••

821

,320

■•

According to the statistics of importing countries, Kenya'B imports from Rwanda amounted to $32,000 in 1964, and those of Uganda to 410,000.

-2,586

2, 616

+294

+3,863

••

550

1 ,603

•■

844

5 ,466

179^

According to the statistics of ia«>orting countries, Taiwania'B importB from Burundi amounted to 167,000 in 1964-

+540

+1,838

521

1, 723

..

-1,497

-276
-3,719

937

+1,2.74

3,764

1,870

•■

■•

2,,205

,608^

,P

708

-2,269

3, 262

-889

-23,411

35 ,358

11 ,947

-25,199

34, 370

1

19,570

-27,973
44,,732

16,,759

-4,143

28 ,330

24 ,167

-1,446

..

-18,32 3
48,098 -2b,528

28,797
-10,276

38,,129
28,,129

21, 916

34,654 ^4,461
47,120

89,115

-4,983
+45,409

5,

33, 483

195
78,,892

-4,968

+32,598

5 ,178
28 ,006

_3"'L

Ealance

210

700

669

196^,
Iisport
Export

60 ,604

4S5

+970

-361

Balance
846

1964
Import

Export

870

Balance

-3,915

4, 160

■

Import

22, 796 +29,914

1 ,840

Import

Page I

178

+639

562

Balance

a_J

30

I ,061

3 ,561

1

9 ,171

20 ,470

52 ,710

1962
Import

d /

Inoluding Hhodesia (i960 -1963)

Trade with Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania only

-2,537

2,564

27

-2,030

2,242

212

t /

+654

447

1,101

+801

309

+4,046

1,110

5,999

-1,257

3,000

a /

Mauritius

Haaagascar

Malawi

Zambia

(Burundi)

(Rwanda)

1,953

-2,224

i 1,743

-22,954

3,042

3,093

942

816

9,144 32,098

-16,692

25,994

9,302

Zanzibar Pemba

-2,151

-1,404

19,790 21,194

+664

18,743

19,407

Uganda

Tanzania

-2,295
-24,710

2,657

362

48,816 24,013

-2,361
+20,132

3,313

22,051

952

42,183

Somalia

1 ,401

+807

1,452

645

Export

Expert

Balance

1961
Import

Kenya

+325

525

850

Ithiopia

Balance

Import

I960

Export

Countries

TABLE 1
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F»r the. purpose of this note* the sub-region has been assumed to include

Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania-/, Rwanda, Burundi, Zambia,
Malawi, Madagascar, and Mauritius..

Rhodesia's trade with countries in

the sub-region has .only.-"been taken into consideration in connection with

the analysis, contained in paragraphs 4 to 6.
T4.

If Rhodesia's trade is taken into consideration, the trade flows in

ilfe sub-region may fee divided into three-parts:

(a)

Trade among the former numbers of the Federation «f Khodeeia
and Nyasalandj

1.5.=

(b)

Trade among, the members of the East African Common Marketj

(c)

Other trade flows;.

.

.

The/ relative value of these trade flows in 1964 wan as follows:

:■■■■■■

(a)

16.

:-

■'.:

*

.

- ■

Table 2

^Trade between Rhodesia;

"—

-

■"

■

Trade-"between Kenya, Uganda-and-Tanaania

(o)

Other trade, fIpws.o

1

,

■

(in 1,000 $

Malawi and "S&kfcia

(b)

t

123,031

..-♦»

113,842

•..,.■•> %■*+>*■• ».**.. «•.••*• «v

13,416

Table 2 brings out clearly the fact that trade amcng countries whioh

" 'enjoy'or had enjoyed free movement of goods expanded"in a spectacular manner
whereas trade flows between trading partners having separate Customs
territ'Vries are barely marginal.

This finding may appear to be a truism,

but a more detailed analysis of. the situation throws some light on the.
impact of free trade.-fn the economies of individual countries.

In all...

.eases, the countries, belonging to the two regional groups exported more

"""tV, arid imported more from the sub-region as a wfible than the others, but
the share of sub-regional exports was much smaller for the less-advanced

countries in each group than for, the more advanced ones, i,o. Rhodesia
—- and Kenya-.-

\J

,

..

-.

Because of the existence of two customs territories in Tanzania, the
figures shown for Tanzania relate t» the mainland area? figures relating
to Zanzibar—Pemba are given separately.

Page
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In groups (a) and (bjkthe pattern of trade inside the .group is.

-:•

-the more, advanced country increased its experts; iftor# ■
rapidly than his less-advanced partner* but did not increase, its imports
frdm them at, ;the same irate.- Consequently, its trade reoords substantial
surpluses whereas that of its -partners is constantly adverse. ' The broadening

of the. market stimulated the production of manufactured goods in the oountry
which was best equipped to produce these good,e, and these products, displaced
the supplies from outside the group,

thanks to the confortable preference

accorded by the common external tariffj the less-advanced countries had

less opportunities to export manufactured goods arid' did not find sizeable
outlets for their agricultural or tfthtfr primary products.
Trade between Rhodesia,

18,

Zambia and Malawi

'

EThe*fi?feures Tor 19^4 are instructive $ they are the first which give

information on the trade among the three countries and, at the same time,
they still reflect the pattern of trade which resulted from the former
Federal arrangements. ..

...
Table 3

* '

Titoade -between ■Bho&ewLay :Zambia -and Malawi in 1

(in thousand dollars )
Exports

to :

Hhodesia
r

Zambia

Malawi

:

Total

'

■--.- .

In % of
total

From

export^.

86,305

Bhodesia*

•

Zambia

Malawi -

964

■

':,

Total

15,622

15, 045

"101 ,

r,346

4,489 .
19,534

86,529

"16,968

39..

'■ .

42"

■

30°

Balance

+82,393

16 ,391

3.5

- 70,138

■■-4 ,713

14

- 12,255

123 ,031

In '$> of total'
'"

927

Trade

E/CN.14/EA/EC/2
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Out of a total trade of 123 million dollars inside the group, Hhodesia's

exports accounted for 102 million, wheroas Zanftia exported -?nly 16 million

and Malawi less than 5,

Ja tha. other hand, Rhodesia imported only. 20

million from its partners, while Zc-.*bia imported 8* milli^ and Malawi 17,
As the capacity to import of Hhodesia was distinctly greater than that

of the other tiro countries, this discrepancy in import trends was probably
due to the inability of,,Zwfcia .and Malawi to provide Rhodesia with the

manufactured goods rsquirecL ■ and the laok of outlets for export products
of these countries.

In other words, the distortion in the trade pattern

resulted mainly from the comparatively low level of development of those

two countries.

On the other hand, the free circulation of go*ds inside the

group led to a diversion of Zambia and Malawi imports in favour of Rhodesia.
20.

This trend is reflected both in the group trade balance and in the

share of regional trade in the total imports and exports of each country,

In the case of Rhodesia,, exports to tLo two «ther partners accounted for

.nearly 30$ of its total oxport trade, whereas they represented only 14$
,-o.f the total exports of Malawi, o.vA 3-5# ^ Zamtian exports.

In the latter

case, the percentage may give au exaggerated impression because of the

high value of total.. Zambian experts.

As regards, the.^import trade, Malawi

and Zambia were highly deponent on Rhcdesian;supplies.which accounted for

42% and 39J& respectively of their total imp.-rts, vtereas Rhodesia imported
only a fraction of its requirements from its partners.

21.

The dissymetrical trand of imports and exports is an usual occurence

whenever attempts are mads to free trade between developing countries at
different stages of development.

The more advanced country exports

■comparatively more to, and imports comparatively less from, the., lees
advanced ones. ...Atypical example is to be found in the trade, between
Rhodesia and South Africa,

Preferential arrangements, are in force between

the two oountries which are still at different levels, of development.
I964, Rhodesia imported for 74,447 thousand dollars from South Africa,

i.e-. 24$ of its total imports and exported tc that country $24,935,000(,
i.e., .less than M of its total exports^ .

In

E/CN.14/EA/EC/2
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/

-

_

Another significant feature of the trade between the former members

of the Federation is that the imports of primary products by

bhe more

advanced countries wero unablo to expand to a point where'they could'offset
the imports of manufactured goods by the less-advanced ones.
have expected that,

One migijt

since the trading partners are at different levels of

development, the trade pattern would be similar to the one prevailing in
the 19th and the early 20th century in the exchange of goods between
industrialized and primary producing countries.

In those days,

the

"

industrial countries were able to balance their trade with their partners;
until recently,

they over-bought more than they sold.

Even now,

if the

balance is struck between primary products and manufactured consumer goods
leaving aside equipment goods,

there is still a surplus for most primary

producing countries.

■23.

The pattern of trade between Rhodesia, on the one hand, and'Zambia and

Malawi,

on the other,

is that of an exchange of manufactured consumers'

goods against primary products,

but as indicated above,

this trade remains

unbalanced because Rhodesia does not absorb enough primary products from the

other.partners.

About 4/5ths of Rhcdesian exports belong to Sections 3 to 8

of the SITC (mainly manufactured goods) whereas about $O$> of its imports are
foodstuffs and other primary products - if base metals from Zambia are

included - and a little less than 80$ if they are excluded.
feature is not special to Central Africa.

Again, this

In other parts of the world}

one of the major obstacles to liberalization of trade .between developing
countries has been the inability of the more advanced countries to offer

satisfactory outlets to the primary products which the less-^advanced countries
could sell to them.

Whatever outlets are available are far smaller:than

those which these products find in industrial or planned eoonomy countries.
This trend is noticeable in the case of foodstuffs as well as in that of
industrial raw materials,

although one would think that increased demand

for foodstuffs in advanced developing countries and the increased input
of materials required by their industrialization would offer adequate
opportunities for a more balanced exchange of goods.

As soon as trade is

freed between countries at different stages of development the same phenomenon

E/C1T.14/EA/EC/2
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appears as in South Italy after political union in, the seventies; trade;
becomes unbalanced to the disadvantage, of the less-adv^ced partners.
Any project aiming at the establishment of a common market or a pre

ferential area, should therefore provide built-in correctives, to eheok
this serious obstacle to regional integration.

24.

If We tfith Bhodesia is left on one side, the remaining exchange

of goods between Zambia ;and Malawi is small and undiversified.

It accounted

in 1964 for a little' more -than" 1# of the total trade within the group.

Zambian exports amounted to 1,34< and those of Malawi to 224 thousand dollars.

Even these figures are probably over-optimistic. It would seem that the
main export item of Zambia, unmanufactured tobanco,should not be counted

as part of the regional traded If these exports are excluded, the

figure for Zambia would be reduced by 5895,000, ar.d would amount oAly
to
from

$361,000

- a figure slightly higher than that of Zambian imports

g

25.' In 1964, Zambia" imported, mainly primary products from Malawi, such as
tea, rice.and oil cakes.; there .were also marginal imports of swine,,fish,
vegetables, hides and. skim.

The only, imports of manufactured goods of

any importance were fishing nets, cordage and mineral waters; Zambia also
imports, in small quantities, toilet preparations, sh-=e polish, biscuits,
books and printed matter.

In spite of the proximity of the two countries,

Malawi is not,a substantial supplier of Zambia of its typical export
products.

For instance, Zambia bought -in 1964 far more tea from Ceylon

and Rhodesia, far more fish from Tanzania.and South Africa and far

rice from Thailand and the United States than it did fr.^m Malawi.

1/

Tobacco auctions are held at Limbe (Malawi) and tobacco grown m seme
parts of Zambia is sold at these auctions and thereafter re-exported.,.
This would account for the high figures of tobacco exports from Zambia

to Malawi, As tobacco from Zambia is admitted duty-free in Malawi when
not used for local manufacture, these transactions do not neceosanly
appear in the re-export statistics.

;
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Conversely?

such as live

Zambia exports

animals,

small quantities

of primary products,

hides and skins and oilseeds,

and of prooessed

goods suoh as manufactured tobacco,

pottery,

tubes and pipes,

paper^manufactures,

furnituro,

cement,

finished structural parts,
etc.

But,

practically for all these types of manufactures, Malawi drew its supplies

mainly from Rhodesiasand Zambia was still

a secondary supjplie-r in 1964:

In spite of the absence of trade barriers between Zambia and Malawi for
a number of years,

the trade between these two countries has failed to

develop significantly.

27.

As indicated in paragraph 13 abnve,

the following discussions will

assume that, for the purpose of this note,

the sub-region does not include

Rhodesia; the figures of Table 2 will have to be adjusted and replaced by
the

'■■■-■■■■■".■■■■.."
following:

,

Table 4

28/

in 1000 $

(a)

Trade between Zambia and Malawi

(b)

^rade between Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania ......

(c)

Other trade flows

Trade within

:

.....

-

1 »-57O

113,842

i....

tho East African

Common Market

■

13,416,

.

In 1964, this sector of trade was about of the same magnitude

as trade between Rhodesia,

Zambia and Malawi.

In some respects,

trends were the same as in the former Federation;

showed some difference/

in others,

As in the case of the Federation,

the..

they

free

circulation of goods stimulated'production and exports of manufactured
goods from Kenya - the more advanced country - to others,
impacft on Kenyan imports was not, comparable.

but the

Tho less-advanced

-

-

countries were unable to1 restore a balance Ly expanding their exports
of primary product.s.-.±q Kenya.

E/CN.14/EA/EC/2
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Table 5

Trade between Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika in 1964 fin -100Q

Experts to:

Uganda

Kenya

T-^tal

Tanganyika

Total
balance

total

fwm

export b

35,227

Keny*
Uganda

20,284

Tanganyika

11,507

2,859

31,791

38,086

8

29

'

Total

In $ of

37. 236

72, 463

35

+ 40, 672

6, 729

27, 013

13'

- 11, 073

H, 366

7

"- 29, 599

113,842..

43,965

■

.,,

■

■

total
imports

29..

In $ of

26.

As contrasted with the trends

in the farmer Federation,

the pattern

is not that of a clear-cut exchange of manufactured goods against primary
products pf trade in East Africa.
in all directions.

.The. bulk of trade is in. manufactured, goods

Apart from Tanzania,

primary products were about equal to

its

whose, exports *f agricultural
exp-rts

of manufactures,

the other

two countries exported more manufactured goods than primary produots."
over, Kenya,

the more advanced c-untry of the tree,

of agricultural primary products,

More

was not a net importer

although it was a net exporter cf

1/,.
manufactures.-

Table 6

' "J'

n '

(in thousand $)

'

(a)

Inter-territorial

Exports to:

1

Kenya

(1965)

trade in agricultural primary products

Trade Balance

Uganda

Tanzania

from ';
8,960

6,160

Kenya

"Tanzania

6,160

Uganda

8,680

2,240

-

+

0,280

+

1,120

1,40 r-

1,120

•

It

should >« noted,

however,

that,

in

the

statistical data used,

processed agricultural products arc considered as manufactured

-^» *

B/CH.14/EA/EC/2
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Table 6 .(oont'd)

(b) Inter-territorial tiade in manufactured goods (1965)
Exports to:
from

Kenya

Kenya

'

_

Tanzania

6,160

Uganda

9,800

a/

Taruzanir.

Uganda

3^ 430?/
'

-;

33^040^/
1,400

6,160

-

Trade Balance
--■

+ 49,560
- 31,080
- 18,480

Export of petr;leum products accounted fc;r£8,12C

b/ Export if T'3trcleum products ace untcd for $6,440
In 1565, Tp-nzania'j surplus with Uganda with respect t^tra'.a iii
primary products led tc a reduction in the deficit rn its trade in manufactures
with that country,

Bat neither Tanzania nor Uganda was able to cover their

deficits with Kenya by exporting more agricultural products to that country
than they imported from it.
yearj f-r instance,
trade,

30..

to be more

of course,

variations from year to

Tanzania had in 1964 a small deficit on its agricultural

whereas Uganda had a small

1965* "by and large,
tends

There are;

surplus but

the

situati'.n was reversed in

trade in agricultural products am^ng the three countries

or less

in balance.

In those oircunstances,

the balancing of trade accounts in East Africa

can only be achieved if trado flows, in. th« s^otor of manufactures are
comparable,

Aii Tanzania and Uganda are gradually catching up with Kenya

in the process of industrialization,

their oxp-rts

>£ manufactures increaoe

and ropresent a greater part of their total oxports to their partners.

Taken together,

these exports accounted in I963 for 28$ of the total inter-

territcrial experts of manufactures-' against 4$. iti 1954, and manufactures

represented 32$ of Tanzania's expo-xts and29$ :f Uganda's experts - a
percentage which was not niuch l:yrer than that

45$"J^ •

.f Kenya, which amounted to

Alth:ugh the structure cf trade is no l^ngar very different in the

three.countries,

Kenya has maintained its advance,-and its trad© surplus

ie still growing,

]7

2/

SITC Section 6, 7 and 8,

The figures for 1965 reproduced in Table C* include processed agricultural
•products among manufactures. They show thai on -that -ass^mptioh"'..the share of

"*■* manufactures had again increased-in all three countries: 47$ in-Tanzania,
62$ in Uganda and 80$ in Kenya,

^-^^

-

■

imwm.a-VR^t'V

■
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:31, . If the trade pattern inr;East. Africa is less unbalanced than that

obtaining in the former Federation, this is due to the setting .up of mere
industrial plants in the less-advanced countries of the group.

Although

these countries still depend on supplies from..Kenya for nearly one-third

of their requirements, they are now manufacturing for exporx.

Import sub

stitution has not been entirely one-sided and has acquired a distinotly

regional character.

The products of"the three countries have largely

displaced foreign supplies' and5 generally speaking, imports are concentrated
on the items which are not produced in the region or which are not produced
in sufficient
.-.■■■■■,.■■■-"■-.

32.

quantities*
■*

,.

^

■. ■

■■ .■

I» the case of foodstuffs (Section 0 of the SITC)? .-East Africa is

practicallysQlf^sufficlent in me.ny ijems.
the area dry milk,rig©, malt,

Uganda still imports .from, outside

sugar confectionery,

chocol.ate,.,spices from

Asia, .margarine an^fo^d preparations, but all tire other staple fpp.ds.tuffs
com©-from East Africa*

Tanzania imports.-the samo items,, .with the addition

of maize .flour, "beans and vegetables? cn.the^other hand i-t.,dce,s not normally
.import rice.

So £ar as Kenya is, concerned,

Apart from the items which aro also

imports. are-,raore,.diversified.

imported by Tanzania and Uganda,ftKenya

bought in 1964 refined sugar ar.d tea in 3izable
flaked cereals;
t

■

-.

bakery products and other cereal preparations,
■ . ■, ■

'

■

otherwise preserved fish5
,

33.

.

The fact

quantities as well as

the

"

'.;;■-"•- -^

and fruit preserves.

: ..

that

"

.

.

■

-

.

■■

three countries import .more■,■.,*• less

o

.

.

salted and
..;■■•

:-.■

■

~. :-.'*■■.

the ;sajae products

from outside the area tends to show.that ,these imports do net really compete
with local production:

imports

produced at all .or is not

produced in sufficient quantities, in the

The only apparent .exception is

amounted to nearly

come in when the product requested is?no/fe

the import of sugar by Kenya.

$ 5 million in 1964.

anea.-

.Such imports

■I-t.-.should be noted, however,

that Kenya imported only refined sugar while, the regional.producers sell
only "plantation white11 .sugar;

it is..alfba likely that.low world prices.

were an incentive to buy sugar from oversea^.

The. comparatively high

figure^of Kenyan imports of foodstuffs ^10 doubt reflects a certain .degree
of sophistication in the
of processed products,

consumer who requires a more diversified, range..,
^ .

.

.

.

. ,
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34-

In the case of petroleum products, the Kenyan refiaery satisfied a

large part of the regional demandj Kenya provided about 40$ of the supplies

in Tanzania and nearly 50$ in Uganda.
than doubled.

In 1965, deliveries from Kenya more

Deliveries to Tanzania will be curtailed as soon as the new

Tanzanian refinery starts operating.

35»

As regards manufactured goods, substitution is fairly complete in the

case of Portland cement,, paper bags,

structural parts,

corrugated iron sheets, finished

aluminium circles and aluminium domestic utensils.

is fairly advanced in the case of bottles, clothing and footwear.

It

With

respect to paints, insecticides, blankets, metal furniture, bars and rods,

plastic articles, cotton and other textiles and clothing, imports remain
substantial.

But, as in the case of foodstuffs, these articles oontinue to

be imported by the country which produces like products as well as by those

which do not produce it.

This would imply that imports either supplement

the local supply which is insufficient rr that they meet a demand for
specific lines which are not produced regionally.

This would facilitate

an expansion of trade with other countries in'the sub-area if these countries
■were in a position economically to produce the goods for which there is an
■impart demand in East Africa.

36.

Assisted by a tariff preference ranging from 25,to 40$, to which should

T»e added the sc-called "geographical protection" measured by the cost of
moving the goods from overseas - and which is probably more than 10$ rf

the f.o.b. value - the producer in East Africa does not seem tc have too
much difficulty in capturing his domestic market as well as the markets

ef the other two countries.

If such a protection is an effective bar to

imports from overseas, it also discourages exports frcm other countries

in the sub-region.
transport costs.

This may be influenced, to a certain extent, by
This faotor plays a not negligible role in the competition

between East African and overseas goods and will also operate in sub-regional
trade.

For instance, as it is cheaper to send to Kampala goods from Nairobi

than overseas goods through Mombasa, the Kenyan producers have an additional
edge over their overseas competitors; *n the other hand, Kenyan goods
exported to Dar-es-Salaam have to bear the cost of sea transport from

Mombasa to Dar-es-Salaam on top of railway or road haulage charges from

Page
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Nairobi to "Mombasa, -if the producing plant is located in.or near Nairobi*
The cost of transport-'■ may reduce tllo isffsst: of protection .in Tanzania,

as

OTerseas goods have about- lihe sane-cost fr^'m-Europe to Barnes-Salaam as to
Mombasa.

This may be'one' of- the reasons why Uganda is a better customer

than Tanzania for some Kenyan products, such as olothing", paints and blankets.
37.

One interesting feature of Ecfjx African inter-territorial trade* is

that it is often a twe- cr e-en a three-Tray traffic,,

beans,

tea, 'biscuits,

su^ar confectionery, vegetable giioe and margarine,

beer, cigarettes, unmanufactured tobacco,
fabrios,

In the case of rice,

paints, soap, leather,

corrugated iron sheets, metal containers;

cctton

enamelled hollow

ware,

blankets and footwear, goods cross the "political-boundaries in both directions.
This encouraging- t*-#«d chows that s:ome'degree"of'specialization?";has already
been achieved in Sast Africa.

On the one hand,

ths natrork of distribution

cuts across political frontiers to save transport costs ^ ttte" ^tjier hand,

individual. f^tori^'p' OTv-?m;?.o their production so as to'specialize "in
specific it'ems and produce longer nir.s.'

Tex example,

■**

the najor producer*

of metal containers has a rl-^.nt in Ksriy'a' and another in Tanzania.

Seme

articles are produced in each plant £or the local market, but other lines

are produced only in one plant which 'supplies the entire area.
38,

The free

circulation of manufactured goods

in F-aot Africa,

even when

account is taken of the limitations introduced as a result of the Kampala

Agreement,

enabled many industries to p.l£,n their production,

of domestic demand,

area.

cases,

.This

"but

in

tho light

enabled producers

to

of the

not on the basis

probable demand in the whole

improve their productivity or,

in certain

to rely on s. level of production v>ioh Gnabloc production to beccme

economic.

Table 7

shows

to wLat

extent secondary industry in East Africa

depends on experts to ths regional markets as well a3 to ^ther destinationsi

JDomestio

consumption and exports of manufactured goeds

(including processed agricultural products)
Rstained for

Exports to1

domestic

i'p.st Africa

■.■

in # ^f production

Exports

outside Earst^ Africa

Total
exports

consumption

Kenya ^ '

,

60%

Tanzania-^/

cvfo

Uganda
a/

^

1963 figures

■'

■

■

2<fy
2':;«

J_^

2C^
V

1964 figure

■

1 l?o
19/2

1$_

40%
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39.

Table 7 gives only a general picture of the situation;

of exports differs of course from one industry to

another.

the percentage
For instance,

in Tanzania, the meat canning industry accounts practically fr»r all the
exports outside Bast Africa, which implies that the other industries
concentrate on the regional market.

As industriaJ. development has taken

.

place within the framework of a pre-existing Common Market, many industries
would suffer a heavy blow if the ties between the East African countries
were allowed to snap and inter-territorial circulation of goods was hampered
by tariffs and other restrictions.

40.

The experience of the East African Common Market offers interesting

■features which should be taken into account where plans are drawn up for
the .establishment of wider integration schemes.

former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,

As in the case of the

the liberalization.of trade

inherent in a Gommon Market arrangement stimulated exports of manufactured
products from the country or countries which produce them - and are more

advanced - to those which are less advanced and do not produce them.
other hand,

On the

exports of primary agricultural products from the less-advanced

to the more advanced countries were not able to redress the balance.

The

example of East Africa may not be representative because Kenya relies perhaps
more than other African countries on controls to support the prices of its

staple foodstuffs and if such controls had not been applied, low-cost producers

in the other countries could have exported much more to Kenya.

On the other

hand, it should be recognized that similar agricultural policies are adopted
by many developing countries and that such policies,

on a national or a

regional basis, may be unavoidable if Africa plans to increase its production
of foodstuffs for local

41.

consumption.

In those, circumstances, an overall trade balance can be maintained only

if exports and imports of manufactured goods are more or less equalj it is

therefore imperative that the level of industrial development should be

comparable in the member countries.

Perfect equality is unattainable and

even undesirable, but some form of indirect compensation should be envisaged

to correct the tendencies towards an undue concentration of industries and
an unequal rate of progress which would naturally flow from a scheme based
merely on trade liberalization.

Moreover,

specialization in production"-

;

Page
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which is a prerequisite for successful integration in developing areas -

is possible" only if the investors are confident that the political decision
te free" trade from commercial barriers Is irrevocable and will nCtf be

jeopardized by changes in the political views of individual governments.
Unless permanency of the Common Market arrangements is ensured -■ and -.even

in industrial 'countries,' this guarantee is not always perfect - the investor
whether public or private, is not likely to set up an industry which would
be unprofitable if free circulation of its products is suspended; industri
alization will continue to be fitted into a purely national context and most
of the benefits of regional integration wil-1 be lost,

Produoer^s will simply

provide some additional capacity to meet possible export demand; if access

-

to -neighbouring, markets, is restricted, the industry could then fall back
ta its domestic market "without too ranch damage^
Other trade_floys

42.

The trade flown othsr than inter-territorial trade in East Africa are

those which should expand if ■i£ul»»-regional liberalization measures are taken

by the governments.

As o-^pared ^ith treds inside East Africa where goods

move freely, these trade flews are marginal, are lir.ited to a small number
of products and do not reveal any well-defined- trend upwards or downwards.
It is, if anything., even w,re unbalanced than trade within East Africa or
the former Federation of Rhodesia and ffyaealand.and it is subject to
substantial variations from year to year as regards both the level of
■--transactions and th^ .specific items .traded .in*—'

_____

■ j . 43.,;.!Qh& distances between the countries «f the sub-region and the inadequacy
"'■■■Wiariii'-coflmunioaticns make trade between'.-the countries.-in the■SprtKeni

and those in the Southern part of the sub-region difficult and costly.

The

countries in the middle of the sub-region enjoy some natural advantages;
they can trade with all the other countries on the continent as well as

with the islands (Zanzibar-Pemba* Madagascar and Mauritius), while the
others trade only v;ith two or three countries of the region which are not
too

far away.

27

The following analysis is "based on tride statisties which do not
take account of unrecorded trade which may be substantial at least
in sume parts of the

E/CN.14/EA/EC/2
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44.

Taken as a whole and including trade between Zambia and Malawi,

exports to the sub-region reaohed in 1964>.a figure of about

miXlipn,

<|15

as compared with about 114 million for intra-East African

trade al^ne-

There were increases in 19^3?

of goods between-Zambia and Malawi,

Kenya, on the other.
were as

-

especially in the exchange

on the one hand,

and Tanzania and

The exports of the individual countries in 1964

fellows:

Table 8

Exports to the sub-region (intra-East African trade not shown)
(in 1,000 fc)

Kenya

6,429

Tanzania

2,390

Zambia

2,32cm

Uganda

1,116

Malawi

821

Zanzibar- Pemba

708

Madagascar

687

Ethiopia

485

Somalia

195

Mauritius

30

This figure would be much smaller if, as assumed, a substantial part
*f the unmanufactured tobacco exported to Malawi is in fact r«-exported
by that country.
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The sub-regional trade, as defined above, represents a very small

part of the exports of each country; if accounts for leea than 1 per cent

of their total exports except for Tanzania (Mainland) where the percentage
is slightly above 1 per cent, Malawi where it reaches 2.5 per cent,

Kenya (5 per cent) and Zanzibar (7,6 per cent;.

As will appear fr6m the

folloving paragraphs> these exports, with a few exceptions, ar« of marginal
value for the exporters and, most of the time also, for the importers.

The structure of exports may differ according to the recipient country an indication that the pattern of trade is more local than even sub-regional

46.

Ethiopia;

Exports from Ethiopia in 1964 consisted of primary products?

the only export of manufactured ^oods related to sales of carpets to Kenya.

The export figure for I964 was unusually low, as Somalia imported less than
in previous years'from Ethiopia.

The main export items were chat to

Somalia, salt to Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, lentils, chickpeas and beans
to Kenya and Mauritius.

Among the other exports; mention should be made

cf oilseeds (linseed and sesame,, gum arabic, spices (including chillies

and pepper), hides and skins, cereals, potatoes and other vegetables.

The

major export commodities of Sthiopia such as coffee, /neat, hides and;skin
found practically no market in the sub-region.

47.

Somalia; The export trade of Somalia consists mainly of a few primary

products suoh as fish, rice, feedingstuffs, dyeing and tanning extracts,
and small quantities of perfumes and cosmetics, special textile fibres,
dressed furs and cotton textiles (bleached 5 there are also.exports qf

exposed films.

The Somalia expert statistics refer also to a number of

manufactured goods which, however, do not appear in the import statistics
of the countries of destination; they are likely to be re-exports,

48,

Kenya 1

.

■

Kenya's exports to the sub-region cover many items, but the

major ones in 1>64 were cement ($1,229,000), petroleum products ($1,188,000),
mainly fuel oil shipped to Mauritius and natural gas to Madagascar - butter,
meat.and tea which accounted for more than 300,000 each.

In the case of

tea, exports were directed only to Somalia and Zanzibar, whereas butter was
shipped to eight countries in the sub-region, and meat to five of them,
the main customer being Mauritius.

Page
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Kenya exported sizable quantities of other foodstuffs,

flour to Zanzibar,
and potato flour,
the

coffee
beans,

to Somalia,

eg^.s,

cheese,

~

such as maize

bakery products,

pepper and coconuts- to various

potatoes

destination.

Many of

industries established in l.enyi* and vhich export to East Africa record a

small export tra:*.e with some countries in the sub-region.
an established trade in paper bags,
parts,

aluminium circles,

fooxwear.

However,

bottles,

There seems to be

cordage, 'finished structural

aluminium domestic utensils,

metal containers and

there are a number of items vhich Kenya sells to its

partners in East Africa and which do not sc-em to be exported in any significant
quantities to countries in the sub-region;
bicycle tyres and tubes,
paints,

paper articles other than ba^s,

corrugated iron sheets,

of these articles,

this applies,

for instance,
sisal bags,

to

soaps,

metal furniture and clothing. As regards some

ard particularly in the oase of clothing and footwear,

many of the potential importing countries have already a local industry which
they wish to protect,

but some countries still import substantial quantities

of clothing and footwear from outside the area.

50.

Uganda:

sub-region.
countries:

As compared with Kenya, Uganda is not a major exporter to the
Its export items are few :<nd Uganda exports go only t-i three

Somalia,

Rwanda,

and Zanzibar:

sub-region were negligible in 1964.

sa!Us to other countries in the

Uganda exported mainly cottonseed'oil,

90$ of which went tc Somalia, cement which was bought exclusively by Rwanda,
for obvious geographical reasons,

coffee and tea which were shipped to Somalia,

Zanzibar and Mauritius, small quantities of-lumber and boxes,

cordage which

was sold to Somalia and hippo teeth which found an outlet in Zanzibar.

51-

Tanzania:

The main export markets, in their order of importance, are

Zanzibar-Pemba (which is part of Tanzania, but still keeps a separate customs

regime), Somalia, Burundi, Zambia and Mauritius.
countries were marginal in 1964.

Exports to the other

If exports to Zanzibar which are part of

Tanzanian domestic trade are not taken into account, ti.e major export' items
-.were- cottonseed

oil shipped-to Somalia,

fish (salted, dried, etc.) which went

to Zambia, salt bought by Burundi and Ewanda,

coated iron- sheets exported to

Burundi, tea and,coffee destined for Somalia, animal fats sold to Rwanda.
No other export items reached the level of 120,000.

As in the case of other

countries in the region, most export items were sold only to one or two
trading partners.

b/cn.h/ea/ec/2
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Malawi:'

.

.

In 19^4, Malawi had sizable exports to Kenya ($395>O00) and

Zambia ($224,000) and smaller Bales to Tanzania, while the value of ship
ments to other countries in the region was negligible.

Malawi exported

mainly tea ($396,000) which went to Kenya while smaller quantities were sold

to Somalia, Uganda and Tanzania.

Beans ($89,000) were shipped to Zambia,

Kenya and Zanzibar, fishing nets and cordage ($^1,000) to Zambia and

Tanzania, coffso (?83,CCO) to Tanzania and Kenya, tobacco ($39>OOO) to
Madagascar and mineral waters ($26,000) to Zambia.
53.

Zambia:

In 1964,

Zambian exports to the

sub-region were limited to

Malawi - its major partner - Kenya and Tanzania;

trade with Uganda was

small and with other countries practically non-existent.

The composition

o'f exports to Malawi has been "described in paragraph 24 above.

With other

countries, trade was mainly in zinc (®574>OOO) and copper unwrought

■(jflOO,OOO)«

Smaller exports of machine tools, mineral crushing machines and

'various metallic articles' are recorded as well as shipments of groundnuts and
cereals to Tanganyika and of ivory, to Zanzibar.

54* - Madagascar:
to,; the: islands

Comores.,

Trade with the s-ub—region,

:

.

on the export side, was confined

in the vicinity of Madagascar,

i.e.

Mauritius,

Reunion and*")

Exports to Mauritius consisted mainly of live animals ($451*000),

dried vegetables ($130,C00) rice ($36,000), feedingstuffs (&23,0OO) and shoes
($l6,00<"))w;

As regards the continental part of the sub-region, Madagascar

exported small quantities of cloves to Ethiopia and rice to Kenya.
55'»

Mauritius:

If re—exports

are

not

taken into

account,

the

whole

export

trade of Mauritius with the sub-region is negligible and consists' of small"
quantities of tea and vegetables shipped to Madagascar,

56'. ' Rwanda and Burundi:

Kenya and Tanzania.

According to import statistics,

imported' in 1964 from Rwanda goods nf a value cf $42,000,
tea,

hides and goat

amounted to $67,000.

skins.

Tanzania's

imports from Burundi in the same year

cassava roots and wax.

these two countries recorded by the statistics
sub-region?

mainly maize,

These imports consisted of palm kernels and palm—oil,

non-ferrous metal scrap,

the

Kenya and Uganda

There were no imports from
of the

ether countries in'
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B,

The obstacles to trade expansion

57«

In Eastern Africa, as in many other developing area, the obstacles to

an expansion of regional trade are mainly:

(a),

The import restrictions imposed by governments for fiscal,
protective

(b)

or other reasonsj

The inadequacy of means of transport and communication "between.
the countries?

»(o) :. The shortage ,pf foreign exchange;

(d)

The traditional trade channels which may or may not be more
profitable than a regional exchange af goods;

(e)

The absence of a fit between supply and demand; the exporting
countries produce goods for which there is no real demand in the

area or they do not produce those which would find a ready marketj

(f)

The lack cf incentives to enter a competitive market when goods
can easily be disposed of in a sheltered domestic or multinational

market 5 hence half-hearted marketing and export promotion efforts,

(a)

58*

Im£ort_ measures affeocing sub-regional trade

All governments in the sub-region .levy import duties en most imports to

bolleot revenue and/or to protect their local producers.
diversified so far,

As production is not

tariffs are mainly levied for revenue purposes,

A

description of the tariffs in force is found in Annex I,

59,

As compared with other parts of Africa,

there is little tariff discrimina

tion in Eastern Africa, leaving-aside the East African Customs Union.■ All
countries apply the same rates cf duty to all suppliers with the exoepti«n
■

■ 1*

•

of Malawi,

60.

'

■ ■

.

■*

Mauritius and Madagascar,

Malawi applies a fairly complex three-column tariff.

rates are levied on goods coming from the UK,

The most favourable

British possessions and a

number of former British possessions which have become independent, including
Zambia, East Africa' and Mauritius; a less favourable treatment is accorded to
goods originating in certain former British possessions, such as Rhodesiaj

finally all other imports enjoy tho most-favoured nation rate which is
usually higher than those in the other two columns, —'

_1/

Thus goods from

Under existing trade agreements, Malawi accords preferential treatment
to Scuth Africa^ Lesoth- and Swaziland.
spirits, are admitted duty free.

All Botswana goads,

except
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non-Commonwealth Countries are generally/subjected to higher rates than those

coming from Commonwealth-countries, in Africa and elsewhere,

Mauritius also

applies preferential rates.tc Common-wealth countries, so that exports from
non-Commonwealth countries in the sub-region are subject to higher import
duties.

61.

,-

In the case of- Madagascar;, the tariff structure differs fr'.m that of

other countries in the sab-region*

The Fa^c^ny Government, as the govern

ments of other' franc z'cr.? countries -applies two sets of import duties: the
"customs duties'"-proper and the "fiscal duties".

The "fiscal duties"- are

levied on all imports in a non-discriminatory manner, whereas, the "ouetons,

duties" are not levied en goods coning from E3C countries or from countries
in the French franc zone,

Erports from the countries in the sub-region .are.

therefore subjected to the "customs" and the "fiscal" duties; however, the

.

preference enjoyed "by privileged.suppliers is moderators the "customs duties"
proper range from' 5 tw 10 and many imports are exempted*

62.

The pattern of xro/Le doss; net appear to be significantly distorted V

the preferences granted under the Comr^nwoalth and EEC arrangements, although
these preferences Mml to' -atr^gi&en tLo traditional trade-links*

In many

cases,, the tariff advsjrir-ago. onjoyod by overcoas suppliers io offset by higher
freight* charges a.3 c^-rcc. with charge:? borao by goody exported from Eastern
Africa.

63.

Revenue 'duties, ■-whtu tli^ir .1 ovel ic high hnrMgn, reduce the demand for

imports.

This factor d'^ea not seoin to. play a significant role in Eastern

Africa and some cevntrien consid3r that the level cf their-imports of consumer

g6ods"is exceasivs.
more'severe-.

The effect of ;r-ri:co-biv3 duties on import demand is

Unleac V?.z- o^^rter on.jcjc a substantial competitive advantage -

whioh is rarely the c:\f.o i:i jl^etern -.a-Crican conditions - it would be

difficult for"him to overcome -the tariff barrier when there is a substantial

production in the importing country*

Rates of 2^ to 4-Cfo as applied in.East

Africa, for instance, may appear moderate when compared to tariffs in force ..,
i'n'other developing areas, but they can still be prohibitive for.would-be
exporters 'in the

64.

sub-region..'

■

. .

Apart from tariff measures, governments resort to a wide range of non-

tariff ren+.r-i^-io^.

«•"-o-i

p" m.irfc?,8,

export controls,

prohibitions and the

likej state trading in various fores may also curtail normal trade flews*

.-.
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A surrey of the non-tariff restrictions in force

found in' Annex II-

in the sub-region will be

.

Any trade liberalization programme should aim at the

elimination of non-tariff as well as of tariff barriers
65*

A distinction should be made between restrictions

.
introduced for

"balanoe-of-payments reasons and those which are designed to protect local
producers.

S*< far,

imports into the

its stride,

exchange control measures have not unduly affected

sub-region,

but it

is likely that,

as development gets in

governments will face balance-of~payment problems and will be.

induced to restrict a greater number nf consumer goods or to subject all ..

imports to a general licensing requirement.
should expand,

If trade within the sub-region

the administration of exchange controls and similar restrictions

should provide special facilities for imports from the sub—region.
other hand,

.

On the

,

quantitative restrictions are applied in a number of cases for

protective purposes.

Tariff liberalization measures would be ineffective if

governments remained free to
licensing requirements,

restrict imports from the sub-region by quotas-, or

which may constitute a much formidable obstacle

than even high import duties0

(b)
66%

Inadequacy of means of transport and communications

Communications "between countries in the interior of Eastern Afrioa are

not well developed and the road network will have to be improved before any

significant expansion of trade tahes place between some of the countries
concerned; this applies especially tc Zambia and Malawi which are connected

by road and rail with Rhodesia, Mozambique and the Congo (Kinshasa), but
are not so well provided in conneetion with East Africa.

r.

The projeoted

building of a pipeline and of a railway from Tanzania to Zambia will provide

additional transport facilities which would enable

their trade with other parts of the sub-region.
Ethiopia,

Zambia and Malawi to expand

Land communications between

Somalia and East Africa are also inadequate.

On the other hand,"

sea communications are frequent and regular between all the countries lying

on the East African coasts and between them and Madagascar and Mauritius,;.
There are a number of well—equipped ports in all countries with the exoeption
of Somalia,

where ships have to ride at anehor in the roadsteads and where

loading.and unloading is l>y lighters.

It

is expected that

with Somalia will improve in the near future,
are provided

o/t T1"^adv:G~; \

communications

when better port facilities

ai:d other Somali harbours.

.

.
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So fa*., the inadequacy of land communications has had adverse influence

mainly-in,the case of Zambia and Malawi "but, as trade opportunities develop,

the absence of .appropriate tr-nspori; facilities nay rapidly becomea serious
bottleneck.

(°)
68.

Shortage .-f __ 1 p;^gg^egokgg.%g..

The lack of foreign exchange is a major constraint in most developing

countries/

The need to out oo>.n on imports of consumer goods to husband tho

scarce foreign exchange ;; escapes a*d to allocate as much as possible to the
purchase -of equipment and machinery has. disproportionately affected the volume
of trade between neighbouring countries as the suppliers in the region which,
as a rule, only export consumer goods were severely hit by import controls,
Bo far, the situation in Eastern Africa is more favourable than in many other-

developing areas.
some countries but,

Temporary exchange control measures have been in force in
generally speaking,

the existing measures concern more

the movement of capital than the movement of goeds.

imports fro:.: tv- ^- —-:1-.

In the case of Madagascar,

"~—;?■? -one are not restricted while imports from ^ther

monetary zones, such as tho .sterling area, are subjeot to licensing.

Hrwever,

: the amounts so far required for the imports from the sub-region are so small
that foreign exchange ocmUderations could not have seriously affected these
trade flows*

69.

,

,

With more rapid industrial:' *■*+•!.on in +-ba sub»reginn, the need tc limit

imports of' consumer coodz may blooms a serious pro"olem=

Exchange control

may be more extensive that is the case now and s-ms .guarantee should be
obtained that balanoe-of-payment restrictions will not.nullify the effects
nf trade liberalisation mc-a

(d)

70.

Traditional t?;,de_

There are centrifugal forces which prevent sub-regional trade from

expanding.

The main v-nes are (a) tha attraction of Southern sources of

supply for countries like £r,m>ia and Malawi5

(b) the links with the Arabian

peninsula and countries in ITorth Africa xhich are very important for .

Ethiopia and Somalia; and (c) the traditional links of all these countries
with overseas countries in iHur'^e, Asia and North America,

71.

Until recently/ the na:.n suppliers of Z-imbia and Malawi have "been

Hhodesia and Soutii Africa, ' This flow of trade was encouraged by short
distances, good communications and close ties between tho traders-*

Moreover,

South Afrioa and Rhodesia ">: rs :nore advanced than othor countries in the
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region and were able to supply the goods for -which there was a growing
demand.

Finally,

the Federation maintained free circulation of goods "between

Rhodesia, Malawi and Zambia,

and trade arrangements with the South African,

Customs Union provided for a preferential import regime "both ways.
these factors may be of a temporary character,

and,

.

Some- of

,

as a result of the

"break-up of the Federation, Rhodesia lost its piivileged situation in Zambia
and Malawi and South Africa its preferential treatment in Zambia.
seem, however,

that these oommercial ties,

in particular,

not just the outcome of political arrangements.

It would

with Rhodesia were

Rhodesia seems to enjoy

a number- of natural advantages which enable it to produce many articles
efficiently.

These commercial ties have been severed jr loosened as a result

of recent political events.

The new situation gives other suppliersiin the

sub-region a unique opportunity to displace the exports of the traditional
suppliers if they manage to compete suocessfully with overseas exporters.
72.

For Ethiopia and Somalia,

the Arabian peninsula provides valuable

markets foi- iLox. uA^. I* ^oduubb^ moreover, in the case of Somalia, Egypt,
and Iran also offer substantial outlets.

In the case of Ethiopia, Aden and

Saudi Arabia account for nearly 10^ of its total exports, and Frenoh Somaliland
an additional 4$$ the main export products to the Arabian peninsula were in .
1964 ooffee, sugar, beans,

live animals,

butter and eggs,

These figures have

to be oompared with the figure of exports to the sub-region which varied
between O.jfo and 2fo in recent years.

So far as Somalia is concerned,

the

main export market apart from Italy has been the Arabian peninsula which

took about 38$ of Somalia's exports in 1964 (57$ cf the exports of the Northern
region).

Next came the UAR which accounted for about 7$ of Somalia's total

exports, and Iran which bought substantial quantities of charcoal.

exported live animals, meat,

Somalia

sheep and goat skins to Aden and Arabia; its

experts to UAR consisted mainly of live animals.

Unfortunately, the sufc-region

offers only limited outlets for these exports which can easily be sold to'1.
Arabia or the UAR.

In the case of the UAR, a "bilateral payment agreement

■-'

requires Somalia to import from UAR amounts neoessary to balance the trade*
73,

Kenya has also found Aden and Persian Gulf countries attractive markets

for prime beef outs, butter, fruit and vegetables, cement, finished structural
parts, domestic utensils and footwear.
Saudi Arabia.

Kenya exports also coffee tn
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74,

The great bulk of exports from the

countries and,

as

international

■

sub-region goes to overseas

trade is a two-way traffic,

it implies that

most imports would come from the countries which bought the goods exported by
the sub-region,

This natural tendency which strengthened by the organization

of the import-export trade.

The same firms handled both aspects of the

trad© and had close connections with the exporters and producers in Europe
or elsewhere-

The political ties,

the membership of the same currency area

and the existence cf a preferential tariff treatment gave a considerable
advantage to the

traders of the colonial powerj

suppliers have taken away a share of the
powers,

since independence,

other

export trade from the former colonial

but these new suppliers came usually from developed countries

North America and Asia.

in Europe,

The shift in the structure of trade did not reduce the

tendency to trade mainly with non-African countries.

In addition,

the tendenoy

for imports to be tied in with exports cannot be resisted when trade is
conducted within the framework of a bilateral .trade^and,paymen.ts agreement
aiming at a strict, balancing .of accounts,
Tnis is the type or agreement
which is common when trading with planned economy countries; certain ftther
agreements

such as those concluded by Somalia with the UAR and Italy are

modelled on the same pattern and require imports and exports to balance.

This means that to develop their exports to bilateral partners,

the countries

Of the sub-region have to buy mrtre from them,
75»

So long as most experts are taken up by overseas countries,

one cannot

see how the continuance of the present trends on the import side can be

oompletely avoided.

Even countries such as the UAR, whioh have followed

a deliberate policy of trade diversification have "been more successful in
reducing their dependence

the imports.

in traditional markets for their exports.than for

This is due, to a certain extent,

composition of their imports.

The shift

to the change in the

from consumer to capital goods,

has favoured the traditional suppliers which are able to supply the
capital goods required and to offer more favourable credit terms than

the exporters in the sub-region,

an advantage which.may be decisive .with

respect. ,to exports of durable or equipment goods•
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(e)
76.

Diverging patterns of sub-regional supply and demand

Production of goods in the

sub-region is geared to the

consumers and of overseas purchasers,
regional consumers.

Moreover^

not necessarily t^ that

in the area where some

existed in the primary production of the suh-region,

away from specialization*

demand of domestic

In the case of sugar,

degree

of the subof complementarity

the tendency is tn move

for instance,

development of

cane production in many countries in the area will reduce the potential
outlets

for the specialized sugar exporters such as Mauritius and Madagascar.

On the other hand, the products for which there is a domand are not

cften

produced in the sub—region and the demand has to be satisfied by impcrts from
outside the sub-region.

In spite *f these man-made obstacles,

trade could

expand in the sector of primary products (foodstuffs and raw materials) if
the governments were prepared to en- ofdina-feetheir production plansc
7?, . With respoct to manufactured goods5

linss in most countries.
.Common Market,

Freedom of circulation of goods in the East African

and for some years in the Federation,

.and stimulated intra-regional trade,

elsewhere.
and

industrialization, fullcws parallel

but no

prevertte-d duplication

such specialization

occurred

"When a country starts a lino of production ahead of its. neighbours

produces goods which thsy require;

sub-regional trade expands but,

as th© former consumer countries catch up with the former country,
flow tends to dry up.

For instance,

region to establish an oil refinery,
sub-region;

this

trade will be

Madagascar and other places

Kenya was
and it

the

as sorn

this trade

first country in the

sub-

developed an expert trade to the

curtailed whrn refineries

start to operate.

in Tanzania,

This may be an exceptional case

because the refineries have sl capacity exceeding the present demand on the
domestic market*

However,when the local production has to be

supplemented by

imports, thie protection enjoyed by the local producer affects more generally
the

sub—regional exporter than the

rverseas supplier-

Unless the governments

'make a cLeTiberate effort to liberalize the movement of go^ds inside the area,
sub-regional trade

outside inter—territorial trade in East Africa will continue

to stagnate and may even decline.
industries and are
and overseas*

Only few industries were set up as export

equipped t<, penetrate

foreign markets

in

the

sub—region
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(f)
78.

■

Inadequacy of marketing and export promotion efforts

As indicated above,

conditions under which the

exporter had to operate

did not eneourage him to make energetic efforts to penetrate neighbouring
markets.
tariffs,

The

outlets appeared unpromising and,

under the

shelter of protective

the producer found it more comfortable to sell on his

pwn market

rather than *i.o compete with mere experienced producers and traders on other

markets.

There are,

of course,

some exceptions.

cement from Kenya to meet of the countries
in present

eireumstances

and without

can tako place and expand.

pf the

The exports of.butter and
sub-regi:n shnwthat,

enjoying any special treatment,

even

exports

It is true that the importing countries were not

producing these particular commodities and the

oi;ly problem for the exporter

was how to displace traditional suppliers,
79«

The dairy industry in Kenya is export-oriented and was equipped"tb deal

with export problems;

but it might have

concentrated its

efforts oh the UK

market and have neglected neighbouring markets where it had to meet strong
competition from traditional suppliers sueh as Australia and the Netherlands.
The

success achieved in a short

The

case

time

should encourage other potential exporters.

of cement is somewhat different.

export—oriented,

but

The industry is not

there has been <~ver-capacity in the

originally

Kenya;., cement

industry is rscsEt years and an export dxive is a logical ablution for an

industry whoso cost of production increases rapidly when the equipment is not
fully utilized.

The export

drive has paid high dividends and maintained output

at an economic1- level.

80.

■

In spite of these exceptional cases, it would seem that most producers

would not be induced to try and penetrate neighbouring markets unless a strong
incentive is offered to them in the

f*rm ef secured access to those'markets.

This is a necessary condition, Vit it may not be sufficient.
should introduce more active expert promotion policies,

Governments

producers and traders

should also be imaginative arid ad*pt aggressive marketing metheds.
prove essential,

as the following instarce will shew.

for general sconomie reasons,

This may

A Mexican importer who,

tried earnestly to import &o^ds from Central

America did not get much encouragement from governmental measures,
surveys and discussions until he made his -,:wn enquiries.

enquiries,

He found out that it

would be more advantageous for Mexican farmers in the Pacific provinces to
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t'fertilizers from Costa Eioa than to buy them from the Mexican factories
which are located near the Atlantic coast.

Which -the Mexican authorities gran+ed.

Ho applied for an import licence

This single transaction had the effect

*»f wiping cut the intractable, imbalance which existed in the trade between
Costa-Rica and Mexico.and of.starting.a very profitable line of trade,

Nrtbody had ever thought of.this export .opportunity; not even the manager of
the fertilizer factory who did not look "beyond his own domestic market.
C.

Procpeotr. for the expansi?:'. of Sub-regional trade

. . ■;■

81.

To assess the probable effects of an intergovernmental agreement to reduce

er eliminata existing barrier;? to the exchange of goods within the sub-region,
one should consider the actual and potential capacity of the countries in the
sub-region to produce various types nf goods, the present and probable future
demand for those goods and the competitive position of tho local goods

vis-a-vic exports from traditional suppliers.
three categories of goods;

(&)

This survey should extend to

thr-so which are already produced in the

sub-region and whose production'could be expanded;

(b)

those which the

governments'expect will be produced anyhow'in the near futr.re,

either becausa

the relevant projects are included in their development plans or becauso

private investors are already committed} and
produced later,

(o)

goods whioh might bo

especially if a Common Hai-ke-J; Wwre "established at some future

date.

82.

Annox III contains a general survey of th* present pattern n£ industrial

production in the Eastern African"sub-region "and the following paragraphs give

a brief description of the probable demand for the goods which are already
produced in the sub-rogion and whose production could be expanded.

Moreover,

tUe laisaka sub-regional office is conducting :an erftjUiry on the production costs
of potential expert industries in the sub-region,

TKin information wnuld not

be exhaustive and wculd have to be supplemented and improved upon by the

producers and traders" in each country, so that governments may have a olear
idea of the expert potentialities of'their industries.

It is expected that

thic documentation wculd be sufficient to sfart a-first round of negotiations
in the early part of 1968,

^or future negotiating' conferences, it would be

necessary tr. gather the same; kind of information concerning

(a) goods which
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will be produced in the near future, and (b) goc^ds which might "be produced
later,, especially if wider nutlets can "be

guaranteed through intergovernmental

action.

83.

.

The following notes review the

import markets of the

countries in the

sub-region and pick up the items for which there is an import demand which

might bo satisfied by existing producers in the sub-region,

either because

the present capacity is suificient or can easily be expanded or because
guarantee of access to sub-regional markets would be a sufficient inducement
to start production in the near future.
whether the

sub-regional

producer would be

suppliers at any given level
speaking,
the

limits

(a)
84.

this would be
of an import

the

of preference;
case

competitive vis—a-vis

traditional

it has been assumed that,

generally

if duty-free treatment were guaranteed within

quota.

Foodstuffs

'Although many countries in the sub-region are self-sufficient in a

number of staple foodstuffs,

for meat,

85*

No attempt has been made to determine

cereals, milk,

there is a substantial import demand especially

butter,

sugar,

confectionery, vegetables and fruit.

So.far as meat and live animals are concerned, the only importing

countries are Zambia which buys for about

$2.million of meat and

Mauritius which imports meat for about 81 million. The main suppliers to
Zambia were in 1964 Rhodesia,

Botswana and Australia;

■

in Mauritius, Kenya has

secured more than 25% of the market,, but Australia remains the major supplier
and Hhodesia also had sizeable exports in 1964.
of-meat whioh. it, obtains mainly from Italy.

Somalia, is. also .-an-importer

£o.fer-£3 canned meat is concerned,

Rhodesia supplied Zambia, whereas Mauritius bought from Australia,
Africa and Rhodesia.

South

The Rub—regional countries which could compete for

these markets are Kenya which has already secured a foothold on the Somalian

market, Tanzania which is nearer to Zambia,

and Madagascar which is a.siaable

sxport&r of chilled and frozen meat.

86.

Fish.

Fresh, preserved or canned is imported into Zambia, Mauritius,

Kenya and Madagascar.

Tanzania already supplies more than 50$ of the import

requirements of Zambia in fresh fish; the other suppliers of fresh, preserved

and canned fish are South Africa for Zambia, South Africa, India and Japan
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for Mauritius,
for Kenya,

the

UK, .tile

US 5 Aden,1 Japan, the Netherlands and Norway

Japan and France for Madagascar,

Displacement could take place in

the case of fresh and preserved fish, but the market for canned fish''might
"be more difficult to conquer,

even if a canning industry is set up on a,

sub-regional basis.

87« ' Dairy products.

,

.

.

. ...

There is a substantial demand for milk (condonsed or

dry) in practically all countries in the reginn, even in Kenya which is a
producer.

The main suppliers are Australia,

the Netherlands and the U.S.

Other suppliers aro Rhodesia (Malawi)^ New Zealand and the UK (Mauritius')
Denmark and the UK (Tanzania and Kenya), Italy (Somalia) and France

-(Madagascar),Tt would seem possible to expand production of condensed and
: powder milk inKenya, but thd market for such products is very competitive

and a market survey would have to make to find out if tariff reductions would
lead to additional exports.

favourable.

The market for butter appears ts. 'be more

Kenya has already a share of the market in Malawi, Mauritius,

Ethiopia and Madagascar,

Kenya1s butter is able to compete on the London

Market; the price support policy of the Kenya Government which maintains ..
domestic prices at a remunerative level should encourage an active export
policy..

The main competitors aro South Africa in Zambia and Malawi,

Australia'in Mauritius,' the Netherlands in Ethiopia,■Italy in Somalia whioX
aleo bciught butter from Aden,

Madagasoar.

France,

ihe US,

and the Netherlands in

Kenya has been able to penetrate the Malagasy market in spite of

10$ duty which favours imports fron Franoe and the Netherlands.

The

■ opportunity for cheese" do not seem to

be very, bright, in view -of th_e .acquired

■Pastes of consumers in some countries, -

' ■

88*
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Cereals.
..

.

•

■ ■ :

"

* : ■-.

r

There is a substantial demand for wheat and wheat flour,, .which
■

ie met by imports from overseas.

-\.

..

. j

———

-

1

; 7

■

The demand for. wheat in Zambia is me,t i>y

deliveries from Australia and the US supplies Madagascar.

Wheat.flour.for.

Malawi comes from Australia, whereas the US supplies Tanzania... Ethiopia is
supplied by West Germany and the US, Madagascar by France and Senegal and

Somalia by Italy and Australia.

It may be difficult to expand economic '

production of wheat in the sub-region but the sub-regional market could at

least be supplied by regional 'flour mills rather than by overseas millers.
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The demand for maize is substantial in Zambia (m^re than $1 million)

and that for .other oeroajU is rartiRularly high in Mauritius (nearly $3

million); that demand is satisfied 1y South Africa in the former case and by
■ Australia in the latter case.

Production of maise and probably also of other

cereals could be expanded m some party of the sub-regj'.n.

Rico is also in

demandj the main suppliers are Asian countries (Cayl-n, Pakistan, Thailand,

India and Vietnam) as well e.s tha US,

Madagascar is normally an exporter of

rioej apart from its "riz de luxe" which has an established market in Europe,
' Madagascar could export less expensive qualities to Eastern Africa.

Pics

exports might prove to be the most practical way ->f reducing the trade deficit

whida Madagascar might develop with the other countries in the sub-region.

90.

The sub-region imports substantial quantities cf cereal preparations and

other food, preparations from Europe, S-u^h Africa, Rhodesia and Australia^
a more detailed analysis of the composition ?f these imports would indicate

whether Eastern African exporters could expand their exports of some of
these preparations„

91.

Sugar.

Although sugar is produced in m.any parts cf the sub-region,

there are still substantial imports, in Kenya (nearly . $ 5 million ), Zambia

(more than* 2 million and a half), and Somalia.

-:

On the other han.-l, Mauritius,

Madagascar and Ethiopia are major exporters. .At the present .time, Zambia
imports its sugar in an unrefined form from Rhodesia;

Kenya and Somalia import c.nly refined sugar.
sugar

-,n the- other hand,

In 1964, Somalia imported its

from the USSR, and Kenya from Eastern Germany,

Czechoslovakia, Poland

and Turkey.'

92.

Mauritius would be able to supply the Zambian market and to.replace

Rhodesian sugar; however, the Zambian Government has already made arrangements
with Tate and Lyle to start sugar production and Zambia plans to be self-

sufficient by 1968.

In the case ..nf Kenya and S-malia, there are additional

difficulties. _ First of all, the requirements cf these countries are for

refined sugar, whereaa Mauritius, and Madagascar normally export raw sugar;-^
morecver, imports are> prolably made at world market prices which for somo timo

1/

Madagascar will sorn hav* a sugar refinery which will supply its'customers
in West and Central Africa. If outlets were guaranteed in the sub-region,
this refinery might process Malagasy and Mauritius raw sugar to meet part
of the demand on the mainland.
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have "been much lower than the price at which Mauritius has been able to

dispose -<*f the bulk of its production;
production of sugarcane and its

future.

finallyj "Kenya is expanding 'its

imports may decline rapidly in the near

The same considerations would apply to Madagascar which sells most

. of its sugar at better than world prices to the OCAM countries and to the
US.

On the other hand,

Apart from sugar,

Ethiopia might be prepared to export at world prices.

there is a substantial demand for sugar confectionery.

A large part of the supplies come from Europe (UK, Netherlands,-Poland),
South Africa and Israel.

It is likely that the sub-regional production

could be expanded and exported in greater quantities if favourable- tariff
conditions were

93.

granted.

Although tea is produced and exported by Kenya, Uganda and Mauritius,

imports of the sub-region are substantial, ■■ Kenya imparts for nearly

& 5 million of tea, and Zambia & half a mi1linn.

There is probably"a

specialization in the trade and the qualities imported may be different from

thoso exported.

Zambia imported tea from Rhodesia, whereas Asian suppliers

provide Kenya, Ethiopia, Somalia and Madagascar (Ceylon and Mainland China);

Kenya imports also tea from Congo (Kinshasa).

The East African oountries

export to Somalia, and Malawi to East African countries.

It ^oulc^ probably

be rewarding for tea producer? to e^pl-re the markets nf neighbourirg
countries and t* see whether some qualities produced in the sut-rsgion could

not replace tho traditional supplies,

As regards coffee,

the only, importer

is Somalia and East African countriss already satisfy the demand from Somalia.

94.

There seem to be

sizable

opportunities in the field of vegetables,

fruity margarine and possibly spices.

There is a growing.demand for beans,

lentils,

chickpeas, eto-

which is met only in part "by producers in. the sub-

region.

Preserved vegetables and fruit ciuld also b*= produced locally in

greater quantities than is the case at present.

Margarine is imported mainly

from the Netherlands although some production exists in the sub-region.

Spices usually come from Asia; but pepper whioh is produced in Madagascar and
chillies which are grown in Ethiopia cculd be sold to Eastern African, consumers.
(b)

95-

Raw materials

The demand for industrial materials is not large at.the present time,

but is bound t^ grow as industrialization gets apace,

Unmanufactured tobacco
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is imported by Mauritius and, ir. small quantities, by Madagascar for blending
purposes; the US supplies Mauritius and Madagascar buys from several
countries, including Malawi.

The Malagasy manufacture? "buys good quality

.

:

Burleigh and Virginia tobacco from Malawi, but tho local producers which used
to sell Maryland and similar varieties to the French Tobacco Monopoly at a

favourable price are nov producing Burleigh and Virginia; as. the quality of
their production improvaa, imports from Malawi would decline rapidly.
96.

Cigarettea are imported by some countries, especially Zambia whioh so

far was supplied by Khodosia; Although thera aro tobacoo manufactures in
most of the eouivtriea, sub-regional trado in cigarattea onuld replace to a
certain extent imports from US?

97.

UK and France.

Wnod (mainly shaped) is imported by Zambia, Malawi and Mauritius; the

main suppliers are Rhodesia, Canada and the US for Zambia, Canada for Malawi-,
Singapore and ether Asian countries for Mauritius.

East Africa oould supply

Some hon-conifei-o^B- wooa, >ut prices and qualities.will ha^e to compare with
these of the present suppliers to 'see whether thert* is roora for expansion.
98.

The only country in the sub-region which imports cotton ip Ethiopia

whioh is supplied by the Sudan, .Germany, Italy, the US and Japan; except for
imports from the Sudan and the US,

country of growth.

the statistics give no olue as to the

.It v^uld seem that the short staple varieties of East

African cotton could find a:i outlet i:i Ethiopia.

Hides and skins which are ,

a major export item of a mrnber of c-ouzvtries in the su>-region aro not much in
demand in the sub-regie:; at tho.present

time 5

the demand which oxistfl is mot

by local production or 1:y imports, from Ethiopia;, Somalia and Rwanda.

Import

requirements pf oilseeds ana,vegetable oils ar-s also limited-

and .

eoposut oil are already supplied by Zanzibar;
sub-region and the US,

Copra

e

ecttensoed oil corner from tho

and linseed from Ethiopia.-

It wr-uld seam, that Ethiopia

eould export inors . salt to East Africa .which "huyt* it mainly froa Ad.on or.
Pakistan^
exports,

even if Ethiopian production iB not increased substantially "by those
it would "be more profitable to expert salt to neighbouring eour-;fcrios

than to distant Japan,

since substantial Bavin^F could be made en freights,.

The demand for ores and metaln is at prssent negligible "but would inoreaaa
if fabricating industrios aro

set upj

this would prcvido additional markets

for countries like Zamhiu which is a major producer .-..£ non-ferrous
metals.

oreu and

■

-
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The trade in ^etroioum products "ri.ll be affected in the near future by

the installation of refineries in a Humbert cf ocLintri.eE

in the

sub-region.

Somfi of these refineries plan to export part of their production for a number
of yeas-a,

but markets in the

sub-region for the major products are

with the exception tf Somalia vliioh 1b new supplied by Iran,

depends on outside suppliers.
of lubricating oils:
if access we're

(°)
100.

The

the

se long as

In 1964,

sub-regien

assured to ito products,

field cf manufactured goods,
of the

consuming countries

Zambia n,n<1 Maiawi

sub-regir-n.

In the

prospects of trade ex
case of Portland

do not

start producing cement

themselves.

^l.i>d on supplies fr«m Rhodesia; Ethiopia bought

Germany,

supplier was the USSR,

Yugoslavia,

Italy and Rumania.;

Somalia'fj main

Mauritius bought corns cement from the UK and

Madagascar wan largely dependent

expanded:

there are good

saving on freight oculd stimulate further exports from Kenya,

cement from Israel,

bought

situation would be different in the case

a regional plant would be able to supply the

pansion for many of 'itsproducts

Zambia;

and 7-ambia which

Manufactures

In the

cement,

limited,

on Europo*

Exportr. of s^agn oould be

Supplies came in-1964 from Rhodesia in .the nas© of Malawi and . -.

from the USSR,
Foap

Italy and the UK in th/5.

from Italy and the UK,

the UK and South Africa were

ftupplifld Zambia and Malawi;

case

-.f Ethiopia;

and Madagascar from France,,

the main suppliers

Somalia

. ,

■

For

cf Mauritius while Rhodesia

Ethiopia bought paints in Via EEC,

the U-Kj Somalia in Italy and the UK and Madagascar from France.

Denmark .end-

- Glassware .-

and rubber manufaoturea (including bicycle tyre a and tubas which are already-:
produced in the sub-region),came from South Africa and Rhodesia, Japan and
North America.

Iron sheets which arn also produced in substantial quant.itiss

in the sub-region wore supplied by Japan and It-aly to Ethiopia, by South
Africn,

Rhodesia.and Japan to other countriGFU

also came
40% of tho

-

Finished.structural parts .

from South Africa^.Rhodesia and Europe.
Somalian market

outside suppliers to the

Tiis markat

■
-■

If Kenya already captured

for aluminium domestic utensils,

sub—region,

■■

there arrt.major ■-

for furnitvtre

by European ccnurtrieo and the UAR also supplied Somalia,,

is

dominated..
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There, are-substantial imports of co11on .textiles, p.lotMng and footwear,

although many of the countries are producing such products in increasing
quantities.-

The main suppliers were Rhodesia and the UK for the Jflalawi

market; Rhodesia, the UK and Japan for Zambia; India, Japan and the UK for
Mauritius*

Somalia bought textiles from the UAR, Aden;

the USSR and Indiaj

the Ethiopian import mc/rket was practically in the hands of the Japanese and
Madagascar bought from Western and Eastern Europe, Mainland China and Japan*,

As regards clothing and footwear, the main ouppliern are also from outside the
■region.

Asian countries supplied rubber shoes,

West and East European

countries canvas and leather shoes,

102.

On'the basis of present production alone, thera are many sectors of trade

wher6 demand could physically bs met by sub-regional production.
for manufactured goods in iai*gor and more

stuffs and especially raw materials.

diversified than demand for food

Tariff reductions would tend to favour

thos© countries which arc more advanced; Table
present trade'structure3

The demand

1 shows that,

-bhn trend is already for the

on the basis of

Issb—advanced countries

to develop an adverse balance of trade with tho sub-region.

The only countries

which exported more than they imported - if intra-Easo African' trade is not

included - wer© 5Ceny*i with a curplus of about $9 million in 1964? Tanzania

(fl million arid "a" half) ar?d Ugarida (less thanSl million); all the other
countries had an adverse balance

or broke even.—'

To avoid an undesirable

increase in the svib-regiondl trads imbalance which would "be more det, l.cental
to the debtor countries under1 a preferential system than within the present
framework of non--disoriminatcry trade,

it will be necessary to build in the

necessary safeguards in the negotiation rules and also to stimulate in the
less

advanced countries production of manufactured goods

a growing demand in tha mora advanced countries of the

for which there ".s

sub-region*

D.

The organizationq^ a first ~?ugd^-f__tro.de negotiations

103.

From tho analysis of the producxion and trado patterns in the .Eastern
■.

■■

.

■

.

■■ ■

.

,'... i-

African sub-region contained in Annex III and in the preceding section,

it can

be deduced that a significant expansion in.sub-regicnal trade could result from

1/

The surplus shown for Zambia may bn more apparent than real,.i£ the bulk
of exports of manufactured tobacoo aro not retained for local consumption
in Malawi but re_--cxrrjjr^-1.,

.

.

.
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r- measures,

even if there

present production structure.
require some

is no spectacular change in the

This expansion of experts, however,'"would

strong incentive in the

form

of tariff preferences.

experience of the East African Common Market shows that

The

local industries

have usually been able to displace outside suppliers when they enjoyed a

preference ranging from 25 tc AOfa-.

It can be assumed that the same

phenomenon would taka place in other countries if the same kind of preference
were accorded.

in force,

This moans that;

en the basis of the tariffs actually

the granting of duty-free entry for specific products from the

sub-region would in most cases guarantee their access, pi-ovidud the quality
and prices of these products are comparable to those of the East African
products.

Negotiations

leading t? such resultc would certainly enable

sub-regional exporters to increase their sales very rapidly.

104.

This is particularly true of the countries which have established

reasonably efficient industries,

have some experience in selling to their

neighbours and can expand their present production.

These countries would

reap immediate benefits from such liberalization measures.

problem, however,

A nore complex

is how to ensure that trade expansi-.n brings comparable

benefits to all partners irrespective of their levels of development.

As

indicated in Section A above,-/the loss-advanced countries will find it more
difficult to draw any real advantages from trads liberalisation unless the
more advanced countries are prepared to make room for the primary products
which they are able to export as well as for the simple manufactures which
they are beginning to produce.

If the advanced countries adopt a positive

attitude in this respect, and if the less advanced countries are prepared tc
divert purchases to the sub-region,

there will be a basis fox negotiation

and trade will expand to the benefit of all concerned.

105.

The existence of the .above-mentioned problems might induce governments

to hesitate and to wait until tho less-advanced countries have caught up
with the mere advanced before ,liberalisation measures are. contemplated

or,

alternatively, to combine trade and development measures in a broader Common

Market or integration project.

The second course would of course be the

best solution if an agreement could "he reached within a year or two "but the

history of regional integration projects in n-ther developing areas ehows

1/

See parato~raphs ISj to 23 and paragraph 40,

,.■■-■

:■■/■■:
.

.

■
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that these projects take much time to mature, and that, in the meantime,

development in each country is fyarned in a purely national basis, without
any connection with the plans of neighbouring countries.

This lack of

oo-ardination leads to a pattern of production which makes it very difficult
to liberalize trade at a later stage,,

The newly established plants are

unwilling - and often unable - to face competition from neighbouring countries
and grvernaenis fear the social and financial consequences of liberalization.

The soopo of any Common Market is limited to the sectors whore production
has not yet started, and there may be few of these as in the oase of LAFTA.

_ The progress of integration will be unduly protracted, because of unce^;_

--

ordinated production; and many of the investments previously made will have
to be written off.

These risks might be avoided to a large extent if, instead

of developing in watertight compartments, tho countries concerned introduced
some degree of co-ordination in their policies at an early stage.

106.

-

This can be done if governments are prepared to adopt a concerted,

'programme of trade liberalization which would aim at a progressive elimination
of existing obstacles on the basis, of mutual advantage and reciprocity.

Within the framework of such a programme, governments would meet from time to
■time and agree on concrete measures of tariff reduction and of relaxation of
non-tariff obstacles.

The enforcement of such measures, based on international

^commitments, would gradually widen access to the sub-regional markets' for the

goods *rhic& each.country can produce and export profitably.

Moreover, these

negotiations would give to governments an opportunity to weigh the advantages

and disadvantages of producing this or that article rathor than purchasing it

from tfcei* neighbour they would naturafly compare their production policies

and see how far they can be adjusted to give the optimum results to all

concerned. Such a confrontation, even with no prior commitment regarding
regional planning would naturally lead to a more reasonable allocation of
resources in the sub-region than if development continued on a strictly
autonomous basis.

107.

■

This approach ia not new. and trading nations have'resorted to it for

centuries.

Of course, it will not solve all the problems of regional

development and it cannot be.expected to bring stwrt te spectacular results

a. ths establishment of a full-fledged Comnmn Market.

It should not *T

considered as a substitute for tta negotiation of a Customs Union Treaty, but
it would provide an interim solution pending the negotiation of such a Treaty
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and give an impetus to clcser trading relationships in the sub-region.

As a

minimum, the carrying-nut of such a programme would enable governments to

avoid the flagrant anomalies which have hampered rational development in some
developing areas and would reduce to a minimum the cases of unwarranted
duplication of productive efforts; at best, it would pave the way to

co-ordinated planning inside the sub-region, facilitate the establishment of
a future Common Market and create the indispensable atmosphere for its success
ful operation.

108.

To be successful, such a programme should be envisaged as a series of

Trading Conferences, which would take place.at regular intervals, preferably

eyery year and which should have a definite target so as to arrive at full
liberalization by 1975 of the trade in selected .items.

At each meeting, the

governments should try to supplement what has been- achieved at the previous
meetings,

so that the momentum is maintained.

Although the LAFTA propedures

are- defective in many respects, the requirement that the governments should
negotiate every year and.meet a definitive target each time has greatly con--

trTbuted to the progress made and the experience gained in.those- Conferences

enabled governments to get a clearer idea of the difficulties faced and of the
decisions which, had to be taken to solve them.

Although the following ,

paragraphs are directed to the organization of the first round of negotiations,
they are drafted on the assumption that the governments will agree not to

hold a single Trade Conference, but to carry out a programme of regular
meetings.

For each meeting,

in terms of total coverage.
bring substantial results;

governments should agree on a definite target,

However, the first round cannot be expected to
it will be more in the form of an experiment, but,

if this experiment is successful,

it will be the'starting-point ©fa

cumulative process of trade expansion.

109,

The first decision governments will have to take is whether the_y are

favourable to the approach outlined, in paragraph 106 above and ar« prepared
to engage in periodical trade negotiations.

If tho answer is in the

affirmative, the next question would bo the drafting and adoption of rules
for such negotiations which would onsure that the main objective of tho
pro-gramme, i.e. a significant increase in the exports of the sub-region
would "be attained in such a way as to luring comparable benefits to all
participating countries.
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Trade negotiations have been conducted,

either the linear or the selective method.

so far, in accordance with

Under the former method, the_

negotiating governments agree in advance to reduce all their individual

tariffs, with a few exceptions, "by a given percentage; under the latter, the
governments do not agree in advance on an overall percentage of redncticn to
be attained nor do they commit themselves to give concessions on all or

nearly all products; they only indicate their willingness to bind or to

reduce tariffs applied to individual products (or to relax non-tariff
obstacles) if - and only if - they obtain from their partner or partners

ooncessions on their export products which they consider equivalent;

the

selection of the items on which concessions are mads and ihe amount cf such,
reductions are determined by the importing country.

111.

The linear method has been used by the EEC and the EFTA; it has also

been adopted with success in the Kennedy Round,,

It has the advantage of

providing *? eHyn-nio c'^'Pr.'v+icn of reciprocity and it widens the scope of the
negotiations.

A comparison between the results achieved under the Kennedy

Round (35$) and those resulting from the Dillon round (around 5$) which was
conducted under the selective method is conclusive.

It is>

however,

doubtful

that such method of negotiation would be appropriate in the present Eastern

African circumstances.

In the case of the ECE and of the EFTA the negotiating

governments were bound under a formal Treaty to eliminate all their trade

^

barriers within a certain time-limit; the only question was how to define the
stages of reduction*

In such circumstances,

the linear method was the most

praotical and perhaps the only logical method.

The LA.FTA governments were

not prepared to accept that method and provided for successive negotiations

on a product—by-product basis but with a quantitative target for each
negotiation.

However,

the

Progress was sl-^w and disappointing,

as

cculd have been expected,

fundamental cause for the unsatisfactory results was not so much

the choioo of the method as the inability of the governments in 1$6C to
accept the full implications of regional integration.

If,

as a result of the

Punta del Este Conference,

the

Latin American countries are fully committed

to the Common Market idea,

the

linear method of negotiation will nc doubt be

adopted.
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In the case of Eastern Africa,

as soon as the governments agree to

establish a full-fledged Customs union, they would be well advised to adopt
also the linear method of tariff reduction.

But,

so lnng as they have not

crossed that bridge, the application of that "technique would lead to unbalanced
results.

There is no doubt that the linear method worked extremely well in

the Kennedy Round, but this was because the negotiating countries had a wide
range r>f exports and of imports,

They could safely expect that the effects

of linear cuts in their tariffs and in the tariffs of their partners would

be more or less balanced?, the advantages of adopting a simple definition of.
reciprocity and of determining in advance the target were much greater than
the risk of an unequitable deal.

On the other hand,

countries relying on the

export of a few products but importing a wide range of goods, were not prepared
to negotiate on that basis which,
Accordingly,

for them,

amounted to sheer gambling.

all the less-developed countries and countries like Canada and

Australia which export selected items were allowed to stick to the traditional
selective method of negotiation.

113.

The selective method h£.s been applied for a long time both in bilateral

and in multilateral negotiations.

Under that method,

determines himself the scnpe of his concessions:

each negotiating partner

he is free to refuse to

negotiate on specific items and to fix the degree of reduction he is prepared
t» grant on such items.
wishes to negotiate,

Since each partner determines for himself what he c.

the initial offers seldom match and they have to be

adjusted, until each negotiating team is satisfied that there is a fair
balance of advantages.

This process of adjustment is tedious but effective.

Each negotiating team which .h&s estimated the probable effects of the
concessions offered on both sides agrees to the deal when it considers that
increases- in exports will offset the increased inflow of impc-rts,.

The ■■ ■

governments consider that.this method of negotiation gives them the assurance

that there will be reciprocity and that,- as a result of negotiations conducted
along these lines,
114.

it is unlikely that serious imbalances could.take place.

This assurance is particularly important when the negotiating partners

have reached different

levels of development;

the less-advanced countries

rightly fear that trade liberalization might lead to a deterioration of their
balance of -brado

T>-^ trample of the Central African Federation and of the

Page
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East African Common Market shows that if trade

if freed without any corrective

as a result of a Common Market ai-iangeiaertt

for that matter,, of a negoti

ation conducted in accordance with the

or,

linear method - the more

advanced

countries will develop their exports far more rapidly than their lessadvanced partners.

This would lead to serious imbalance

retard the development of the
remedy this defect:

the

latter countries.

in trade and may

The selective method will

less-advanced countries are able to limit their

concessions to what they consider to be equivalent to the advantages secured

for their exports.

Trade will expand at the same rate on both sides.

That

method will not bring about as rapid an expansion of trade as the others,
but the expansion will be more balanced,

and less—advanced countries will be

effectively protected against the undesirable effects

of uncontrolled

liberalization.

115.

It will,

of course,

be the responsibility of the negotiators to assess

the probable effects of proposed concessions on the export and the import
trade of their countries to ensure that there ±3 a reasonable balance between

thorn.

This is not an easy assignment when negotiations are conducted on the

basis of the most-favcured—nation clause;
when,

but it becomes even more complex

as is contemplated in the present exercise, the concessions.are granted

on a preferential basis.
estimates,

In the case

on the one hand,

the

^f

-idinary negotiations,

the negotiator

value in terms of increased .exports which

would result from the concessions obtained from the partner or partners;

the other hand,
offers.

on

he tries to assess the adverse effects of the concessions he

The effects are not the same when there is nc l^cal production and

when there is such a production.

In the

first case, a reduction r.f duty

would lead to some loss in customs revenue,

depending on tho price

elasticity of demand and tc a reduction in cost to the consumer (i.e*

increase in its real purchasing power).

an

In the second casa, there may be a

loss or a profit for the state budget, but there will be less protection for

the local industry which may have to cut down its output or its profits
unless it can improve its productivity.

On the nther hand, the consumer

will pay less than before for the goods whether imported or locally produced
or will obtain a better quality for the same pric;..

spend on other goods (or to save),

He will have more to
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116.

As regards tha potential loss in customs revenue, the negotiator will

have to consider that the government will collect more revenue from the
additional production cL export products generated by a reduction in the

tariffs of foreign countries-

This additional revenue will accrue from

direct and indirect taxds levied on the people engaged in that sector of
production,

To that should be added the higher collections of import duties

resulting from a greater value of imports? in spite of a reduction in the rates

in cases where the price elasticity of demand is hign M If the increase
in the real purchasing power of th« consumers as a resuli of cheaper supplies

and in their actual purchases is taken into account the effect on government
revenue may "be negligible and could even be positive.

117.

It is more difficult to assess the effects of the loss on protection on

the economy as a whole.

As indicated earlier, the local producer will be

exposed to a further doee cf competition; he will normally be obliged to

bring his prices down or to improve the quality of his products ;to meet

that competition.

This would lead to a reduction of his profits - and that is

often possible without endangering the financial position of the undertaking,
- or might be met by better productivity,

suffer at all from the tariff reduction.

tn thai case, the economy will not

On the other hand, it may happen

that the local producer canno't cope with outside competition? he may be in
real difficulties or even obliged to close down.

In these circumstances, the

government will consldor whether that production is bringing a net contribution
to national income and whether it would not be more profitable to use the

resources for more efficient activities.

If the outlets offered to the export

industries - which are more efficient and competitive - are sufficient to
absorb the resources hoarded by that producer, there would eventually be a

gain'for the national economy even :.f soe« frictional problems arise,

But

this is an extreme case, which has isrely to be faced in developing countries
where demand is growing.

Usually the granting of a concession would not lead

to the closing down of the plant, but to'a freezing of its production capacity;
the additional demand would then accrue to the more efficient supplier, local
or foreign.

1/ This applies only if the duty is reduced,

%n duty-free treatment is

granted increased imports cannot bring any revenue at all.
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When concessions are granted on a preferential basis an additional

factor has to be taken into account.

In the case *t MFN tariff reductions,

the foreign suppliers will compete among themselves and it is likely that the
benefit of the tariff reduction will be passed on to the importing country
and "to the consumer,

When the concession is granted on a preferential basis,

the privileged supplier is protected against competition from third countries,
and is not obliged to pass or. the tariff reduction to the importing country,

he usually sells just below the landed price of the competing products, plus

the margin of preference: i.e. tho difference between the (higher) rate of
duty applied to goods from non-privileged sources and the duty applicable to

privileged supplies,

As a recult, the importing country (and the consumer)

will pay the same price as before but the government will have,, lost, part of
its customs revenue and/or deprived its local industry of part of its
protection.

The importing oountry will be worse off than if the. concessions

had been granted on a most-favoured-nation basis, because it,cannot expect
the favourable effect cf a price reduction.

The deal will be equitable only

if that country is assured that its exporters will also obtain higher prices
for their sales on the market on which they enjoy a preference; in that case,
the additional income derived from experts will offset the loss in real

purchasing power suffered by the economy as a result of the preference.

It

is more than ever essential to seoure a reasonable balance of advantages in the
negotiation; in the case of an ordinary MFK negotiation,

one could simply see

to it that there is.a balance in the increased values of exports anfl imports at
the existing price levels; when preferences are accorded.

One should also see

that balance is maintained, taking into account the effects of preferences
»n comparative prices,

i..e.

on the terms of trade in other, words,

one should

compare also the magnitude of the margin of preference granted and received.
119.

Because of these complications and for other reasons as well, it is

suggested that a new technique be introduced for Eastern African negotiations.
Usually, negotiations lead to the binding of existing rates of duty.or to
reductions applicable without

limitation of quantity:

if,

for instance,

a

duty is reduced from 30$ to 20$ for a particular origin, the new rate would
apply to all quantities of that particular product which originates in that
country. In the case we are considering presently, a binding of duty at the
existing level would be of little value5

even moderate tariff reductions are
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jiot likely -to overcome the reluctance of exporters to try thoir chances on

markets where competition is keen=

It would appear necessary to aim at a

substantial margin of preference which only duty-free entry wculd normally

provide.

On the other hand,

importing countries >ould not ,bs, prepared to

go as far as to grant duty exemption for unlimited amounts, even on a

limited number of items.

The practical way of getting out- of this .dilemma

is to resort to -the technique of duty-free tariff quotas.

Under that

technique 3 imports of a given .product ?.,?e admitted free of duty up to an
.agreed amoxint but any additional imports would pay the normal rate of duty.,

120.

This method would liavsna.:/ advantages 'in the present case-.

First of

all7 such quotas would KoSimise1 the chancss for tho exporters'of disposing
of their goods up to the full amount of the quota; provided they have
available supplies at reasonable prices.

On the basis of e&inting tariffs

" which often range frr-m 20 to 40 pen? csntj duty-free entry :*ould give them a
practioal certainty that they oould displace r.ve rasas suppliers.

Production

could be planned on a firm'baais and exporters would have a strong incentive
to follow an ective marketing policy.

As regards tha importing country,

that method would enable .it tc calculate with accuracy the amount of
customs revenue which would b3 lest, and to estimate the■additional revenue

which would be dorivad rrc.:i increased enpr.rts.

It, will also enable the

government to assess the ai'ffac-c of oosipoti-ti'-n on tho sa.les of the lcoal

producers.

Definite information of that nature would make it easier for

the government to convinca the-A to accept that e^i-rc, dose ef competitio-n.
In any case, the government could offer: a tariff. quota corresponding to the
expected increase-in consumption; in'that ■ onse, the local prodi,icers would
not suffer any actual damage, since they would be assured of disposing of
their present output, even in the future,

121.

This technique would also greatly facilitate the task of the nego

tiators who would hava.at their disposal a comparatively simple yardstick
■to measure reciprocity, ! They:could use Ihe so-called "trade■coverage method"

which compares the voluine3-(or bettor still the values) of the trade covered
by the concessions on ^oth sides,,

By adding ths quotas granted, on'the one

hand, and the quotas- received, on the other, the-negotiators "dould compare
them and have- a fairly good iden whether there is a'reasonable, balance
between the two.

-

-
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Duty-free quotas

122.

or quotas

at

It is suggested that,

duty-free

however,

reduced rates of duty

as a rule,,

tariff quotas and not

the

concessions

should take

the formof

of quotas at reduced rates of duty.

It may,

be necessary to make an exception in favour of less-advanced

countries which rely mainly on import duties as a source of revenue and
cannot,

for the time being,

develop an alternative source of revenue sunn as

a modern income system or a general sales tax.

In those oaeee, while the

more advanced countries would grant duty-free treatment,

that their partners maintain a limited revenue duty.

they might adcept

It is suggested that

the rate of duty should not exceed 5$, and, in exceptional cases, where
hardship'is proven,

123.

Is it advisable t^ provide other exceptions to the rule of duty-free

quotas?

It may be argued that valuable results could be obtained if govern

ments wero allowed to offer quotas at reduced rates of duty, without having

to go down to zero in all oases.

While "admitting that such a poscibility

should nnt bo excluded by the -rules nf negotiation, this should be conside^d
as an exception and not as a normal procedure„

Indeed,

governments,

if they

saw the possibility r.f maintaining part of the duty, would be induced to limit

their concessions to the strict minimum.

Thin woiild reduce the scop© ."»f the

negotiations and complicate them considerably-

to duty-free quo-baa,

Lot u" consider the objections

First, the loss of revenue,

In other types of

negotiation, this would be a valid argument; but when the concessions take
the form of tariff quotas, the loss of revenue is the product of the margin

of reduction, on the one hand, and the size of the quota.

A duty-free quota

«f 100 when the duty is 6ofo lea.ds to the same loss of revenue as a quota of
200 when the duty is 3.0#.,

If governments agree to apply weights based on the

margin of preference when they assess tha value of the concessions, the
objection would bo met«

124.

Another argument which can bo adduced is that a 6ofo margin of preference

would enable the exporter to boost his prices more than if the. margin is only

of 3C$; he would enjoy an improvement in his terms of trado which would make
the bargain unequal.

This .would bo true if the quotas were the same on both

aider,; but if governments accept the principle of weighting, as suggested
above, this ^inequality would disappear.

Tho exporter enjoying a 6Q$ -

■ '•'■
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preference would obtain a higher urit profit, "but since his exports',wpuld be

half those of the partner, the total profit would not bo higher.

125,

It would be preferable to adopt a system of weighting when comparing

the value of the concessions than introducing the complications of quotas
at reduced rater, of duty.

Within the general framework of a programme

designed to lead to froe trade by 1975, the introduction of two tiers of
tariffs would be a step backward.

The maintenance of a reduced duty would

encourage the establishment of industries which should disappear at the time

tariff barriers are eliminated if they need" protection against other subregional producers.

The rosistancg to the elimination of such protection

may create serious political difficulties.

Even in the case of industries

already operating at the time of the negotiation, they wauld not face a
more severe competition with a smaller quota at a zero duty than witfe a

bigger quota at a reduced level of duty.

Special oase of excise dutiable products

: 126.

High import duties are' often levied on goods such as spirits, manufac

tured tobacco, petroleum products, :etc. which arc subjected to excise duties

when they are produced locally.

In the countries which follow the British

practice, the excise is levied only'on the locally manufactured product,
whereas the -import t?.uty included -..hat amounts to an equivalent revonua duty

in lieu of the excise.

In other countrj.es, the internal tax is levied both

on the local and on the imported product; in the latter case, the tax is

levied independently :f the import duty.

In the cass where the excise duty

is. levied only on the local product, the obligation to grant duty-free tariff
quotas would not imply that no import duty would be collected, but that,

within the limits of the quota, the duty collected would not be higher than
the rate of excise duty applicable to the li'ke domestic product. This rule
would apply whenever there is a significant local production of the item
covered "by the concession,

.

-

Special case of low import duties

127.

It has been assumed that a preference of 25 to 40fc would normally'

guarantee that the concession would be effective and provide actual access

to the importing market. In most cases, the existing tariffs would provide
such a margin; but there are cases where the existing tariff is much less
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tfcan 25^ and duty-free entry may not offer a sufficient incentive.

The

sub-regional exporters may not be able to penetrate the market or would be
obliged to pare down their export prices and lose part of tho benefit of the
concession.
partners.

There would be deterioration of their terns of trade with their
One solution would be to ask the importing country to raise its

duty, say, to 2^ to make the bargain more comparable with the normal case.

The importing country may accede to that request or may be unwilling to do
so, either because of the probable effect of such an increase on it3 internal
prices or because this change would antagonize the traditional suppliers.

The importing country might be prepared t* revise its tariff upwards as a

result of a Common Market arrangement, but not during the interim period.
128.

In that case, the exporting country may decide to withdraw its request

for a concession or it may accept the tariff quota, provided it does pay

at a full price for it.

adopted.

This cou^d be done if a system of weighting is- '

«*h»± ^ ^i^ing duly is less than a range of 25 to 4<#, the value

of the concession cruld be deflated by an appropriate percentage, in the same

way as a concession involving a more-than-average preference would be worth
more than a normal concession.

These adjustments upwards and downwards would

enable the governments to meot the special problems which would arise in the
course

of the

negotiations•

Assessment of the value of the concessions

129.

As the negotiations are conducted on the basis of mutual advantage, the

negotiators will wish to know whether the offers on both sides are more or

less of the same value before they decide to accept a final arrangement.

As indicated in paragraph 121 abeve, the technique of tariff quotas makes

it infinitely easier tc estimate the value of concessions than other methods
5f negotiation.

If one assumes that exporters would be able to take full

advantage of the duty-free quotas, the result cf the negotiation would be
that each country would increase its exports by the amount of the quotas
offered to it and would have to import from the partners an additional
amount equal to the quotas granted.

In the case of fully-developed countries,

when the two quantities are equal, the total trade between the two countries
wwuld be increased by the amount of the quotas on bcth sides.

There is

substitution of an additional production for export for an equivalent
production for the d-mestic market which will have to give way before imports.
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The direct effect is not to increase production tut to cause a shift from a

less to a more efficient line of production.
the use of the means of production,
income of "both partners,

130.

As a result of the saving in

there will be a net increase £n the real

which will lead to higher production and trade.

By comparing the total value of the quotas granted (import quotas) to

the total value of the quotas received (export quotas)3 one could see easily
whether there is a reasonable balance between the two.

In some cases,

it

would be necessary to apply weights to the value of individual quotas when
the preference is less or more than normal.
complicate the assessment of the results,

region are usually in the 25-40$ range.

This should not unduly

since the tariffs of the sub-

So long as the two total values

on both sides are more or less equal, there will be no- serious risk of imbalance
and the

131.

partners would get

a fair deal.

This situation prevails wnen theie is a substantial risk of displacing

the local production of the importing country.
the next few years,

the

ef local production

but rather to the substitution of regional products for
In that

require a.strict balance between the
is no

when the

local production of the

imports are

in Eastern Africa during

concessions would not normally lead to a displacement

imports.from outside.the area.

there

Eut,

likely to

case,

the

importing country will not

"import" and "export quotas".
goods covered by the

displace

foreign

supplies

Whenever

concessions,
and not

or

local

production (this happens when a substantial part of the demand is: PuppliecLby imports), and when there is no intention of starting production of these

items during the period of validity of the agreement (e.g. three years),
there
income

is an advantage

for the

generated by export

importing country so

quotas

is

long as

greater.than the

resulting from.the higher price paid by the

the

.

additional,

transfer of incume .

importing country for the

preferred imports.
132.

This situation which will apply in most cases in Eastern Africa

the next few years

(i)

can be

expressed by the

?

following formulas

during
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in which ,la V>/ represents the increase in welfare resulting from the
negotiations,

in

represents the additional money income derived from the

£i>

production of additional exports,

/\C

represents the cost to the dconomy of the substitution of
imports

from the

region for imports of other origins.

The above quantities can be calculated in accordance with ihe formula (2).

(2) Ayl # £(r+w+s+p+t-x') ra ~ <d \
in which

Q.

represents a tariff quota granted to the partners (import quota)

Q .

"

p. tariff quota granted by the partners (export quota)

"

the value of the materials and components bought in
the

w,s

and p,

country for the

the wages,

production of Q.

salaries profits

corresponding, to that

production

t the
x1

tax accruing to the

the value

government as a result of that production

of materials and comppnents bought "by the producer

locally and whi^h would otherwise have been exported,
m

the multiplier,

d

the

average

covered in

and

incidence
the

of the

concessions

If these various data are not available,

duties

applicable

to

the

goods

granted.

the

formula

can be simplified as

follows:

(3)

133.

AH

#

m^ Qx -^ d Q±

In simple terms, this means i/liat, if the effect of imports is not to

displace local production but to lead to trade diversion — which is the case

for many trade flows in Eastern Africa - the importing cnuntry need not
insist on a balance bet-ween the "export" and the

"import quotas, because it

will enjfty an increase in welfare even if it grants higher tariff quotas than
it

receives.

If,

for instance,

the

average

incidence

of the import

duties

on the goods covered by the concessions is 33 l/3%, the importing country
could grant

at

least

three

times

as much import

quotas as

it

receives with-

/
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losing anything,

e.r.d. per:v.v::s sz rmich ar; nine time:

important finding bocavsc it

3 3 ranch.

should to a large extant assuage the misgivings

of less -advanced countries when they enter trade negotiations.

course,

This is an

This,

of

is true r,nlv if the average incidence of the duties does not exceed

l/ ' It may be argued that, although such a deal may be advantageous from the
point of view of welfare, it may have an adverse effect on "budgetary
revenue.
Of course, since the total national income would be the same

■

or higher, the source of revenue would not he reduced?
However,in order
to maintain - or increase - the lovol of revenue collections, it may he
necessary for tho governrr-nt to change the fiscal structure, a reform
which, it may he reluctant to undertake.
It would be possible to estimate
how much the total revenue ^corui:^ to tho government would increase or
decline after the concessions have entered into force,
On the basis of
that .estimate, the negotiators wculcl be able "to adjust the total values
of import and export quotas to ensure that no loss in revenue is incurred,,
Assuming that the import and export quotas arc fully utilized, the govern—

ment 'Will lose customs'revenue to the time of-^ cl Q the

government will derive

It will collect import duties on the
.

On the other hand,

revenue from tho additional

foreign input.,

export trades
possibly some internal

.taxes on the domestic inrrjts it. will also receive, nr;re income tax from
the producing companies, the individufil producers} managers, etco

Finally it will collect ^ndiroct taxes (import duties, excise t.nd others)
on the fraction of the additional iiicnms which will not be saved but
spent.
This con be exprascsd by tho following'formula; which incidentally
does not

take

into

aocount many incidental

incrsasos in revenue;;

(i)iH # <:it; +• pt"+c/\ipi <!" "-■'""■
in which AK. repraseritu tho change in total revenue'
it' j

the

dutinn

addiJ»ion-i,l

This,, again,

and -|;axet:

on foreign input

ptt!

the

tMI
C

the. average incidence of import and, pxcine
the propennity to cori^.un.e

could bo

tax collected on the profits

simplified if. the

(2) A S # ,fpat' ' ^ Qj: -. t m •
in which p

second tha

indirect,

frojn the new activity,

on one side.

data, are

of*the producers

not

duties;

available

to:.,

C (ag

represents the average level of profits in terms of the

value of output>
The first quantity ropreecnts the
and the

re>iu:'.red "by the

p?roductii-.n for export 5

the

ta:: on the

profits of the

producers

taxes collected on the consumption resulting
\,axe£

collected on the

input have.vb,een left

The third tern is, as in (l) the loss in import duties

resulting: from the negotiation.

If

would be no net

if it is a negative .quantity,

Ics3 in revenues

concessions would have

■to maintain the
structure„
.,

to be

R is a position quantity," there

adjusted downwards if the

the

governments want

tot«'l rsvfcniis "unchanged withcu't-Modifying its fiscal
. . .
...
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134-

The suggestions contained in the preceding paragraphs are intended to

■ enable the negotiating governments to assess whether there is a reasonable

balance between the ooncsssions offered on both sides.

This does not

necessarily maau that governments should always insist on strict reciprocity.

They may wish to deviate from that principls to bring about a successful
outcome of the negotiations or because they expect to receive other'non
commercial advantages from their, partners or because they hope that, in a

future negotiation; the partner would show the same sense of solidarity.
Probable results of the trade negotiations

135-

One of the shortcomings, of the selective method of negotiation

negotiating countries are not bound, as with the linear method,

given percentage rf reduction for a given volume of trade.

is that

to achieve a

It is therefore

impossible to estimate in advance the magnitude of the results 1*g be expected.

Governments have triea to remedy this defec*- by agreeing on quantitative
targets, which are not binding but e^eici&e a moral pressure on the ^
negotiators to achieve results which are unduly out of line with j;he agreed
prospects of trade liberalization.

As the governments of the sub-region

have accepted in Lusaka the principle of free circulation of goods, by 1975,
it should be possible for them to fix a definite target for each round of
negotiation. . While these +=—:o + ~ ^ovi\ r,0+i be compulsory, they woul* help

the Steering Committee of the Conference, in pressing negotiators to be more

forthcoming.

It is suggested that the targets should be so determined as to

lead to free circulation of the selected items \y 1975.

At the first round

the tariff quotas offered should, as a rule, be equivalent to at least
one-seventh of the total imports of the products at the second round* the
target would be two-sevenths, etc, so that by 1975, free entry c.uld be
granted without limitation.

If the targets aro attained in the course of

the successive negotiations, part of the programme laid down at Lusaka would

be carried out.

Free trade would, however, cover only a part of the total

exchange of goods since many products, especially those of basic industries,

would not be negotiated until Common Market arrangements are finalised.

136.

There is no doubt that a series of negotiations along the lines

suggested would lead to substantial increase in the level of sub-regional

trade.

It would ha hazardous to try and quantify the probable trad© expansion

Page

which would result from such Conferences as many data are not available one

does not know what■quantities w«uldbecome available for exports in the next
few years, nor how far tiiese export availabilities will match each other,
and last but not least, much depends

on the willingness of governments to

accept more, competition on trade diversion.

However, if it is assumed that

this negotiating technique. c;.-ul& lead to a cl splacement of outside suppliers
comparable to what has taken place in East Africa, - an assumption which
does not appear unreasonable -- it may "be possible -co give a very rough

estimate of the magnitude cf the expansion which might take place on the
basis of 1964 figures.

Regional import substitution in East Africa ranged

from &fo in the case of Kenya to 26 and £9$ in the case of Tanganyika and

Uganda respectively.

If an average percentage cf 10$ is applied to measure

import substitution in all the countries in the sub-region,

regional trade would reach a level of aUut

15 million in 1964,

the intra—

tl30 million, against

If one assumes a percontage of 20$ for ■'he countries

•ther than Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda and 10$ for these three countries, the
sub-regional trade would exceed

* 200 million.

If the benefits were.

more or less fairly apportioned among the participating countries,

their

exports to the sub-region would increaso 10 to"15 times as compared with the

present levels.

In the case of Zambia alone, which imported

million worth of goods from Rhodesia, i.a.

O85

-

-

30$ of its tfital imports, goods

from. Eastern African origin could displace tha Ehodesian supplies

in many

cases.

The

137.

operation of the

tariff quota

If the technique of tariff quotas is adopted,

clarify some
has not

details of the

operation of these quotas,

been used extensively in any country r>f the

described in paragraph 119,

it would be useful to
since this technique

sub-regirn.

As

the tariff quota takes i,he form of a dual tariff

rate: a lower rate (in this case free entrance) for imports up to a given
level and a higher rate - which,

as a rule,

for any imports i* excess of that amount?

would be the existing tariff This privilege would be accorded

t» the countries having successfully negotiated at the Conference,
therefore

constituca a preferential treatment.

and would
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138.

The first question to cor-ider is whether these quotas should "be

allotted among the countries concerned or should be open to all of them,
that they oould compete

freely among themselves.

so

As the ultimate objective

of the exercise is to pave the way to sub-regional integration,

it would be

preferable to introduce as much competition as possible in the working of

the sub-regional preferences,
-

In that respect,

global quotas, i.e,

not allotted by country of origin are more appropriate.

quotas

But there ie also

an administrative consideration in favour of global quotas.

If all imports

from the relevant origins can enter without discrimination at the reduced
•-. ■■ .rate until the ceiling is reached, there is uo need to issue import licenses
•■or permits and the task of the Customs administration would be comparatively

easy.

This is the so-called "first come, first served" method or what the

German Customs call the "greyhound method".
r

It is strongly recommended that

-governments agreo to. administer their tariff quotas in that manner.

It may,

however, be necessary for governments to reserve the right to introduce

licensing requirements in individual cases where attempts are made to
.corner the trade with a view to making abnormal profits.

This point will be

considered in paragraph 169 below,

139*

It may "be argued that global quotas, because they allow free competition

between the exporters of the "sub-region would create difficulties to the
less*-advanced countries*

These countries would have concessions dangled

before their eyes, but; in practice, they would no-'o be in a position to"'
take advantage of them and the mere advanced countries would reap all the

benefits of the negotiation.

On the other hand, if the quotas were to; be

allotted country-wise or, ai least, if no singlo exporting country could get
more, than a givsn. share of tho quota, this undesired feature of the scheme

would be eliminated.

In theory, the country quota gives a better protection

to the less-efficient producer, and such a device has often been included in
"bilateral agreements,

When there, in a production .of the items in the

importing country, the protection of the country quota may nob be water

tight if the less-advanced exporting country, ie not able to overcome the
competition of tho local producer.

If there is nc looal production, the

, exporter Jias a better chance of displacing the foreign supplier, but, -even
in that case, the country quota ie not alwayc abla to ooabat the consumer
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resistance, since the corner i. still frse to buy products of another
origin if he is prepared to pay the normal rate of duty.

No absolute

guarantee can be given to a non-competitive supplier except a prohibition of
third-country imports or the offer of firm buying commitments,

140.

Under the scheme proposed, the less-advancod countries would request

concessions on the goods which they produce with a comparative advantage,

suoh as primary products and simple manufactures where the cost of labour
plays an important role.

It is unlikely that they would be prepared to pay

a price for goods which they produce unecononr.cally.

As long as they have

negotiated successfully, whatever the magnitude of the concessions exchanged,
they will be entitled to all the benefits resulting from the Conference; they

will thus be able to take thei:: chances with the others in the new fields.

If

one accepts the principle of jnuturl adrantage, it would seem normal that-^he

partners having not paid for a concession phonlcl be treated as well as the
others but should not gain special benefits.

141.

Of course, governments may decide, in special casas, that country

quotas or some other form r.f limitation of competition would be appropriate

and they act accordingly.

But before they agree en such a deviation, it would

be advisable for them to check with their Customs administration that the

operation of country qur-tas or similar devices ie in fact practical.

The

administrative complications of country quotas are much greater than those

of global.quitas,

Tl~ operation of preferences within preferences is not

only difficult tu manage but is hardly consistent with the general aim of the

Lusaka Conference which recommended that free trade - which implies free
competition - should ba introduced in a not too far distant future,

142.

-■

If the adoption of country quotas is found impractical and undesirable,

except in a few individual cases, the less-advanced countries may feel that
■the 'Scope of the negotiations would bo unduly limited.

This might be true

if one-assumes that the mor^-advanced countries ara not interested in*';
expanding their exports to them.

But if advanced countries intend to export

more to less-advanced countries, thoy would be obliged to open their doors

more widely than they do at present to the goods which these countries"6an
export and to offer them '.utlets for the new lines of production which they
plan to start*

V\dle recognizing that trade expansion depends on the

/
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availability of export good.3

prices and that these

advanced countries,
countries,

of a reasonable quality and sold at

reasonable

conditions are more likely to be fulfilled in mere

this should not lead to undue pessimism*

Less-advanced

when they negotiate successfully will become members of a club

which offers many benefits to its members.

entrace f«e,

They would not have paid a high

but as their production improves, they would enjoy the benefits

without having to increase their contribution.

Moreover, the mere advanced

countries should consider other forms of assistance which would supplement
the commercial concessions offered by them when trading conditions tend to
limit their offers.

143-

■

.

.

Although the technique of tariff quotas has many advantages from an

economic point of view and may be a condition precedent for achieving meaning

ful results in the present case., it should be recognized that it is;not
popular with Customs administrations which complain that tariff quotas are
more difficult to operate than ordinary tariffs.

No doubt, that technique

requires more attention and card from customs officers than a plain tariff,

but, on the other hand,

import controls.

it is far less cumbersome for them than administrative

European Customs Administrations have learnt to live with

tariff quotas since the war and have found that the difficulties -are nnt

insuperable.

In the case,of Eastern African countries, the practical

problems may indeed prove less formidable than in the case of countries with
extensive land frontiers..

144-

To minimize practical difficulties the Administration should limit the

number of posts where such imports at reduced rates can be effected and to

designate a central control point where all imports are recorded and
tallied.

All imports under each quota would have to be reported forthwith

by the.clearing posts to that central control point* when the quota is nearly
used up, no further import at the reduced rate can be made by any post

before it obtains the approval of the control point; this avoids the risk

of exceeding the quota.

After the quota is exhausted and until tne1 new

quota period begins, imports at the regular rate are cleared normally.

The

need to control the origin of the goods allowed to enjoy the' benefit "of

free entry or of a reduced rate is no more exacting than in the case of any
other form of preferences if the global quota system is applied,

No

additional formality is required to operate a such tariff quota system, and
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this innovation would not seem to tax unduly the ingenuity of the Customs
Departments.

The negotiating procedures
145.

The

conduct of multilateral negotiations

requires fairly specific and

detailed procedures tc avoid confusion and delay.
exchange of lists
offers at the

One

of requests before the negotiations

beginning of the negotiations.

First,

should provide for tho
start and of lists

of

governments would be

invited to participate and they should notify their acceptance before a
certain date,
This

time

e.g.

limit

say six weeks

-jl-.;:ce

months

should be

before that

before tho

strictly adhered tc.

Then,

date,

to send aj list

they would have

to each country with which they wish to
tho

items

on which a concession is

number in the

opening of the negotiations.

tariff of the

negotiate,-'

somewhat

This

later,

let us

or. requests

listwnuld contain

requested with an indication of the

importing country,

as woll as of the

concession

asked for (in the present oaoe5 the amount, in volume or value, of the
duty-free quota)„ A separate list should b e drawn up for each trading partner,
as the requests may differ from
conduct of negotiations,
communicated,

146,

as

secret

one., market

governments
documents,

to another«

To

should agree that the

facilitate the
requests lists be

to all- participating countries.-

-

Each country will examine the requests made upon it and decide how far

it can meet them en the
full by the

partner.

assumption that all its

On that assumption,

drafted following the. same

each item,

order as the

a

list

requests are

list

accepted in

of offers •-'

of requests,

and indicating,

whether the request is accepted in full or in part,

or reserved for further discussion.

Each

to tho partner at the

Conference,

opening of th©

list

of offers

wrvuld be

for

or. rejected,

would be han'ded over

and communicated,

as1 a

secret document to other participating countries for information ac soon as
■fehoy themselves hare
of offers are

deposited their own lists of offers.

exchanged,

negotiations can start.

l/

A medal list cf requests is to be found in Annex

2/

A model list of offer ict r^px-uduced in Annex IV,

When these-T'lists
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H7. ^r practical reasons; it is more convenient to negotiate by pairs of
countries; each country negotiates with its main supplier the items of

interest to him,.but secondary suppliers are kept" informed and- are entitled.:::
to ask for ..additional negotiations if they are not satisfied with the

offers:made to themain'suppiier.

During the first round, the negotiations-

will mainly be with the principal suppliers, but, in further rounds, the'
secondary negotiations will probably become more important.

,

Negotiators

would have to learn how to assess indirect as; well as direct concessions
in the final balance.

Suppose that Country A grants to B, the main supplier,

a duty-free quota of x dollars for a given product; Country C which also ,
exports that product will be entitled to compete for that quota; it will thus obtain an indirect concession, although it has not yet negotiated,-with..

A.

In that, case, A will be entitled to ask for a payment from C for that ,

indirect concession in consideration of his share *f the market.

This,

principle is rery ^?or+-wi' because it allows negotiations to have a much ,,
wider scope than if only direct concessions are taken into account.

148. Xhsn.. negptiating countries compare their requests and the offers mad©
by their partners at the beginning of a Trade Conference,

they find wide.

-:

differences between them, and the object of the negotiations is precisely.

to reduce and "eliminate these divergencies.

It is hoped that, with.the

technique of tariff quotas, the duration of these negotiations would be
considerably"shortened*

149. Even.though^the' actual conduct of negotiations is mainly bilateral
fcr practical'reasons'; the negctiartion itself has a multilateral ohaxaoter
in the. sense that all participating countries which have successfully

negotiated are .entitled to all the results, whether they have negotiated

individual accessions or n*t." The running Of such a Conference requires
some machinerytoco-ordinate the meetings and to decide ^n procedural
points.

It is suggested that the heads of delegations should meet.as

a Steering Committee, appoint a small, technical body to prepare their
decisions and set up a small Conference secretariat, which might be
provided by the ECA.

The Steering Committee would survey the progress

of the negotiations, settle procedural points, use its influence to
aooelerate negotiations when they are unduly protracted, mediate in

-

:
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case

"..■. ... ■..:,;■■■' ,-■,■.

-of

differences of view,

and prepare the text of the Agreement

embodying the results of the negotiations*, ■-..-.

The agreement embodying the results *f the Conference

150. The main results of the negotiation would be embodied in the Schedules
of Concessions which would include,

for each participating country, the

concessions it has granted in the course of the Conference.

These Sohedules

should be prepared in accordance with instructions to be issued by the
Steering.Committee to guarantee uniformity.

A model is included in Annex IV.

These Schedules should enumerate the products for which concessions are

made, with the indication of the number in the tariff of the (importing)
oountry.

They should not mention the name of the country with which the

concession has been negotiated; on the other hand,
apart from the amount of the tariff quota,

they should mention,

any other ancillary concession

which may have been negotiated, such as a binding of the most-favoured
nation rate applicable to imports in excess of the quota.

151. Experience has shown that these Schedules will have to be protected
by general provisions defining the extent of the legal commitments of the

contracting parties.

These provisions should form the general part of the

Agreement to which the Schedules would be annexed.

It is suggested that

the Agreement should be as simple as possible, but should cover the following
points:

(a)

The parties should undertake to import free of duty (or, in
certain cases,.at a reduced rate of duty specified in their
Schedules) the products listed in their Schedules within the

limits of the tariff quota specified therein, when such products
originate in the territory of another contracting party; and to
apply.to imports of such products in excess of the tariff quota

the most-favoured rate of duty in force at the time of importation;
if so specified in their Schedules,
,

that rate should not exceed

the level indicated in those Schedules;

'
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(b)

•

The parties should undertake not to apply to products imported
within the limits of a tariff quota specified in their Schedules

any import tax or charge other than taxes equally applicable to
like products grown or produced on their own territoriesj

they

should also undertake to: exempt such imports from any restriction
or prohibition which may be

in force in their territories at the

time of importation with the

exception of such restrictions or

prohibitions as are imposed i'or non-econcmic reasons,
the protection of health or of public morality.

an importing country finds itself unable to

If,

r

however,

exempt specifio imports

from a restriction imposed for balance-of-payment

shall

such as

reasons,

it

enter into consultation with the parties concerned with a

view to finding a solution Acceptable to all parties 5
satisfactory solution can be found,

the

if no

exporting country or

countries would be free to suspend the application of equivalent
concessions negotiated with the
restriction

(c)

is

importing country until the said

removed;

The parties should agree not to levy expert taxes or charges on
the goods exported within the limits of the tariff quotas granted
by their partners,

on the export

(d)

apply any restrictions or prohibitions

of such gifodsj

•

The parties should agree not to subsidize, direotly cr indirectly,
the

expart

obtained

to

ether parties

concessions

unfair practices

(e)

nor to

in

tlie

of

the products

form cf

for which they have

tariff quotas,

;r tc

all*w

on thp part of their producers or exporters;

The concessions should have a firm validity of at least three
years.
■■;...■

During the period of firm validity, no concession oculd
..■
.
•
■
.
be withdrawn or modified unilaterally.
Provision w*uld be made,

however,

for producers to be applied when a country wishes to

modify a concession in the interest of its economic development.
In that case,
" ...:

the importing eeuntry should consult with the
\-

•

•

.

•

:

".

. ■

■

;■■,

other parties affected by the proposed modifioation and offer
■ ''■■ •. ■■"■ '■.
"
„ .
■•:-■
'■ ,
■'•«■.'
additional concessions t* replace these modified or withdrawn.
. ■ ;-L .'.:■:
■
v. #
■
■-■.•*....
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,

If no agreement can "be reached,

the exporting country or

countries affected would ..be free to modify or ..withdraw
equivalent oonoessions negotiated with.the importing country.
This provision would constitute an

important protection

for the less-advanced countries and would, at the same time,

induce them to negotiate more freely.

As indicated in

paragraph 132 and seq#, when there is no l^cal production,

the importing country would still gain an advantage if it

agrees to grant tariff quotas for a greater value than what
it is offered for its exports; but, when the privileged
exports are likely to displace its own production, it would
be safer for it t« aim at balancing the values of expert
and import quotas.

This implies that, if a country which

did not produce a specific product at the time of the

negotiation, intends to produce itP later, on, it should be

allowed to modify the terms cf its concessions.
be done in the course of the

This w«uld

consultation contemplated above.

If no agreement can "be reaohed, the concessions granted on
both sides would be withdrawn >..and the

(f)

stetus quo ante restored.

The parties should agree to meet whenever necessary to review the
operation of the Agreement and to take whatever decisions are

necessary to. ensure the ccrrect application of its provisions,

and resolve any differences of view owhich may arise among them
cencerning .the administration of .the Agreement.

T^ie parties

would be free to designate or ta set up,a b#dy to exercise these
functions in their names,

.152. -If, .as proposed, additional concessions are negotiated in successive

.Conferences, they would be included in supplementary Schedules which would
,be anmexed to. the original -Agreement.

After the. period *f firm validity

(three- years or more), tfiere, will be an opportunity for the parties tc

review the situation? a*dif necessary* to modify concessions already
negotiated, in the light of changed oiroumstanoes.

If a Common Market

Treaty has not entered into force.,..b£ that time, it is suggested that the
Agreement remains in existence until it is superseded by, or embodied
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in a Common Market Treaty.

that,

However,

;/■

-A_

it would be fair to contemplate

in the event that no Common Market Treaty is concluded within a

given period/say by the end of 1973,

the contracting parties would be...

at liberty "to contract out of the Agreement after giving six-months1

. .

notice.

Special treatment for agrioultural products

153. As set forth in paragraphs 6 to 9 above, it does not seem likely that
more liberal treatment could be provided for agricultural produota in the

■■

course of pre-Common Market negotiations unless and until governments are

prepared to harmonize their price support policies and their export levies.
Basically, there should be a sub-regional allocation of agricultural pr6~
duotion, as it is planned to have an allocation of basic industries.

<-

But,

so long as governments pursue independent agricultural policies - and
especially when they support the prices of their staple products either
through marketing boards or otherwise - they would not be. in a position
to let agrioultural products move freely aoross their frontiers.

The„

system of duty-free tariff quotas would enable additional trade.in
agrioultural products to move between the countries if governments are
prepared to offer concessions on these products, but it might be necessary

in srme cases to import the quantities agreed upon throu&h a marketing,
board or another governmental agency; this is what is provided for in the

agreement concluded between Bechuanaland (now Botswana) and the former
Federation cf Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

.

Although there was complete .free .

trade with few exceptions between the two parties, the 1956 Agreement
provided that the importation of cattle and beef had to be affepted through
a Federation agency.

■

.

■

154. The-problems raised by export taxes or similar charges concern mainly
export -produojbe which do not find significant outlets in the region and«' are;not-of major importance for the present exercise.

However, when a

full-fledged Common Market is established, some solution w*uld have to
be found for that problem.

As indicated earlier,

the differences in th«c

level of export levies stimulate speculative movements from one producing
oountry to ansther.

Moreover, when trade is regulated by means of aa

international agreement, suoh as the Coffee Agreement, and when export
qurtas are limited,

there is an additional inducement to move the prdduePt

*

/
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to a neighbouring country in order to export more thai is authorized,
if successful,: the movement of stalled "tourist produce" would reduce
the actual,experts of the country to which the produce ha, been unduly

transferred.

In those circumstances, no useful purpose would he served

in freeing trade and making this speculation any easier.

155. The ultimate solution would have to he found in the adoption of ^

ooLn policies in the sub-region regarding all aspects of markets

policies, such as the minimum price paid to the producer in a given crop-

year, the level of the export duty when it has to be paid by the produce,

lr 4 exporter, and the adoption of a sub-regional ,uota when the market...
of the product is regulated internationally. There is some precedent in.
the latter respect in the case of the common coffee export ,uota agreed
uponVthe French-speaking African producing countries.

,

156. For these reasons, it is suggested that concessions on agricultural

products chouM*a negated In the same way as concessions on industrial
goods.

respeet:

Some additional.progress could, however, be achieved xn one

governments could contemplate the granting of special faoxlxtxes,

for the exchange of locally grown products between areas near thexr
national boundaries. Such arrangements have been in force for some txme
in-several regions of Africa, including Eastern Africa. For ins --'

East Africa admits free of duty, "foodstuffs grown in Malawi and handicraft
articles, such as mats, utensils, etc. made in Malawi without the use

of machinery and imported only for direct trading in Village markets
•The^termson which such facilities are granted differ from country to
country, but 'a common feature is the absence of formalities such a8
written declaration.

:

In some countries of West Africa, any person

crossing the national boundary is allowed to bring in, free of, duty,

.

.verging that he or she can oarr^ his or har head; in other caaes,

Z£Z* of certain articled iVXimit«d for each trip

Other con xtxons

c»uld be introduced: for instance,^ total quantities of. any pr^ct,,
allowed duty-free during a given pe.iod (a month or a 4uart.r).* any
customs post'would not be allowed to exceed a certain figure;- oertaxn
commodities might be excluded such as marketing b.ard oommo4itxes or
commodities on... which expert ^duties'are levied, etc.

;
.,

.■■:-...,,•
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157* As the situation would differ substantially from area to area,
suggested that these arrangements "be negotiated.bilaterallyr.
stage,

however,

the governments might

it.is

At some later

consider the desirability of agreeing

on certain guiding principles for the negotiation --<f such arrangements..
■

.

■{■'-■■ ■■■

It might also be provided that the text of such agreements should be
circulated, for information;

to all governments ooncerned.

"''

*

Participation, in the proposed negotiations

158* The proposed rules for negotiation were drafted on the assumption -that
the concessions would be in the. frvrm of preferences and wouj-d not be extended
on a world-wide basis.

It' would therefore be necessary for the governments

to decide which countries shbuld"be invited to take part in the negotiation
and to enjoy the privileges offered.

whether and if so,

: It would also "be* necessary to consider

to what extent', rthe- concessions resulting.from the,Trade

Conference could be extended, unilaterally "or after-negotiation, to ether
countries.

'

;o

.

;

159- The proposed negotiations are not an independent operation? they are

part of a general programme which should lead to the setting up" of a Common
Market between a number of countries belonging to the1 same sub-region and

whiolr are likely to be interested in sub—regional integration*

160, All the oountries ...belonging to the sub-region would be invited to take
part-in ^he-Trade Negotiations Conference,

but there would be no obligation,

on their part, to participate in the Conference at all, or to negotiate with
all participating oountries,

if they 1'ind that there is no basis for a

meaningful negotiation with certain countries*

; 1:61* As .indicated in paragraph 157. above, the participating countries will
shave to decide at some stage whether they intend to reserve the benefits

of the eonoessiqns to the countries invited.to participate in the negotiations
and that have, successfully,completed their negotiations.

In that case,

they

would have to discuss:with:.their trading partners to whom they have conceded
the mest-favpured nation,clause under the GaTT or bilateral agreements
arrangements' enabling-them:.to deviate from that clause.

The. proposed

.

preferences could be submitted as a first..instalment of regional, integration
designed to stimulate development'and t^lead to a full-fledged oustpms union.
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A waiver to enable Eastern African countries to enforce the result of their

negotiations would be consistent with the principles of Part IV of the GATT
and with the recommendations adopted by tho UNCTAD,

,,,.._..

. ;

Preparation of the negotiations

162. If the suggestions contained in this Nvte are accepted by the Eastern
African countries and if it is decided to hold the first round of negotiations

in the near future, e.g. in the spring of 1968, the governments desirous of
taking part in the Conference would have to prepare their lists of request,
then their lists *£ offers, and finally give detailed instructions,.^ their

negotiators.

As indicated earlier, the negotiation would be based on the

principle of mutual advantage.

Each country will try to get maximum access

for its -export gods in the markets of the other partners, and in return,
should be prepared to give equivalent access to the export goods.of.these
partners.

Each negotiation may be wide or narrow, depending, on the one

hand, on the willingness of each partner to accept a higher degree.of
competition and/or of diversion in its import trade and, on the other, on

its eagerness to obtain outlets for its expert availabilities.

Each government

will start with a fairly clear idea ef the scope it wishes to give to each
bilateral negotiation; but the views of individual partners may differ, and
in each case, the exact scope will become clear only as the negotiation

progresses.

It would be useful if governments could agree on a definite

target for each round of negotiations, as suggested in paragraph 135 above.

163. The first *ask of the governments would be to prepare tneir lists of
request.

These lists would enumerate the products which the government thinks

can be produced f«r export, either because there is already over-capacity
or because expansion of production can be undertaken rapidly and-economically.
The officials will have to discuss with the producers and-the trade associa
tions and the Chambers of commerce what would be the prospects ef exports
«tf individual commodities to the markets of the sub-region if free access

^re.obtained for such products, up to a given quantity.

This would

require a reasonably accurate assessment of the import structure 6f the
ether countries in the sub-region - which can be obtained from trade
statistics - of the competitiveness of the producers in the exporting

country vis-a-vis other suppliers, of the characteristics of the subregional markets.

This information will have to be provided by producers
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and traders.

The Governments should also. ..satisfy themselves that the exporters

would "be prepared to make the necessary marketing efforts to displace existing
suppliers,

if access is obtained for their products.

164* After these consultations, the government would be in a position to
draw'up a list of requests enumerating^ the preduots of which concessions are
asked for and to assess the magnitude of the tariff quota-required .t* expand

exports of speoific products.

Against that,

the government would have to

consider the products on which it would b# prepared to offer concessions to
its partners.

A first tentative list would include the products which are

likely to be exported by the other partners; the government would then examine
for which products -it would be ready to grant concessions and then how large
a.rfUity-free tariff quota it,:w.ould be prepared to gran^ in each case, taking

into account the effects of a trade diversion or of a higher degree of

t

competition on its budget, on ..the price structure and on the production^

pattera.

In many cases, the quotas may correspond to the probable increase

in consumption, and may be calculated year by year; this would avoid reduction
in*output of the local industries, producing these goods.

The-government

will then compare the two lists and see whether the trade involved on the
imp<**t

and ;the export sicie is mo:ae or, less equivalent; if they are dis

crepancies,

the government would,-adjust its list of requests upwards or

.

more often downwards to get a reasonable ."balance.

165* When the lists of requests of"the partners' come' in, the government
would revise its lists of offersrt6 take into account the requests of its
partners.

This may require a second consultation with tEe industries

conoerned, especially with the exporting industries whi6h may have submitted
too optimistic "proposals.

-If -the-government asks for mofe concessions than

©an be actually be utilized by its exporters, it may be induced to givevfcoo
mueL in return, and a theoretical balance may prove to lead to a trade deficit,

Onoe these, consultations are, concluded, the government rwill be in a
position *to finalize it? lists ,,af affers^which will be submitted at,,the
opening of the Conference or shortly thereafter,

.

166. When the lists of offers submitted by pairs of countries are compared,

they usually disagree on a number «f points; ea*h negotiating country finds
that it is offered less than it expected,' or that the partner is not prepared
to negotiate an as wide a basis as it planned, or that each gives a different
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assessment of individual concessions.

The negotiators will have to get,

from time to time, clear instructions from their governments to enable them
to offer additional concessions in order to bring about an agreement or,

conversely, to drop some requests to a^oid making additional offers.

The

officials at home would have examined in ad?;ance the implications cf

_

eaoh move so that the- negotiators can. respond quickly to tlie changing .
situation.

Before the negotiators are allowed to accept a final package

deal, it is usual for the government and its economic departments to proceed
to a.final assessment of the probable effects of the concessions offered
and received in order to satisfy themselves that there would be a mutual
advantage in concluding the negotiation on the proposed basis.

'167. It is probable that, at the first round, the negotiation'will-be limited
to: goods already produced in the exporting deuntriee, but, in further rounds,
governments will brir^ in goods which they plan to produce in the near future.
To a* certain extentf, the planning of new production-lines would, have to he
correlated with the negotiation machinery.

For each production project,:,;

the government may have tt> consider two alternatives; either a capacity
producing for the domestic market a3o*e or a capacity allowing for exports.
If, ae a result of trade negotiations, the industry can rely on substantial

duty-free tariff quotas in the sub-regi*ri, it would btf safe for it to-plan
production on the latter1 assumption; in "the-tf wordsy the capacity - and in many oases also - the profitability of a given level of production may

depend on the result *f such negotiations. . Therefore., the planning department amd the private investors - should be closely associated with.the preparations
of the negotiations.

In certain cases,: it may even be. useful to wait a

few months until outlets in the sub-region have been secured as a result
. of the trade negotiations to finalize the production plans.

, .

.

,

*168. If used systematically in ronjtinction with production planning, thi»
technique of negotiatioh'may gradually give a sub-regional bias to the-

national planning of 'the Poetries-in the Sub-region.

It would, of curse,

noVgo as far as the acceptance of a Cemm^ Market whioh would force planning
into sub-regional moulds, -but it may provid« a-necessary transition to a.

Commoa Market approach.

While this should n*t reduce the urgent need of.

■pushing ahead with-the integration.prefects, the two approaches should

proceed .side by side.

.

The BCa would be at the disposal of the governments
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to assist them in the preparation of the successive rounds of negotiation

>y providing them with analyses of the export prospects in the sub-region

for goods which- governments intend to have produced in the near future.
These studied would "be made in close collaboration with the government
eervices and the industries concerned, and would include cost comparisons,

market surveys and an analysis of other factors affecting the marketability
of export products in the sub-region.

Assessment of the effects of the trade concessions

169. At the close of a trade negotiation, the participating countries have

an idea of what' the effects of the negotiation on their import and export
trade are likely to be, but experience shows that the actual, results may
be different from what was originally expected.

I-t is therefore very

useful to follow the trends in trade,: 'in order to understand why deviations
from expectations ^ave taken place.

The exports of a particular product

may not havo" lovclc-ped as one hoped, either because the exporters did not
make a real effort to utilize"thepossibilities offered, or because the

price'and/or the quality of the exported product has been different from
what the producer indicated or because an usual consumer resistance developed
in the importing countries or because of other factors.

The government

will have to discuss these points with the■producers and exporters with
a view t* nverocming the difficulties encountered.

Moreover, the experience

gained will be essential for the preparation of further negotiations.

On the import side, the maiu aspect -io be watched carefully is the effect,
of the preferences on the selling prices of the goods imported under the

tariff *quotas.

In most cases, prices would be in the vicinity of the landed

price of the goods imported from other origins, plus the duty differential
or the additional margin resulting from quantitative restrictions on.

imports from third countries.

In the case of restricted items, the

government should"see^to it that the import price from preferred origin
remains reasonable and does net, in any case, exceed the landed price from
other origins, plus the duty differential.

It may be necessary to control

the prices charged by importers, and even to issue licences £or the
imports from privileged sources if importers try to corner the market

;,
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and to exploit the situation.

The licences should be granted only t*

such importers who accept to sell the goods at a fixed price agreed upon

with the government departments.

This safeguard may not always be water

tight as the retailers may themselves apply an abnormally high margin a practice which is difficult to check - but import price control may
prove to be a sufficient deterrent in many cases.

170. If governments accept a programme of annual trade negotiation rounds

along the lines suggested until suoh time as a Common Market is established
in the sub-region, trade liberalization not only bring about a high level

.

of sub-regional trade; it would also influence the planning «f production
in the sub-region and gradually introduce a more rational allocation of

resources in the sub-region.

Vhen the Common Market is established, it

would be necessary to revise the methods of negotiation f.r goods produced
in the sub-region and not earmarked for sub-regional or multinational indus
tries.

As i-iu, C^-a K-rkei, Treaty would have assured an equitable

distribution among member countries of these basic industries, which

would play a more important role than other ones as providers of employment
and income, it would ho longer be essential f->r the partners and in

particular for the less-advanced countries of the sub-region - to insist
on equal benefits in trade terms.

The method of selective negotiations

.

could then be discarded in favour of a system of linear outs and.the
percentages of annual reduction should be calculated in such a way as to
achieve free circulation of all goods within the time-limit to be agreed
upon at the time the Common Market Treaty is concluded.

The progress

made in the course of thee Trade Conferences as well as any decisions

which may have been taken concerning individual sub-'regional and multi
national' industries would have brought about a certain amount of free

trade in a number of sectors for a part of the trade in individual
= ^
products. Starting from that basis, the new method of negotiation to
i« induced by the Treaty would gradually extend the free circulation

.f goods to the other sectors as well as. to the part of the trade in
individual product which still remains subject to tariff and non-tariff
obstacles.

^

.ANNEX

I

The Castoms Tariffs of the Eastern-African Sub-region

1.

Assuming that the sub-region is made up of the eleven countries

listed in: paragraph 13 above-', it becomes neoessary to deal .here with the

tariffs of ten customs areas-

This figures results from the fact that

Zanzibar/Peraba, although a part of Tanzania, is a separate customs area
which has not been included in the existing common market formed by Kenya,

Uganda and mainland Tanzania^/

The characteristics of these ten oustoms

tariffs are briefly summarized below„

(i) Kenya, Uganda and Mainland Tanzania
There is a common tariff for these countries which form what
has been described for several decades as the ^s^ African

Common Market.
.'..'-;

;.

The common tariff: is not achieved by supra-

national legislation but by the three countries, through the

« -.v-1

medium of the i»ast African Common Services Organisation,

;:.-. ■ ■■

.., .agreeing, to levy the same rates of duty.

;

<

....■The nomenclature at present consists of an unsystematic
product list of 177 items but a transposition of it to the

Brussels Tariff Nomenclature has already been prepared and
will shortly be brought into effect.

It is a one-column non-diccriminatory tariff under which
many items essential for education, health or development
...

■
,;:;?
: .■

For the remainder.there is a stand-

;ard rate of 2jfo, lower rates of 12&/o and l^> and higher rates

: /•. =
-.-.I

purposes.are duty-free.

Pf 33 i/yf0, 37^3 Afy'o, 66-2/3^, and 759^.

Kiere are also a

number of specific and. mixed rates of.dutyn
,-•

Suspended duties

occur- on.a fow items and are occasionally imposed-

These

duties are applied on imports of goods originating outside
Sast Africa with the consequence that duties are virtually
- existent on.movements between the\three countries,

(ii) Ethiopia .

,

,,...-.,

The existing unsystematic tariff list has been transposed to

<_--—. .fe BTg out the introduction of the new tariff has to await
1/ Rhodesia is thus excluded. Lesotho, Botswana and Swaziland are
considered as parts of the South African customs area.

&§^?f|otarriers between the mainland and the islands are to be removed
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tfc© translation of it into Amharic,

task has "been completed,

About one-third of this

There is a one-column non-discriminatory

rate-structure under which many items of agricultural and indus
trial machinery and other essential commodities are duty-free-

Ad valorem duties on remaining items average from lOfo to 5Qfi* .
There are also

a number of specific rates.

tural and industrial machinery.?

additional import taxes:

Except for agricul

a.11 imports are

subject

to

a transaction tax of 12$>, a municipality

tax of lfo and a local tax of 37° to jfo..

In addition to these,

countervailing taxes are levied on goods subject to- local excise
duties.
.Somalia

A short unsystematic tariff list is in force.

A transposition to

the BTN was carried out in 19&3 but has not yet been applied.
There are however indications of renewed interest in this step0

There is a one—colTucn non-discriminatory rate—structure under which

most of the duties ars ad valorem and average between 20J& and
40^.

There is also a surtax of 2^f> of the duty paid, a specific

surtax on sugar/ alcoholic beverages and flour and harbour tax
of 1.5?°"
tariff

The Northern and Southern Regions now have a unified

system,

(iv) Zanzibar
Although Zanzibar has merged with

Tanganyika to

form Tanzania,

Zanzibax still maintains its own customs tariff.

This is a

simple one-column non-discriminatory tariff list with duty rates

averaging between 12^ and 2jf>t

Additional import charges are:

a trade tax averaging from 2fo to tfo and a wharfage surcharge of

Sh.0/30 per imported package«
The BI2t is used for the tariff structure.

There.are two basic

non-discriminatory customs charges on imports:

"a fiscal duty

averaging betveac zero and 15^ an& a customs duty averaging

between zero and 20^o

Sales taxes are also *ji effect on a few
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Finally, there is a small statistical tax of O.576 on

all items.,. The former Customs union with Burundi has been
dissolved,

(vi) Burundi .
The BTtf is used for the tariff structure which is in a onecolumn non-discriminatory form.

Rates average from % to 2J/°

on the usual principle of an ascending scale, fro.m capital goods
through essential consumer goods to luxury items,

(vii) Zambia
The structure is based on the unsystematic tariff list of the

former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,

A transposition

to the^BTH" was carried out in 1965 on the basis of the old

four-column discriminatory rate-structure.

However, when a

greatly amended single-column rate-structure was introduced in

_ 1966, this transposition was not applied.

As is the case of

.Somalia, it is necessary to. bring the transposition.., up-to-date

to establishready comparability between the tariffs of the subregion.

^The one-column:sch|dule contains rates which^range from

zero to 30^, with most commodities dutiable at !Oyo%
also many specific and juiced rates of duty*

There are

There are no adii-

tional import oiiarges.

((vlU) Malawi
Malawi has recently introduced a new tariff based on the BTN,

^

The old Federal four-co^mn, .discriminatory rate-structure has
been reduced to three columns, the main difference being the
abolition of the column relating to coi>ntr^es not enjoying most
favoured nation treatment. The three colunms apply respectively

tot first, goods from non-Commonwealth countries (except Ireland,
South Africa and South West Africa); second, go.qds from
independent Commonwealth countries (exoept the Unitei £ingdfm)

*from territories administered by independent Commonwealth countries
under United'Nations trusteeship and from Ireland, South Africa

ant Scfcth tfest Africa;

third, goods from the United Kingdom.
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Many of *he rates appearing in the second and- third columns are
duty-free.

There are various contfrinations of the three ratee,

ranging from Free, Free, Free; J/o Free, Free;

20^, i#, i<^.

'lo*, g*, jfa

3N/Oj 30^, 2(T/a; 35/0, "33& -20*;' ■ to 40* 40*, 30*.

There are also many specific and mixed rates.

Orade agreements

with Australia, Canada ana South Africa have the effect of
varying a number of the standard rates.

(iz) Madagascar
:

The tariff is based o» the BMf.

;;

There are two basic customs

charges on'imports; first, a non-discriminatory fiscal duty
which averages between l^iad 3lfc nnd second, » diaoriminatory
customs duty'averaging "between 5/«».nd 1«^. Goods entering from
Prance an* the other countries of the European Economic Community
are exemjt trim the latter customs duty. In addition, n consumptien tax, applicable equally to both internal transactions and

imported goods, is leviei on certain items.

(z) Mauritius

ae n.menclafero of the Standart^ International lra*e Classifioation is at prasont used for the customs tariff. Ihis is nowevel.
shortly to ^e transposed to-the BIB with correlation to tho SITO/

Revised.

Ohero is a tv.-column -rato-Bfiuotupe with preferential

rates in favour of goods from Commonwealth countries, 1^1^

South Africa and South West Africa. ■ Ai valorem general rates'of

duty ,-ivorage-between lOfc ani 5<$.'

It will be seen from the above brief survey that, genwally

speaking, tke technical tariff condition aro not unfavourable

for the conduct of trade negotiations in the first instance and
for the ultimate establishment of oommon tariffs in selected
product, throughout tie .uiwegioa.

J* >ogard to th(i question

. ef a common tariff nomanclnturo, tho Pro0osa of standardisation

„, on the basis of tho BUT i. almost compete. Tho BOT is being
;;:ap.pliei .r will shortlybe applied iP soven out it tko ten oust,™
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arese.

Positive

ing throe

areas»

doubt about

Whilst

action haa been
Only in the

its application

in

ii&keii

to

app_i.y it

in the remain

case of Zambia is th^ro
the

short

some

term*

the presence of tvo varieties of tax systems within

the rate structures appears tc

complicate at first sight the

question of comparability and subsequent measures to arrive at
common rates of dutys

the

simplicity of the one-oolumn systems

which exist in six ovt of the ten customs areas should make the

task much less arduous than it might otherwise have been*

It is

clear that tho tariff rate-structures of the members of the
Economic Community of Eastern Africa wiJl eventually have to
conform to a unified system if a common oxtei-nal tariff is to

be successfully established.

The opportunity could therefore

bo taken of scrapping certain ou*':u

lo :. concepts which still

persist in the tariffs of jnome developing countries •

Fiscal

duties are gradually giving way to tliose with protection of

infant industries or trade bargaining as their objectives.

More

over, loss of revenue through import substitution cannot be

offset morely by the introduction of mere excise duties,

A re-

oricntation of ideas is nended to take account of these new
developmentso

Non-Tariff Irade Restrictions in
the Eastern African Sub-Region

Introduction

Tfcis paper attempts to summarize the import control restrictions and
prohibitions in force in the countries of the Safetern African sub^region.
Although great care has been taken to include all recent developments in

this field, some most recent changes may not appear; in this paper, due to
lack of adequate information, and also due to the time lag between the
promulgation:of any new decrees, laws and ordinances, and the time such
information::reachos the BCA secretariat,
Somalia

1.

All imports into Somalia are subject to restrictions or prohibitions

in accordance with a decree issued by the President of the Somali Republic.
Restrictions are limited in their nature and scope to what is necessary to
achieve the objectives stated bel^r and may be relaxed or removed as soon
as the reasons for which they wore imposed cease to exist.

a)

to safeguard the security of the Somali Republio;

b)

to protect the balance of payments and the development of
the agricultural resources, the commerce and the industry
of the

c)

Country;

to prevent any major disturbance in the peaceful and
friendly co-operation between nations;

d)

to ensure the implementation of lawful measures enacted by
international institutions or organizations to which
Somalia is a party.

2.

The import of all goods into Somalia is permitted without licence

except where goods are specified in an import schedule issued by deoree asreferred to above.

The importation of the following goods is

however,

restricted:

a)
b)

arms, ammunition and military equipment;
objects which are for use in the development, production or
employment of arms, munition and military equipment?

c.)

'"

construotional diagrams and other production documents for'the
objeots mentioned at sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above;

:;- ■ '
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d)

narcotics, drugs or any other material dangerous to health;

e)

books, prints or any other material of offending character to,
or endagering religion., morals or the democratic constitution
of the

3,

Somali Republic,

■

-.,

.Exports may "be restricted in times of national emergency such as war,

drought or famine in order to achieve

a)

the following objectives

to prevent or counteract any situation endangering the vital
needs of the

countrys

in particular with regard to foodstuffs

.

and other agricultural products;

:/b)': to prevent or counteract disruptions of exports owing to the
• ■ ■■"■■L

delivery of low quality products.

In such cases the minimum

/requirements for the quality of the products may be imposed
by the regulations*

Ethiopia
4«

:

- ..

Except for a few ;"items such as firearms and ammunition, tobacco

products and potash, no licence is required for imports of any products
into Ethiopia,--'

Importers must, however, obtain a "foreign exchange certi

ficate" which entitles them to obtain the necessary foreign'exchange.

The

permit is obtainable upon presentation'of a pro forma invoice or other
satisfactory document as evidence for the

5.

imports.

The government is■■ empowered to require traders1 to deposit as much as

100 per cent of the

import "bill pxior to placing the order.

This measure

may be adopted in times of balance of payments crisis and may be withdrawn
as soon as

the" payment position improves-

Kenya

6,

■■■■■■

:

In 'November 1964s Kenya introduced now import licencing measures

over a wide range of products,

Itie new measures provided no distinction

as to the country of origin esJcepV for certain goods produced or manufac-

■

2/

tured in Uganda and Tanzania1which receive special treatment-^

1/

Source:

Foreign Trade Newsletter No.13 (£/CN.14/STC/Fau/i3)

2/

See also footnotes on page

■

All goods

■I

~-
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originating from.the United Kingdom, with the exception of those' listed
, may "be imported direct under Open General Licences-" ■

a)

live animals: poultry;

*>)

meat and meat preparations!. Meat, fresh, chilled or frozen, meat
of swine (pprh) carcases only;

meat, dried, salted or smoked;

bacon, ham or other dried or smoked;
containers n.e.sj

canned beef;

sausages;

pig neat;

meat in airtight

other prepared or preserved meat;

ham, bacon or luncheon meat in containers of 2j lb.

or less, only;

°)

dairy products and eggs:

milk and milk cream, milk, skimmed,

sweetened, evaporated, liquid, semi-solid, or condensed;

milk (powder form).
and curdj

d)

cheese

Other dried milk, butter;
only;.

ghee;

ekijnmed

cheese

!:

Cereals and cereal preparations,: rice, barley, unmilled;
unmilled, other than wheat, rice, barley and maize;

oereals

millet;

meal and four of cereals, except meal and flour of wheat or of

meslin;

meal and flour of cereals n.e.s; cereal preparations

and_ preparations of f1<dux. and starch of fruits and vegetables; cmstard
■

powder and "blancmange powder;

e)

fruits and vegetables:

fruits, fresh, nuts, or dried;

tangerines and mandarines;
fruits;

: ■

other citrus fruits;

fruit, preserved and other preparations;

lades and fruit jellies;

pineapple juice?

oranges,

all frozen
jams, marma

tomato juice;

pineapple; tinned plums,.strawberries and fruit salad;

tinned

vegetables,

fresh, frozen or simply preserved (including dried leguminous

vegetables);

roots, tubers and other edible vegetable products

ns.s. fresh or dried;

beans, rose cocoj

Canadian wonder;

white haricot, mixed; and lima beansrdry, including split, • .
and dry peas, whole, skinned or split; onions; fresh peas;
vegetables frozen or in temporary preservatives, n.e.s,;
vegetables, roots or tube***, preserved or prepared n.e.s., .

Source; Board of Trade Journal (pages 1200-1201) 2J November 1964
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onions dehydrated, tinned peas, beans (of all kinds), oai»r6ts,~
tomatoes,

f)

and "beans in tomato

sauce;

sugar and sugar preparations:
including syrups);

raw sugar, beet and oane (not

jagger/, (muscavado); refined sugar and other

products of refined beet and carte sugar;

sugar confectionery and

other sugar preparations (except chocolate confectionery);
"boiled sweets,

g)

toffees and caramels;

"ooffeea tea, cocoa, spioes and manufactures thereof: chillies,
capsicums;

h}

feeding stuffs for animals (excluding unmilled cereals);
stuffs for animals,
oil residues;

i)

feeding

oil-seed cake and meal and other vegetable

cotton-seed cake;

groundnut seed cake;

miscellaneous food preparations:

margarines and shortenings;

laid and other rendered pig fat;

ghee substitutes (vegetable

ghee);

food preparations n.e.s.; ice—cream, prepared; ice-cream

powders and ice cream substitutes,

oils and fats emulsified in

any milk or skimmed milk;

j)

crude fertilisers and crude minercU-s (excluding coal, petroleum,
and precious stones):
fuel;

aviation spirit; other motor spirit; jet

illuminating kerosene?

power kerosene;

heavy black for low speed and'marine engines;

:

distillate fuels,

light amber for

.high speed engines; residual fuels and oils (marine, furnace and
■

similar fuel oils, black, for burning in oil-fired boilers and

furnaces);

k). - gas» natural and manufactured:

natural and manufactured gas;

liquid petroleum gas;

l)

animal oils and fats:

m)

dyeing, tanning and colouring materials: pigments, paints, varn:

ishes and related materials;
varnishes;

n)1

■

distempers; paints, enamels, laoquers,
..

chemiorA materials and products n.e.s.:
products;

o)

animal oils, fats and greases;

chemical materials and

casein;

rubber manufactures n.e.s.:
tyres and tubes;

articles of rubber n.e.s.; bioyble
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p) textile yarn,.fabrics, made-up articles, and related products;
:

made-rup. articles wholly or chiefly of textile materials n.e,s.;

all types of tarpaulins and tents; blankets and travelling rugs,
cotton,

and other;.

;

q) non-metallic mineral, manufactures*- n.e*s.; lime, cement, and
, fabricated building materials except glass and clajr materials;
cement, Portland, building and others;

r) manufactures of metal, n.e.s.:
. ,

and similar articles of iron,

■■■ ■■•
■V

i

nails, screws, bolts, -nuts, rivets
steel or

copper;

round Wire nails,

pressure, stoves; earth pans (korais).

g)'footwear:

*-'•

glass tumblers;

tools for use in the hand and machines; all types of hoes (jembes);
■'-

.'

glassware;

'

•

material,

footwear with soles and uppers of rubber of plastic
leather footwear with-soles of any description;

footwear with soles of any description;

slippersand house foot

wear of all material except.rubber and plastic;

vi^

textile

.

t) miscellaneous manufactured articles: office stationery, n.e.s*;
n/

::

■

ball point pens;

■

jewellery;

goldsmith and silversmith wares,

including set gens (excluding watohcases); distemper brushes;

.-■■■■:

hand; scrubbing brushes and footwear cleaning brushes of natural

fibre mounted in or backed by-wood; brooms and brushes, other;
matches in packings of 50 matches or less per container;

matches

in packings of 50 matches or more per container.

u) gold: gold in bullion in the ingot, bar or sheet; gold coin.
7«

The following items have been deleted from the list of goods requiring

ah import licence if originating from any country.

3&©s«:.:gooji& are, however,

subject.to special import licences if they originate or are manufactured in

1/

-y^

■

; .

■

■

a.) paper and paper bo&Jd:

_,

...-,-■

coated and uncoated printing and writing

paper in rolls or sheets; cotton fabrics; woven, 'grey (unbleached)

;.'rl :.-.'Lao^ mercerized; bleached cotton fabrios; cot-fcori, oolouir^d, (woven

Sources Board of Trade Journal, London, 15 Ootober 1965
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coloured yarn.©£ ■ di££ierent colours); cotton, dye.d• in:...the piece;
drills and twills other than khaki;

cotton, dyed-in'the piece;

other; cotton? printed and other (including cotton velvets;
plushes, corduroy and furnishing fabrics);

"b) -textile fabrics > ypvenCnot iaQluding, narrow or. special fabrics)
other than cotton fabrics:

silk fabrics, woven; woollen fabrics,

woven (including'fabrics of firie-hair); lin&a, ramie, and true
hemp fabrics, woven fabrics ?:.woven of synthe.t.ic fibr.e.s, of regene

rated (artificial) and glass fibres; grey1 (unbleached); grey,
bleached; greys coloured (woven of coloured yarn ox'of yam of
different colours); grey, dyed in the piece; grey printed, and other
(including velvets., plushes,- furnishing fabrics); knitted or crocheted

fabrics, no.t elastic or rubberized;' knitted tubular.1 clo^hj fabrics,
N

o)

woven, n.a-su (including fabrics made.nf coarse.hair and of paper yarn);
sisal

fabrics:

special-textile fabrics and related products:

cordage, cables,

ropes, twines and manufactures thereof (fishing^nets, ropemakers*

.

wares); fishing nets -.axtti. netting including fishing lines; wollen,

.

. made-up articles of textile materials; bed-sheets;

bed spreads;

table cloth&, .towels and similar articles; mosquito nets;
manufactured articles, n.e.s.;

other

■-.■■'

d) other electrical machinery and apparatus:

cells, dry for torches,

transistor ;radios, etc; road motor vehicles - bodies,, chaat&ies,
frames and: other parts of motor veh.rcleB other than-nlfttdr cycles;
cycles not motorized,

complete;

cycle partsj

■■■'■•'

■

e) clothing: oute,r .garments; under garments and nightwear;"clothing
accessories of /textiles fabric, not knitted or crochete'd (handker
chiefs, shawls, scarfs, mufflers, ties, collars etc); cardi*ganiS5
jerseys,—jumpex-sj pullovers; and :slipovers...; stocking's and hose;
.m

vest and'singlfits.;; head gear;

.

. .

■

■.<

.

. ■..-.

Jtj., scientif^o,;: meddoal optical, measuring said-controlling* instruments
and apparatus:

binoculars and refracting telescopes, n_.e,s.^

photographic cameras,

complete,; photographic camera p.arts.,and^ ,

accessories, including flashlight apparatus;

cinematographic

E/CN.14/3A/3C/2
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cameras, projectors;

scu:vL recorders;

and sound reproducers;

tape:;recorders and tape playing machines.,

8.

As from January 1967* tlie following goods have been added to the list

of goods which require import licences:-'-'

a) shoe polishes; floor polishes; varnishes; scouring ppwdex-s and
pastes? ■

""■

- . - ■

b) plastic chairs; plastic seats or parts thereof;
c) cinematographic film, developed;

.

.

d) any automatic- machine or.mechanical device intended to be used
•for the purpose of gambling,-wagering or betting.
Footnotes:

(1)

-

other dried milk - licences wijLl be issued on a monthly basis at 50
per cent of average monthly imports for 1963.

This proportion will

be reduced as local production increases.

(2)

for the following items no licences will be issued: pineapple juice; "'
tomato juice; tinned plums, strawberries, and fruit salad; tinned
peas, beans, carrots and beans in tomato sauce; distempers; round
wire nails.

(3)

petroleum products: liquid petroleum gas - licences will be issued
only to, recognised .oil companies.

paints; enamels, lacquers, varnishes -r no licence will be issued for
general purpose .paints below the following c.i.f. i-Iombasa value :

A1), emulsion p.a^nts sha. 33/- per 14 lbo or per gallon,,,
(ii) other paints shs. 40/= per 14 lb. or per gallon when packed
in containers of one pint and more and shs. 5-/« per 14 lb, or
;■: ;

:P©r.gallon when packed in containers of less than one pint.

bicycle tyres and tubes - licences will bft issued for c.i.f. Mombasa,

value,

of shs.j/5O and shs.,2/75 per piece respectively.

-AH types of tarpaulins - no licences will be issued if available from
local production.

frls-nkets and travelling rugs - licences will only be. issued for o.i.f.
Mombasa value

1/

of sJls. 5/= per piece.

Source; Board of Trade Journal. London, February 1967

E/CN.14./EA/EC/2
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(8)

fflaas tumblers - licences will only be issued for c.i.f. Mombasa
-value.of shs.4/= per dozen or over.

(9)

pressure stoves - licences will only be issued for c.i.f. Mombasa
value c;f. sts. 13/- per piece.

(10) footwear - licences will only be issued for c.i.f. MomDasa;value
in excess of

(i)

.

leather footwear, shs. 20/= per pair

■

.

.

(ii) canvas and plastic footwear shs. 7/50 per pair.

(11) ballpoint pens - licences will- only be issued for c.i.f. Mombasa value
of shs. 3/50 per dozen or over.

(12) no licences will be issued for distemper brushes, scrubbing brushed ■ ^
and footwear cleaning brushes, brooms and brushes (excluding nylon . ,

and pure bristle brushes and paint brushes).
Uganda—'

9.

Uganda maintains restrictions on imports based on the. country of origin

The latest measures are summarized in the following paragraphs:

10.

The import of any class of goods from the countries listed below is

not permitted without an import licence:

Albania; Bulgaria! Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East Germany! Poland;

Rumania; USSR: Iran (Persia); Iraq; India; China-, Formosa (Taiwan)
Japan; Korea (North and South).

11.
The importation of any class of goods specified in the list below
(except goods produced or manufactured in Kenya and Tanzania as set.out.in
paragraph 1112) is prohibited without an import licence irrespective of
the country of origin*

a) n.,eala and cereal ^reparations: wheat or wheat flour, rice; maize

■ ':

or maize flour; and other cereal flour-

^ .upar and s^r preparations:
;s'

.......

honey; raw and refined sugar;

.-:■:

jaggery-, molasses and sugar confectionery.

c) beverages: beer, ale, stout and porter.

d) oil nuts, oil kernels, groundnuts (peanuts) .

■ !"

—

: '

e) f^d vegetable oils and fats: soya bean.oil; cotton seed oil;
sunflower oil; sesame seed oil; palm oil; coconut oil; palm

/CN.14/BA/BC/2
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kernel oil;

castor oil.

*■) dyeing, tanning and colouring materials:
essential oils and perfume materials;
dentifrices.

distempers; paints,

toilet preparations;

:

g) eaEplosives and pyrotechnic products: such as propellent powders
and other prepared, explosives, fuses, primers and detonatorsj

pyrotechnical articles (fireworks); hunting and sporting annunition

*0 rubber manufactures:

bicycles" tyres and tubes; paper, paper bags;

paper board ana manufactures thereof;

i) textile yarn, fabrics, made-up articles and related products;
cotton fabrics, woven grey (unbleached), not mercerized; cotton
fabrics bleached, coloured^ dyed in the piecer printed;'jute

fabrics, woven of synthetic fibres, or regenerated (artificial)
fibres and glass; grey, unbleached or bleaohedj -dyed in the place,
coloured or printed, including velvet, plushes' and furnishing
fabrics* cotton blankets and travelling rugs and other blankets
and travelling rugs0

:3) non-metallic mineral -products;

cement: portland; cement: building

and other; asbestos cement pipes; asbestos cement s'neets, ridging,
guttering and tiles^ pearls not set or strung; diamonds not set
.,.:■.
-:

or strung; other precious and semi-precious stones'not set or
strung.

"-'•''■ ;

k) iron and steel:

corrugated iron ahd steel sheets; rail wire;

plates, sheets, flat, galvanized, including sheet in coil.

*) roPfrsY cordage and twines:: made of sisal, maniia? jute, hemp, flax,
cotton, coir and other Synthetics.

m) non-ferrous metals; silver, unworked or partly worked,including
ihgots; platinum and other metals of the platinumJgroups, unworked
■ or partly worked,including ingots; corrugated sheets; aluminium
circles,

!

n)'.manufactured metals n.e.s,;

■

■

.

'

steel doors ahd windows'; round wire

nails; enamelledholloware5 hoes (jemtes); shovels; axes; pickaxes;
aluminium were domestic„

E/CN.14/EA/EC/2
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o) electrical machineryj appliances and apparatus; motor vehicle
"batteries?

cells,

socks made of

dry; furniture;

stretch nylon.

mattresses.;

clothing;

men's

.,

p) footwears footwear with soles and uppers of rubber or plastic;
leather footwear;

textile footwear;

0.) miscellaneous manufactured articles:
weapons; parts of firearms^

slippers and house footwear.

firearms excluding military

firearms of war.and ammunition thereof;

jewellery of gold, silver and platinum; gems; matches.

.

r) gold: bullion in ingot, bar or sheet; gold coin*
12,

The following goods, produced or manufactured in Kenya and Tanzania

can lie imported without an import licence:

a) cereals and cereal preparations: rice, maize (corn) unmilled; meal
and flour of maize; meal and flour of cereals n.e.s.

*>) sugar, sugar preparations and honey:
including chocolate.

sugar confectionery,

.

c) oil and oil kernels; groundnuts (peanuts) green whether or not
shelledo

d) fixed vegetable oils and fats:

soyabean oil; cotton seed oil;

groundnut (peanut) oil; sunflower seed oil; sesame seed oil;
palm oil; coconut (copra) oil; palm kernal oil; castor oil.

e) textile yarn, fabrics, made-up articles and related products:
cotton fabrics; woven, grey (unbleached) not mercerized; cotton
fabrics, bleached;

cotton fabricsj coloured (woven of coloured

yarn or of yarn of different colours); cotton fabrics dyed in the
piece - khaki drill and twill;
and twills other than khaki;

other;

cotton fabrics dyed- in the piece-drills

cotton fabrics- dyed in the piece -

cotton fabrics printed;

cotton fabrics other; fabrics,

woven of synthetic fibres, or regenerated (artificial) fibres
and glass;

jute fabrics, woven including hessian and sacking in

the piece;

jute fabrics, other including twine;

grey unbleached;

grey bleacheds dyed in the piece, printed or other (including velvets

plushes, furnishing fabrics etc); jute bags and sacks; sisal bags
and sacks including "bags and sacks made of admixtures of jute and
sisal.

/GN.14/EA/SC/2
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-■"■

. f)..»oq—metallio mineral manufactures: asbestos cement pipes; asbestos
,■>•■ and asbestos cement sheets, ridgings, gutterings and tiles.

"

.

g) manufactures of metal n.e.s.: hoes (jembes); enamelled holloware.
h) miscellaneous manufactured articles; matches in packings of 50

:

■■

matches or less per container;
or_ more per

13»

matches in packings of 50 matches

container.

Uganda also maintains restrictions on .the export of certain coramodi-

ties* - The export of .any class of- goods listed below is prohibited to any
destination whatsoever without an export licence.

With regard to Kenya and

Tanzania, however, the goods marked with an asterisk may be exported

without an export licence:-/

.. ■ .;.

a) foodstuffs: butter, millet, beans; peas; cassava and. sweet potatoes;
maize products^ wheat and flour;

sugar and jaggery groundnuts;

grain and sorghum.

.b) oil, seeds; cotton seed.

c) chemicals: chemicals for industrial use£U detonators*; rubbercompound agents^;

petroleum fuels and petroleum products and

additives^.

d) non-metallic products: all non-rmetallic minerals*; manufactures
of asbsstosH,

, e) precious metals and.stones:

all precious metals; watches with,

cases of precious metalsIL

f) other metals and ores: all metal oresfi; copper and copper scrap*;
"brass scrap&;
scrap

aluminium and aluminium scrap*; tin and tin plate*;

iron and steelJL

g) vehicles: tractors and spare partsfi.

h) metal working machinery: grinding machines; lathes and presses*;
.

.

. milling and

planing

machines*.

i) chemical equipment: acid concentrating equipment*; hydrogeneration
equipment*;

compressors*; pumps and valves*; petroleum refining

equipment*,

j) electrical equipment: electrical furnaces*; diesel engines*
electrical motorsil*

1/

Souraei
Order,

Uganda Ggverwment:..?hg External Trade (Export Restricted Goods")

1957 ?

as amended-to-date.

.

r

■

,

■
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k) general industrial equipment:
*

ment ;

'

casting equipment;

■

'

■;■...,■

conditioning equipment and units
-

coredrill bits.

■

ft

;

sintering equip**
■'

excavating and earth moving equipment;

1 ■

. -

' "4

A

abrasives ;

industrial' diamondsJ graphite

-

■

■

air

■.■:■-.■;,

,

■

:■

■

i

■*

''

A

l) scientific equipment: radar and radio navigation equipment j radio
transmitter ; cathode ray tubes and oscillographs;
prospecting equipment ';

m)

quartz crystals

rubber and rubfrer products;

tube's

;

geophysical

X-ray equipment.
"A

synthetic rubbers

;

* "■-

pneumatic tyres' and.

(excluding mrtor car, motor cycle and "bicycles tyres and tubes).

ri) tobacco:

leaf tobacco.

o) miscellaneous products: optical glass ; abaca and sisal fibres
-■

'
1

■' ■
■'
&
and cordage ;
J

■■■■'■■

£

interest ;

coins;

wattle bark;

14-

The export

oeraent,

:
: "
St
nylon rope and cloth ;

jute

' '
■
■'-■■■ "■
postage stamps of philatelic

-■.■■■■:.

'

firearms and ammunition;

. ■

" .

ammunition components;

and jute products.

to Kenya of

singlets, vests, underpants, hosiery,

footwear,

oycle tyres and tubes manufactured in Japan is prohibited,

Tanzania-^
15.

Tanzania has recently adopted an elaborate system of import oontrols

and restrictions,

through licencing, basically to protect her local indus

tries*

16.

Specific import licences are required for all goods the importation

of which has not been authorized under Open General Licence,

'importation of all goods originating in the

and for the

countries listed below:

a) Democratic Republic of Germany

b) Japan
c) Hungary

d) All other non-GATT member countries. "
17«

With the exception of any class of goods listed below,

of all other goods originating from the
countries,

and all

the importation

Commonwealthcountries, GATT member

countries which have bilateral

trade agreements with

Tanzania, nameiy? Poland, Yugoslavia, USSR, Burundi, Bulgaria, Federal

.Republic of Germany and the Peoples1 Republic of China, is authorized under
the Open General Licence:

1/

SouroeV Government of Tanzania:

Import Control Ordinance,

Notice go. 34641 of 1965 (CCBS.1/20/7/741).

1950^ Oftneral
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a) Food and live animals: "bovim; cattle, meat, milk butter, ghee
and eggs? wheat, rice, barley,, maise and other cereals? onions;
sugar, honey; boiled sweets, toffees and caramels; ghee substi
tutes and ice—cream*

.

*) fouae materials, inedible except fuela*

;

jute (including jute

cuttings arid waste); industrial diamonds; silver and platinum
ores and conoentjatesj pyrethrum flowers, powder and extract.

°) Mineral fuels, lubrioants and related materials: .motor spirit;
lamp oil and white spirit! jet fuel; power kerosene? mineral
turpentine and white spirit*) distillate fuelcj. heavy black for
Blow speed and stationary engines* residual fuel oils; asphalt

and bitumen; gas (natural, liquid petroleum-gas, including

butane and propane gases and mixtures thereof; gas (manufactured).

d) *flinal and vegetable ojl8 and fa^ai goconut £o«pra) oil.
e) Chemicals: distempers! paints, enamels? lacquers; varnishes

(not artistic colours) fireworks; produpts of polymerization

and oopolymeriiation, polythene sheeting and polythene lay flat
tubing; mosquito goils and aerosol insecticides,

f) Manufactured goods classified chiefly by material!
(i) bicycle tyres and tubes! writing block*, letter pads,
exercise books, memorandum books; cotton fabrics, woven

including cotton velvets, plushes, corduroy and furnishing
fabrics; jute fabrics woven, including hessian and sacking
in the piece? textile .fabrics woven of synthetic fibres,
and of reee^eratei (artificial) fibres and gl.uss fibres; sisal
fairies; cordage ropb, twine of'jute and sisal; fishing nets and

.

.

«etting;- jute tags, sisal bags ariij oaCks; bed sheets, beat
■S-pread8, and-.cjersa; wolien. fabrics, woren (including fabrics
of fine hair)t

.

. -

(ii) -limq.;. eement (Portland) and. cement (building) diamonds
.

(other than industrial)-no% ee% or sprung,

(iii) plates and sheets, coated, excluding trimmed plates and
sheets; corrugated of. thickness. 40I4 inch or less and of
.

thickness exceeding ,014 inch* flat galvanized sheets;
aluminum circles, fiojls, corrugated sheets and fiat sheets
and plates; na^s, wjrej al^nyium ware, domestic and artioles of aluminium (n#e#s#)
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.

■ .

g)-Machinery and transport equipment:

(i)

:-.

--.

radio broadcast receivers, whether or not combined with
gramophones;

wireless receiving sets, domestic:,

car radios;an& radiograms and spares.

(ii) bicycles,' not motorized-*
invalid carriage parts* ■

■

including

;-:

c

complete; cycle parts, including
■;..'■■»

h) Miscellaneous manufactured^articI&B:
(i)

;

clothing of textile fabrics,

shirts;

clothing and acces-

sories. (knitted or crocheted),, cardigans, jerseys, jumpers,
pullovers and slipovers;:vests and singlets; undergarments
n.e.s.-;- second-hand shirts of-all

:

■ ■:

types.

(ii) .-polythene bags;' table and other household articles; hose
•yipes,.beads, necklace,; sheeting and- tubing of all types;
. .

■ ."

■ ■chaik— ticks.

: ■ . ■■

*>■•"

-

:...:-V"

. -.. ■.„

■

r-(-iii) matches-; in packings of' 50 or.inore >per; container •
i) Commodid;ies and; transactions not classified according to kind:
gold

18.

.

;..::

■

;. I -,>

;

The importation ■of--all* goods" from -Ugatidft and Kenya is authorized under

Open General liceni* Qiroept:
(i")

goods originating from Japan; ahd

'

"

(ii) goods listed'beloV which originate from"Kenya and Uganda or

'

;

which," having'been imported into Kenya and Uganda j are sub
sequently re—exported to Tanzania?,

a)
1

bovine cattle; skimmed milk; creamf. patent, and proprietory
infants'mi^k^ skimmed milk (powder form);-other dried milk;

cheese*and. curd; eggs;, .rice; majze(corn) unmilled; millet;
cereals, unmilled; meal and flou£ of wheat or of meslin; meal
and flour of'maize; meal and flour of cereals; biscuits;
marmalades and fruit jellies; sugar and honey;

jams,

sugar confection-

ery '(sweets)V coffee roasted',including ground', aiid coffee
substitutes*containing coffee; chilliesi'spices; termerie and

'curry powder; gheev substitutes (vegetai31e"gnee); margarine and
■'"■'1

*

'

'" " otner edible fats, buf not in blu ding'animal lard; ice cream;
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b)^.: waters, mineral, aerated and table; lemonade and flavoured

.;--;;.waters? beer and ale (excluding stout); gin and Genever;
c)

jute (including jute cutting and waste); pyrethrum flowers and
powder;

d)

pyrethrum tract;

other, motor spirit;

j.e.t fuel;

illuminating kerosene; power

kerosene; mineral turpentine, white spirit, etc; distillate
fuels, heavy black for low speed marine and stationary engines;

distillate fuels, light amber, for high speed engines; residual
fuel oils (marine, furnace and similar fuel oils, black for

burning in oil fired boilers and furnaces); asphalt and
:

bitumen; liquid petroleum gas,

including butane and propane

gases and mixtures thereof; gas, unmanufactured;

e)

ooconut(copra) oil;

f)

distempers; paints, enamels, lacquers, varnishes (not artistic
colours);

flavour materials, containing concentrates and

essences; all toilet preparations, perfumery and cosmetics with
the exception of dentifiices and perfumed spirits; soap toilet
(including medicinal soap);
detergents; fireworks;

soap, laundry; soap powders and

insecticides, fungicides, disinfectants

(including sheep and cattle dressings) and similar preparations;
g)

bicycle tyres and tubes; writing blocks, letter pads, exercise
books, memorandum books;

cotton fabrics, woven, including

cotton velvets, plushes, corduroy and furnishing fabrics;

woollen fabrics, woven (including fabrics of fine hair); jute
fabrics woven, including hessian and sacking in the piece;
textile fabrics, woven of synthetic fibres, or regenerated
(artificial) fibres and glass fibres;
rope, twine of jute;

sisal fabric;

cordage,

cordage, rope, twine of sisal; fishing

nets and netting only (not fishing lines); jute bags and sacks;
sisal bags and sacks; bed sheets, bed spreadsand chorsa; lime;
cement, portland; cement building, other; corrugated plates and
sheets coated of a thickness of .014 inch or less; corrugated
plates and sheets, of a thickness or exceeding .014 inch; "flat*" "~
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.. .
. ;.'

.

galvanized sheets, including sheete in coil of thickness of .014
inch/or less; "flat galvanized sheets, including sheet* in coil
of"thickness exceeding ;014 inch; aluminium circles; aluminium

coils; aluminium corrugated sheets; aluminium flat sheets and

plates; louvre windows and components; nails, wire; hoes(jembes);
pressure stoves; buckets of: iron or steel (not enamelled and
not sanitary buckets); aluminium ware, domestic, earth pans
(karais);

h)

articles made of aluminium n.e.s.;

cycles, not motorized, complete; cyole parts, including invalid
carriage;

i)

furniture; shirts of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted;
outer garments; under garments and nightwear; cardigans, jerseys,

jumpers, pullovers and slipovers (knitwear); vests and singlets
(knitwear) n.e.s.; other knitwear; secondr-hand shirts of all
typ^B whether- knitted, crocheted or of woven.fabric; footwear;

all table and other household articles of- plastic materials;

other articles of plastic materials, such as hose pipes, beads,
polythene bags, necklaces, sheeting and tubing of all types;

chalk-sticks; matches in packings of 50 matches or less per
container; matches in packings of more than $0 matches per
container.

19.

It is to be understood that the specific licencing requirements for

goods imported from Kenya and Uganda does not in all cases imply actual
restriction.

One of the purposes of the licencing-is to encourage the

direct imports into Tanzania through Tanzanian ports instead of being routed
through Mombasa. It would, however, seem that the classes of goods origina
ting from Kenya and Uganda which are mostly affected by the import
restrictions are those listed below:
a) beer-'5

b) maize(oorn), unmilled; millet; meal and flour of wheat or meslin;
meal and flour of maize; chillies; tumerio and curry powder;
ice cream,

prepared;

1/ Imports of bottled beer into Tanzania is limited to US$544,400
from Kenya and US$50,400 from Uganda annually.
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c) pyrethrum flower and powder;
d) coconut (copra) oil;

e) soap, laundry;
f) writing-blacks,

;

..

.

■

soap powders and detergents;
letter pads* exercise "books, memorandum "books;

cordagej rope and twine of sisal;

corrugated plates and sheets

obated; flat :galvanize<l sheets; aluminium circles*' coils;

■

.

■

corrugated flat sheets and places; louvre windows- and components;

buckets of iron or steel; earth pans (karais;);
g) shirts of textile fabrics, not knitted or crochetted; outer"
:~

garments; undergarments and nightwear; caxdxgans, jerseys,- jumpers;
;:'':- pullovers and slipovers; vests and singlets'? undergarments

■

'"■■ (knitwear) n.e.s.; second-hand shirts of all kinds1; ■

Notes

■■.■...'.■.

■

■■

■ ■"■-'

-

1. No licences will be issued for distempers, paints', enamels,

'*

•

:labquers anU vaamishes originating from countries outside Bast
Africa-

In the case of general purpose paitits'no licences will

be issued 'fob? ^entities below the following specified values:

vr>v:.
'■■■'* {\.

'■

.. a)'emulsion pa-ihts - shs.33/= per 14 lb.: or per gallon.
b) other paint's - shs,40/= per 14 lb. or per1 gallon when packed
in containers of one pint or over.

:;

2. For writing blocks, letter pads, exercise booksY memorandum
blocks, licences1 wiljl--be'issued for those articles up'to a value
of US$8,400 per annum.

Licences will not normally be-Issued for

types and qualities available from local production.

3. No import licences will normally "be'issued for corrugated and

flat galvanized iron sheets, aluminium circled, boilsV corrugated
'■ (:

■ ; : andf'flat 'sheet's "'aricL plutes" from'Kenya and Uganda or from any other

'■ ' ■ ■'\oori/ginv:;

■

* : ~'x'':" ':''"'::"° ■•■•■■■■*i:

■■ ■

■

"

"■

■'■ -it*':' Po'FAluminium domestic *ware>: and' plastaiC household articles,
..;.-•-.

o-j.s.;.

'"licenceff will not'normally ^be issuod for1 imports from overseas

for type'ic:and qualities''available from local''production-

5. There'i's :a: mininrum value' below which licences maynbt be issued
i,a

>v...

for impo'r'tV'bf shirta and' knitwear•

For shirts,licences will be

issued' for values of Sha.250/= per dozen f.o.b., and abpve,_..and ...

for knitwear Shs.^6o/« per do-sen f .o.bl;

^
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Zambia

r.

20.

,

In December 19&5* Zambia introduced general import and> export

control measures with, a view to ensuring the supply, and distribution of
.goods in the. country.

cencing..

All foreign trade transactions-became subject to li

Imports of essential goods, including foodstuffs,,raw materials

and building equipment and machinery ares however, authorised liberally.

Petroleum products, coal and coke, exposed cinematographic-film, and goods
of a value not exceeding £10 (US$28), are admitted under Open General

Licence.,-/
-21.

......

.•.^ie patter of import, controls and trade restrictions has, in

recent years, been.disturbed by the advent of the Unilateral. Declaration
of Independence.,

The effect of this development has been- summarized in

the next paragraph.

From April 1966, the importation of the goods, listed

below require an import permit;-'

r

,

-

.,.; ..,_,■. a) clothing and uniform designed for military, air force, navy or
t . .

.

;

police use;

... b) clothing used other than personal effects-;

o) gold, including any unmanufactured

,...

gold in any form, whatsoever}

any article or substance containing.unmanufactured gold;

gold

derived from smelting or; treatment, of: any article containing
gold;

.

,, ^

, r..

d) bags made of jute fibre,, excluding hessian, ba£g;
. ,■

.

e) sugar;. .

f) wheaten flour;.; ,
.
. :

.

. ,

;w,

,: .......

. . g) white phosphorous, matches;.
., h).knives;

.,:.,.

.

, , .
. .„

,

......

i) second-hand accounting machines, adding machines,, .csash registers,
calculating machines,

;-

cheque-writing machines,.coinrcounting

. machines, computors, franking .machines, ledger and porting
machines.,., price .computing scales and instrumentsf. punched—card

equipmentrinclu4ing tabulators);J. sorting machines, ^tax meters,
.

.

ticket issuing machines, and receipting..machines;

j) explosives, including blasting powder;. detonators; .dynamite and
other nitroglycerin admixtures; fuse;.gun cotton; gun powder;

1/ Source: International Trade Forum. Vol II, No.l, March-196&,
ij Source: Foreign !Prade Newsletter 3^0.15 (////

)!
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nitro-glycerin, and any other substance' or device used to produce
'•'■■■•■'

'

a'practical'effect by explosion;

■ ;.:.v

k) cement j

■:

l) fishing nets and netting not being sports goods;

■ V-■-■ ,-

twines,

thread and yarns;

"■■'

>

'■ *■

n) tricks other than decorative or refractory, fireclay bricksj
o) domestic and portable radios and radiograms;

p) cups and saucersf'-plates'; ■

:

q.) "blankets.

22#

Proa 5!anUary 1967* Zambia introduced new* import control measures' aimed

at encouraging the increased use of the route via Dar-es-Salaam in order'to

implement the expansion1 of the'capacity of this port*1

Certain gjoods listed

"below can now only "be licenced for importation, if routed through the port

of Dar-es-^Salaam or- Tahga-^W-1 r.-"1^

:......

a) cigars, and cigarillos; cigarettes; goorak, etc- s^uff; manufao' r:"'

• tUred 'and ^Manufactured tobacco;

-.-:■.

■ ■■■ ■

"b) blankets and rugs, etc; carpets, mats, etc; cheese,bandages and
caps;

clothing; furs; gloves; hats, caps and bonnets;

*r

0) socle and1 stockings;-- lace; millinery, drapery, eto;'piece goods,
' knit -ted or woven, etc; shawlsj
mattresses,

guilts, padded, pillows, cushions,

etc.

: ■ ■■■■

d) ouilery; toilet preparations and perfumes;
•:;:•'- e) fdotwear;; harness and saddlery;
f) books; playing cards?1

■

■: i

:

-

■ ■
:

'

g) beads; ^aiclies;"rcups, medals,-trophies,etc; gold and silverware;
jewellery; sporting aM athletic goods^ "tobacconists' wares,
Malawi

'-;

■■■■-■■:■■■.:.>■

;■:;:.;.

■

■ ; ■■

■ x. ■

'-i r ■

■:■..■■

23«

The application of import controls and restrictions in Malawi is

governed both by the type of goods and the source of origin of certain goods.
Accordingly, several classifications are adoptedi

2m

;

The goods listed below originating from Czechoslovakia will not norm

ally be granted import licences:
■.-

:

'

*.;!■

1/ Source: Board of Trade J6urnal» volume 192>: No,3647, 10 February 1967.
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o) bananas;
p) live fish, including eggs and spawn thereof;-■

q) wild animals, wild animal' trophies and wild animal products.

27*

Malawi accords preferential treatment to goods originating from the .■--

Commonwealth countries.

For the GATT and OSSC countries, goods may be

-v

imported under bpen General Licence provided they do not fall under the
category of goods 'for which an import licence is required as listed in
the preceding paragraph.

28.

The exports of certain products listed below from Malawi also

require

an export permit in terms of the regulations:

a) beans or peas and bean meal;
b) groundnuts;

c) sorghum, sorghum

ceal or malt;'

d) maize, dried, on or off the cob; crushed;"or samp; maize meal
including grits, cones, hoving chops or offals;

■

■■-:

e) munga or munga meal (millets); rupoko, rupoko meal (finger millets);
gram and dhal;

f) rice in the grain;
g) oil seeds;

oil meal and cake;

" h) seeds for planting in quantities of more than 200 lbs;
i) tobacco (unproctored);
j) live fish, including eggs and spawn thereof;

•

:

■';

k) wild animals and wild animal trophies and other products;
29.

&e import intb or export fronT Malawi of the following goods ttay

be prohibited, restricted or otherwise oontrolled by prescribing the

conditions unier whi'ch they may be imported'or exported^

;

a) animal semen';

b) barley; barley malt;

"

:

■

' '

)'

c) bees, unmanufactured bees-wax; foundation comb; honey
d) bones and bone^-meal;

1/ The control of goods (import and ifcort) (Agriculture) Regulations,
1967,:-<k>vt« Notice No.75«''

■■"■■■■

:-

'

': -^'•-<*■■

'.■>■

2/ The control of goods (import and Export). (Agriculture) Order, 1967,
Govt. Notice Ko080.

—
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e) carcasses or parts thereof; offal of animals and edible products
.

■

manufactured therefrom;' including "beef, veal, mutton, lamb,
pig meat,

goat meat,

and canned products;

f) compound animal feedstuff;

: g) dairy produce including' ice-cream and ice-cream mix; eggs of
poultry and other "birds,

in shell,

dried or pulp

form;

h) fish, fresh or dried, including fish meal)
i) fodder; forage, hay; grass or straw in any variety;
-

j) hides and sleins;

:

. -■- k) sorghum, sorghum meal and malt;

_ . ;

l) live animals including poultry and other birds but excluding
;•■

reptiles;

. m) potatoes; seeds'for planting;

, ...

n) oil seeds, meal, cake,offals andresidue from oil seeds and
vegetable-oils;

*■) tea; '

"•'

p) tomatoes, dtru3vfruits, bananas;
q) vaccines, toxins, sera and analogous biological products used
•

for diagnosis1 vor- treatment -of diseases in animals;

r) live fish including eggs and spawn thereof;

s). wild animals, w-ild: animal trophies and other produots.
Madagascar

30.

Madagascar has an import quota system applicable to imports from

countries "outside the franc area".

'There are two quota systems, one

applicable to the jiSG-vomintries, other than France and other global quotas

_ applicable to. all countries including £3C countries.
f«Tei£5$>~

The quotas are based

exchange credits and are opened half yearly, except in the .case

of specified goods,

sn.cn as automobiles,

■

..

Goods ofm aj.1 kinds may be imported into Madagascar, subject, to
certain prohibitions based •n public health, public morality, and public

policy considerationst , There are also certain restrictions to protect
local industries and these are applicable--.to all-countries.

31 •

Tne following goods are subject to import quotas;-^'

1/ Souroei OATT L/^5TTA<id*^, 30 March 1966.
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a) edible oils; groundnut oil; olive oil? cotton seed and soya oil;
coconut (copra) oil - the importation of inferior grades of
edible oils is forbidden.

For superior quality oils, however,

they must comply with certain requirements such as prices and
are subject to a variable quota depending upon the situation^

b) electric accumulator batteries: the quota is based on the estim
ated demand not likely to be covered by domestic production;

c) used clothing; clothing accessories; travelling rags; blankets;
household linen;

and furnishing articles of textile material?

d) alcoholic beverages; liquors and ginj rum and tafia; natural
spirits of wine; grape marc;

liquor wines and mistelle; wine-

based aperitifs and vermouth with an essence content of not
greater than 0*5 gramme per litre; beer of less than 4 degrees
alcoholic strength which must satisfy specified conditions;

®) cement;

the importation of cement is prohibited in certain parts

of Madagascar, such as the Western coast - excluding Potasses df
Alsace;

f) worn clothing and other military effects; outer clothing for
men of khaki green or olive green, of the so-called battle dress

which might lead to confusion with military articles; cases of
arms,

cartridge cases similar to models used for the military

services;

belts and shoulder belts; polioe caps and" bush hats of

the regulation model used in the army; metal helmets or other
crash helmets for motorists, racing drivers and underground
mine-workers.

Only military or government services,duly autho»

rized»may import these items.

32.

The importation into Madagascar of the following goods is absolutely

prohibited if they originate from a foreign country (i.e. not from the

countries):-^
a) preserves of figh, vegetables and plums*-.<

...

■ .: .

b) skimmed milk and half^oream milk (exoept if considered as
dietetie...product)j

•

■

■=

l/ Source; Journal officiel de la Ha"PUblj.Qu.e aalgafihe: Decree Laws,

■
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0) margarine 1

""

d) crude andr refined, sugary
:

e) salts comeinations or mixtures ..containing potassium other than

. refined pota£S3.urir carbonates,, natural guanos and crude potash

or residues of molasses (these mays however; be imported by the

Societe coiu^rcials)• Ebe territorial areas of jurisdiction of

the Chambers of Commerce of Diego—Suarez and of Fort^-Dauphin:
imports into these areas are subject to quotas;

f) sacks and 'bat:'1, of the kind used for packing goods;
'■':j<:- '
33.

g) casks and dirams mado of metal*

•

•:

The goods listed balow may only be imported subject :to -prior authori

sation:-/
., a),radio trannmitxore and transrecoivGrs; coding andffecoding and
scrambling devices - certaiii. govemiaen'fc departments are exempted
from this

roauxr'v'T.enc..

b) rice froraao.:/ ori^i:^
'c) rice mills" and sps.re pu.?tv> thereof;
d) sugar intended for refining - this is imported on condition
that it must b? rc—ojcportodf

e) loaf tobaoco - thia oan be importad'bjily through Tananarive and
for factories:

f) manufaot^reci. tobacco - subject to maximum quantity of 10 kg for
individualr, otherwise mdnufactorsd tobacco must be' imported only

for the account of ti^ Malagasy Tobacco and Match Monopoly;

" g) tobacco' seeds §

; --■ -h} arms and amunitiensj expiosivea34*

In Madagascar9

the follcwirag products which are

in"the manufacture of goods subject
import duty provided they, are

to consumption tax?

ars exempted from

intended for a usei* and, inspected or super-

viaediby the/.Indirect taxation bureau-tr^;
; .

intended-toibe used

■

. ' -,

a) Manufacture ,cf cig,;rett-3sr smoking tobacco ; tobacco refuse

,(dust); tobaooo, les.-/ u-^ianufaotured; cigarette paper; filter
.1/ Sources' Journal' oi:'fi:;icl dp la Ropubligue m&lgache.s Itecrse Law;s.

2/ Source: Foreign ftrp.do Nayclot'-ter Dfo., 9 & 10 (BfC&*l'4/SiJ!G/$TR/9 & 10).
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tips,

,-%;■

miscellaneous flavours;

paraffin wax;

paper coated, with

granulated cork|

paper or paper board packets;

and paper seals;

cigarette cards and boxes;

sealing strips

cellulose sheet and

aluminium foil; miscellaneous adhesive and starch;

"fa) Manufacture of beer,

malt, hops,

printer's ink}

caramels yeast, bottles, or*wn

corks and labels;

p) Manufacture at aerated beverages; miscellaneous natural extracts;
essence and flavours;

colouring matter;

citric and tartario acid;

bottles and crown corks;

d) Manufacture of leather goodsj

:,-:..-

flax and hemp thread; .miscellaneous

metal accessories (rivets, eyes, rings, buckles, etc. r)?,.
e) Manufacture of chocolate;

. '■':

cocoa; powdered milk, vanilla'essence

and concentrate| lecithin and ammonium hydxozide; paper for
■

■'■'

wrapping and aluminium foil;

f) Manufacture of candles? paraffin wax? prepared wax and wioks;
g) Manufacture of jewellery;
sheet

precious metals and their alloys,

in

or wire;.

h) Manufacture of cement; paper sacksj
i) Manufacture of edible oils; colouring matter, wrappings;
j) Manufacture of soap; copra,

fatty acids, caustic soda, resin,

ultra-marine blue and perfumes;

k) Manufacture of perfumery products; miscellaneous essences and
perfumes,

pastes;

l) Manufacture of sacks for packing; raw jute,
35«

With effect from July 1966,

jute yarn, jute sackings.

a special authorization is required for

the imports of the-,following items from all

sources;—'

■a) shoes.(above .French size 27 for men, above 24 for women) with
pri,pes of'EWQ 1,600 and 1,500 respectively;

.

■ ■-.;

b) blankets of cotton, wool or other fabrics, price less tban'500'per kg

0).biscuits, not containing cocoa, price less than FMG 400/kg.;
d) toffees, not oontaining cocoa, price less than 400/kg»

J/

Souroe: Foreign Trade Newsletter No, 9 &.10 (E/CH. 14/STC/PTK/9
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Mauritius—'

36*.

The importation of goods into Mauritius is governed by an Order made

by the Controller of supplies under the Supplies (Control) Ordinance of
1956,

The principles of import controls are similar to those applying in

the United Kingdom.

Trade is generally free except a few items of goods

which are subject

specific licencing,

to

any trader may freely

37,

though, even under this category,

import reasonable quantities•

(The importation of the following goods require an import licence

Irrespective of the

country of origin:

a) flour of wheat; rice;
"b) potatoes and onions;
c) skimmed milk powder;
d) salt;

e) canned fish;
f) edible oils;
g) rubber and plastic objects for soles;

h) phosphatic and other fertilizers;
i) oement;

j) pesticides;
k) petroleum products;

l) motor oars; air-conditioners; refrigerators;
m) diamonds;
n) gold in any form including goldware and silverware;

o) precious and semi-precious stones;
p) pistol caps.
38,
import

Al.1 goods originating from the countries listed below require an
licence.

Dollar area countries:

Albania;

Czechoslovakia; French Somaliland;

Argentina; Bulgaria;

Eastern Germany;

Horth Korea; Poland; Rumania; Moroooo; Uruguay;

39•

China;

Cuba;

Hungary; Iran; Maoao;

U.S.S.R.;

Yugoslavia.

Goods originating from the United Kingdom and the sterling area

oountries may be imported under Open General Licence except those listed
above.

t/ Source:

Government of Mauritius - Supplies.(Control) Ordinance
1956 (No.52 of 1956); Government Notioe No.43 of 1957,
as amended.

pE/CH..14/EA/EC/2
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40.

The export of the following goods from Mauritius require an export

licence:

"

a) all goods exceeding RslOOO in value;
b) scrap metal;
c) aloe fibre;

d) aloe and jute bags;
e) articles wholly or mainly of gold, platinum or silver;
f) precious stones;
g) works of art;
h) sugar in excess of 20 lbs;

i) manufactured tea in excess of 5 lbs;

j) tea plants, seeds or any part of tea plant capable of reproduc
tion;

k) arms and military aid.
41.

The exportation of goods listed below is subject to prior Exchange

Control permission:

a) articles wholly or mainly of gold, platinum or silver;
b) diamonds;

c) precious and semi-precious stones;

d) pearls and articles mounted or set with diamonds, precious
stones, pearls and other works of art.
Rwanda

42.

All imports, except trade samples, luggage and merchandise not

intended for sale valued up to l?000 Rwanda francs, axe subject to import

licences which are issued by the Central Bank.

For purposes of import

licences,goods are classified into lists - list A and list B.

Goods in

list A are those which are considered to be essential by the authorities.
An import licence under this category automatically entitles the traders

to obtain the "allocated foreign exchange".at the official rate.

Goods

in list B are those which are not considered to be essential su.ch as
alcoholic beverages, Suropean fruits, oheese, films, air conditioners,

refrigerators and private motor vehicles.

The exohange control for goods

under this category must be purchased in the free market.\J

1/ Source: International Monetary Fund, Fifteenth Annual Report Bxohange
Restrictions, 1964
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Burundi

43*

In February 1965* ^^e import system of Burundi was radically changed

and liberalized*
quotas.

There are no quantitative restrictions or any system

Imports are

subject to

on application through the

of

licence which is granted to every importer

Central Bank*

The only requirement is that a

prior deposit ia required for licences in excess of the value of 100,000
Burundi francs.

The rates of deposit are 20 per cents

100 per cent,depending upon the nature of the goods?

50 per oent and

the lowest rate is

applicable to the most essential goods.—'

1/ Source: GATT, L/2577/AdcL6, 30 March, 19665 International Trade Forum
Supplement Vol I, Ho.Iy August 1965,
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The present pattern of industrial production in the,
•:

Eastern African sub-region

A,

Cotton textiles and clothing —'

1.

The market

for textiles in the

Cf.
sub-region has expanded considerably-

over the last decade and this trend is continuing.

In 1950)

consumption of textiles came to 534 million square yards.

tke annual

This rose to

890 million square yards in 1962 and was estimated to have grown to
936 million square yards in 1964*
2.

In 1964 the estimated output of-textiles was around 200 million:.: square

yards

of which about

55 million square yards

48 million square yards in Rhodesia,

were

produced in Ethiopia^

35 million square yards in Uganda,

20 million square yards in Madagascar and the remainder distributed in
the other countries of the sub-region.

3»

In Ethiopia there are about 9 establishments which include spinning,

weaving,.knitting and finishing. , There is also a fair^sized wool knitting

industry.and a blanket factory; Rhodesia has two spinning mills,
canvas and towel factories,

5 blanket factories,

four

4 weaving factories and

5 factories; Ucanda has one -single composite unit situated at Jinja. which
produced about 35 million square yards in 1964*
out. jua one establishment; Tanzania.has

All processes are carried

3 cotton weaving plants, .2, rayon,

weaving plants and a few knitting factories,

There are projects in hand

to establish a spinning factory| Kenya has a few knitting factories,
of which also does spinning of fibre yarn and rayon fabrics;

one

Madagascar

has one composite spinning, weaving and finishing plant with an annual

o1ut$*ut--oJ?-;soiQe 18 millid^'s-'quare yards; and Malawi and Burundi 'have each
<5ne blanket-manufacturing factory.

There is considerable interest in ' '

setting up1'cotton textile factories in Malawi,
Burundi.

\]

Source:

Mauritius,

Rwanda and

■

Documents Nos. E/CN. H/lNK/86 and e/CBU4/IHH/95'

■
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4.

There is an increasing demand for rayon

textile industry in the sub-region*

and synthetic fibres in the

For instance,

in 1955)

the induatry

used only 0.9 per cent synthetic fibres and 16*5 per cent rayon but in 1962
this rose to 4.1

hand,

per cent and 21.2 per cent respectively.

the industry used about 80.1

On the other

per cent cotton fibres in 1955 but this

dropped to 72.6 per cent in 1962.

.

.'

.....

Bi

Clothing manufacture

5.

Clothing industries consist mainly of prooesses of cutting,

and pressing of material into finished garments -

sewing

Statistics f-»r this

industry are not complete since a good portinn of the tailoring would
normally "be done in very small establishments in remote villages.

The

growth of the industry is still in its early stages and much of the clothing
consumed is mainly imported from overseas,

6.

Rhodesia has the largest clothing industry in the sub-region.

In 1963

the'industry exported some US&3*6 million worth of clothing mainly to
Zambia and Malawi.

There are about

of sorae-UStt32 million,

1?5 factories with an annual output

Zambia has 20 factories producing a wide range of

cheaper goods with an estimated total annual output of US&1.0 million,'■

using 5 to 6 million square yards of cloth? Kenya has about 15 factories
with an annual output of some"US&1.1
million square yards;

million with a cloth usage of some 5

and Madagascar has about 6 factories with-'a cloth

usage of some 5 million square yards".1

Malawi, Uganda, Ethiopia, Tanganyika

and Burundi have very small—sized industries and much of the olothing is
therefore "imported.
C.

Rubber,

(i)
7v

leather and plastios —'

Rubber products

The bulk of rubber products consists of uotor tyres retreading which

is an ever-expanding.industry in the aub-regione
tyres and tubes,
belts,

\j

V-belts,

Source:

Other products are bioyole

shoes and mechanical goods suoh as conveyor and transmission
hoses and moulded goods.

Document No, E/CN.14/INR/92
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8,

In :1963-.th% maz&et for motor vehicle tyres in the East African

sub-region was some 600,000 tyres.

The demaRdv was estimated to have

grown to some 700,000 tyres in 1965*

^ ,

There is no manufacture of tyres

and. the entire demand is met from imports.

9.

The rlixoyole tyres and tubes manufacture is growing with the increase

in population and,hence,demand for .bicycles.

"bicycles in large numbers are Tanzania,
annual import of 100,000 bicycles each.

The countries impQrting

Zambia, Uganda and Kenya with an
Malawi, Mauritius, Madagascar

and Ethiopia each import some 50,000 bicycles annually while the rest «f
the countries of the sub-region import about 15,000 bicycles eaoh annually,
10.- The production of bicycle tyres and tubes is carried on in Kenya"and

Uganda,

The current demand for bicycle tyres and tubes for the sub-region

is about 4,500,000 tyres and tubes eaoh, but the aotual production'is only
2,250,000 tyres and about 1,6*00,000 tubes.

The shortfall must be met from

imports.

(i-i)
11.

Leather products-^

The export of large quantities of hides and skins from the sub-regicn

would indicate that

the leather industry is not yet developed.

Fftr instance,

it is estimated that the countries of the sub-region export some .£0,000 t*ns
ef hides and skins annually.
are not available,

The actual output figures of hides and skins

but between 1960 and 1962 about 30,000 tons of hides

valued at some US<t>14*2 million and 10,800 tons of skins valued at' some
USfc10,3 million were exported from the sub-region.
17 tanneries in the sub-region,

of which 5 a?e in Kenya,

2 in Somalia and 2 in Madagasoar.

■

■

-

■-.■

.

■. -"■

tannery each, except Malawi.

(iii)
12.

4 in Ethiopia,

The rest of the countries have at least
.

■>ne

There are about

Plastic products—'. ,

.

.

The consumption of plastics in the ..Eastern African sub-region is

mainly in the manufacture of shoes,
packaging materials,

piping, flexible hoses and tubing,

electric wires and cables,

sponge, foam pillows and upholstery.

tableware and pottery and

The aotual consumption" is shown in

y

Source:

Document No. e/CT. U/lNH/85

2/

Source:

Document No. s/CN.14/lHR/97

... "
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the use of FVC and polythene,

and the total production of both items is

abmrt 7,000 metrio tons annually.

13.

'

•-■ ■"■=

Floor tiling made of plastic is increasingly "becoming popular irift"

the sub-region.

For instance in 1961, in Rhodesia alone the demand wa's;

s6me 1,000 metric tons.

The present market for plastic tiles for the whole

sub-region is estimated at 3*000 tons.

Other uses for plastics suoh as

insulated wires andJcables, foam plastics, insulated boards and mouldings
axe increasing in the building industries.
*

14.

(iv)

.

-

Shoe production

.

-

■■

-

■

Shoe production is becoming an important industry in the sub-region.

In 1965 the total production of shoes in the sub-region was 14.4 million
pairs.

The total production of leather shoes was estimated at 4.1 million

paixs in i960, while the consumption of shoes stood at 6.7 million pairs.

The sub-region imported some 4-2 million pairs, and exported 1.6 million

pairs in the same year.

Although the latest figures are not available J

it is believed that the shoe industry has expanded- considerably over the
past five years.

Ethiopia, Kenya and Rhodesia have large production plants

and. Zambia also has a small unit. .

.

D.

Ccrdage, bags and bagging materials-^

15.

There is littlo manufacturing of sisal inte other products in the aub-

(i)

Sisal products

region and much of the sisal fibre is therefore exported.

Much of the

sisal in the sub-region is produced in Tanganyika, Kenya, Madagascar and ,

to a'small extent, Uganda and Malawi.

(But Angola and Mozambique between

them produced over 60 per cent cf the world's total supply of sieal).

The

annual average output of sisal in 1960-1965 was 208,'dOO tons for Tanganyika,
64,000 tons for Kenya and 13,600 tons for Madagascar*^,:;

(fi)
16.

Bags and bagging materials

r

The consumption of bags'and bagging materials in the sub-region was

at an annual average of 40,625 tone in 1955-1957? tnis average rose'to ab^ut
45,000 tone in 1962 to 1963.
Source:

Tho current total production of bags and

Document No. B/CN.I4/INR/88
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~.

bagging material in the sub-region amounted to only 17j550 tpns in 1963 ,
and this'represented about 40 per cent of the total consumption.

The

industry"is, However, growing in Kenya, Ethiopia, Madagascar and Mauritius,

E,

Fertilizer and chemical products
(i)

17,

Fertilizers—'

*

The total consumption of fertilizers in the Eastern African sub*-regi«n

was about 100,000 tons in 1961/62 and rose to over 120,000 tons in 1963/64Of this total consumption 46,000 tons consisted of nitrogenous fertilizers,
46*000 tons phcJfephorous and 29,000 tons potassium fertilizers.
18.

There are onlynwo countries in the sub-region .which produce phosphate

fertilizers, namely, Rhodesia and Uganda.
16,700 t6ns of P«CT'-.

In 1961, tfhodes^a produced ab»ut

The tot si production of all fa-rms of superphosphates

comes to about 30,000 tons annually.

Besides, Rhodesia produce* 16,000 V>ns

of sulphuric acid, and i6,5QQ,tons. of phosphoric acid annually.

3y 1966 it

was planned that production .of these two acids would have increased t*

105,000-t^as and 40.;GO0 tons- respectively.

In Uganda production started

in 196? with a plant capacity of 25,000'tons of single superphosphate.'

The actual .production was 12,000 tons in 1964.

Besides, th© plant produced

about 1,400 tons of sulphuric acid,
(ii)

19.

Pharmaceuticals

There is no local iijwiust,ry manufacturing pharmaceutidalc in th©

Eastern African fi^b-re^ion» . Local chemists do a certain amount of pa'cking
aad'-mixing for the local demand within the countries.

The import value of

ohemio%ls.and-medicinal, pharmaceutical products came to over US £100 million

in J962.and this x#&e to a"hDut US *124 million in 1963.

■ ■

F«

7

20,

.Cement
(i)

'"'

2/

and asbestos"-*' ?:

Cement an'd allied products

'■ ' '■

.

-.. %

;

;,

The ceuent industry in the Easter* African «ub-Begi«n hae grtwn ©•nsider-

ably especially afiertHe second world'war.

Th6*total produotion capacity

ef oement in the sub-region"grew froin °t 10,000-tons before the war to

873,000 tons in 1955 and 1,838,000 tons in 1965"

TJ

Source:

Document E/CN,14/lNR/8i

2/

Source:

Document E/CN.14/INR/84

The largest produoer of

E/CN..14/WEC/2 '

'
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oement is Rhodesia with a production ..capacity cf 678,000 tons in,1965,
followed by Kenya 520,000 tons, Uganda and Zambia eaoh 200,000 tons,,

....

Ethiopia 100,000 tons, Malawi 90,000 tons and Madagascar 50,000.tons.

In Tanzania, a pleat was started in 1966 with a capacity of 160,000 tons.
21i

The total consumption of cement for the whole Eastern African sub-region

, rose from 400,000 tons in 1958 to 1.5 nillion tone in 1960, but this foil

' to around 1.0 million tons "in 1963.

Zambia and Hhodeola toother consumed

around 400,000 tons in 1963 and much of this was used in the construction
of the Kariba Dam; Kenya consumed'about 120,000 tons irt 1963 while Uganda
consumed about 70,000 tons. 'Between 195O'a-id 1963'Tanzania consumed an"
average of 120,000 ton§ per-annum.

Ethiopia en the other hand corsume^.

'%-bmV 10,000 t*ns In 1948 but this r*se to 70,000.tons in 1963.

In th.o

remainder of the countries of the sub-region consumption of. cement has .
remainodr fairly low.

22j.,

""

"

-

■

■

r

.

■

A wide range of cement products is manufactured in the Bub-region,*

«uoh as block, pipes, precast articles, terrace tiles, coloured ro-tfing
tiles, scroens, prefabricated Units, and transmission poles.

Rhodesia,-

...Zambia, Kenya and Ethiopia have very well developed industries.

Other :■

'countries such as Malawi, "Madagascar and Uganda-have' attempted to establish
industries producing cement products.
(ii)

Asbestos and allied products

-:

23,"! The asbestoa induotry is currently limited to Hhodeeia, Zambia,-Uganda

and Burundi. Rhodesia had an installed plant capacity of 25,000 tons in
: . 1?48,. iimbia produceda monthly average of 900 tens in 1964? Uganda produced
some 7,000 tons in 1964, while Burundi produced about 700 tons i» *96O,
These plants do not satisfy tab demand for the sub-rc^i-n and much of the
asbestos requirementt, are imported.

Although oonprehecsiye data are not

available it is bslieved that in reoen.t years, the import of oorrugated

-.. f«BDeab<»s .sheets aai otiLer.produo.ts ha.P risen oonBiderably.

Pf>r instance,

.-T-±i*:+96-3 Kenya imported .seme 2.,.600 tons ff; asbestos-cement products valuoA

afUS*27O,OOOj Ethiopia imported some 3,940 tens valued at US$720,000j^

. Tanzania imported 1,91< tone.valued at US*195,000 and Madagascar imposed
some 666 tons valued at US*111,000.

E/CN.14/WEC/2
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Petroleum and petroleum produ.

24.

The exploration for petroleum and natural gas has, in the past few

years, been carried out
region.

or contemplated in almost all

oountries

of the sub-

A few countries have petroleum refineries whioh.import

their

crude from Asia.

25.

.The overall petroleum processing capacity of the five, petroleum

.

refineries in the sub-region is now estimated to be in the region of

5»2 million tons psr annum.

All these refineries produce gasoline (regular

"and premium), kerosene and jet fuel, gas and diesel oil, fuel oil, bitumen
and liquid gases.

None of these refineries is producing lubricating oils

and greases which are at present being imported*
petrcleum products in the sub-region was about 1

rose to over 2.3 million tons in 1960.

The total consumption of
million tonB in 1950 and

It is. estimated to_rise to 3«5

million tons in 1967?while as indicated above, the. total production is

*;■'..,'

.

.

•

'

■ ■

■

about 5.2 million tons.

,.■'■>*.

"

"

■"'

* -i,' ■ ■■

This implies that the sub-region has the capacity

■-

....

.

to produce more petroleum products than is required.

.

The ,exoe,ss must

therefore find markets elsewhere or production will have to tte eurtailed
in some oountries»

26.

v

.

„ .

.

.

A petroleum refinery plant whioh was constructed in Ethiopia in *1966

has an annual capacity of 500,000 tons.

The consumption of petroleum"

products of all kinds in Ethiopia wa.s about 132,600 tons in 1961 and this

rose to about i83r8OO tons in 1963.

Between 1950 and i960 total consumption

increased three-fold and it is estimated that consumption will rise to
over 400,000 tons by 1970.

C7»

A refinery at. Mombasa in Kenya with an annual capaai-fcr of 2 million

tons was started in 1964 originally to supply the,, three-territories o£
*r-. ft ?■''■'

■■■'.-

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika.

in Kenya were imported';1'

Up to 1963,

all petroleum products consumed

The annual consumption of petroleum rose from

about 416,00©*tons in t9§0 to over 820,000 tons in 1960.
t£0T 1963 was a! little ovfer:838,000 tonsa

The consumption

In Tanzania,'a petrbleum refinery

was brought intn opsration in mid-1966 with an annual capaoity of 500,000

tons.

The consumption for petroleum rose from.-120t00Q~ tons in- 195O t& over

302,000 tons in 1960,

J7

Souroe:

There are no latest figures for1 consumption.

Document E/CNT14/IHH/79

:

E/CN.U/EA/EC/2
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28.

In Shodesia a petroleum plant at Umtali was "built to take oil

through a pipeline from Beira, Mozambique,
of 1

million tons*

and has an annual capacity

In Zambia plans are in hand to build a refinery on"

on the Copperbelt to take crude oil from Dar-es-Salaam through a pipeline
which is now under construction.

The installed capacity is at present not

yet known but is believed to be in the region ef 1
29.

million tons per annum.

Madagascar has a petroleum refinery of a capacity of 500,000 tons

per annum.

This started production in 1966.

Consumpticn of petroleum in

Madagascar rose from 50,000 tons ?.n 1950 to over 125,000 in 1960,

It was

expected that consumption would rise to over 232,000 tons in 1967.
H.

Iron and steel and engineering production —'

(i)
30.

Transport equipment

The Eastern African sub-region produced transport equipment to th«%

value of US&57.O million in 1963=

Kenya produced railway rolling stock,

road motor vehicles and ships and boats equipment valued at US^16.4 million;
Uganda produced trailer equipment worth US$0.1 million; Zambia unspecified

transport equipment worth US$008 million? Rhodesia manufactured US#31 "million
worth of road transport equipment; Madgasear prpduoed some US$0.8 million
worth of passenger car equipment.

(ii)
31.

:

Machinery othsr than electrical

The total production of machinery other than electrical for the rtiole

sub-region was valued at US&9.9 million.

Of this, agricultural machinery

worth US#O.18 million was produced in Tanzania and UStf2.5 million was

produced in Ehodesia in1963/64; Kenya and Zambia produced US&1.7 million
ana US$12.0 million worth of machinery during the same period.

(iii)

Structural engineering and metal products

32. : Tl^e. total production of structural engineering and, metal, products
for the, sub-region was valued at US^.110.3 million in 1963.
produced US&1.5 million consisting of iron and tteel foundry

1/

Source:. Document E/CEF* 14/UTR/i59, Part II

Of this Ethiopia
ana. wire
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products 'and. enamelled hollcware; Kenya produced about US$15,4 million

consisting of steel sheets, steel structures, metal containers, wire pro

ducts, domestic utensils and metal furniture; Tanzania produced an estima

ted US$8,7 million consisting mainly of steel sheets, steel structures and
metal containers; Rhodesia produced US$25,8 million consisting of steel

■

sheets, metal containers, wire products, domestic utensils, doors, windows
and balcony frames, and metal furniture.

(iv) Electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances
33.

■<'

The" total production of electriaal machinery, apparatus and applianoes

oame to the value of US$20,5 million in 1963/64.

Of this Rhodesia

produced some U5fcl7,8 million consisting of switch gears and transformers,
batteries and accumulators, bulbs and lamps, domestic radio receivers
and domestic refrigerators} Madagascar produced about US$1.2 million con
sisting mainly of rotating machinery, and domestic radio receivers,

34.

The annual total consumption of all engineering products for the

whole sub-region between I96I and 19*3 was 715,180 tons, and of this total
consumption iron and steel was 391,210 tons?, non-ferrous metals 16,710 tone;
■ -structural engineering and metal products 88,040 tons; non-eleotripal

machinery 79>380 tons; electrical machinery, apparatus and applianoes

■■■■:*■* 30,120.'.tons! transport equipment 109,710 tons.

Rhodesia had the highest

.-"consumption of iron and steel products with a level of 221,350 tons followed

...by Kenya 149,550 tons, Zambia 102,l?0. tons and Ethiopia, Tanzania, and
Malagasy each around 50,000 tons.

Somalia had the lowest oonsumption with

only 6,000 tons followed by Malawi 10,500 tons, Burundi .12,50.0 tons and
, Ewanda 13,500 tons.

(v) Eleotrioal engineering products^
35. ■ The data for electrical engineering production in the sub-region
is:,far :from b.eing complete or up-to-date. However, from the available
information.an idea of the current production can .be,obtained.

-■

36.

Bhodesia has a very,highly developed electripal;engineering industry

.and its production in, 1964 was valued at USW.8; million,

its produ*ti.on

ranges from radios and radiograms, transformers and assembly of switohgears,

electrical batteries and accumulators, domestic refrigerators, electric
bulbs, and insulated wires and cables.

1/ Source:'

Iboument &/CEM4/INR/89, Part I
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3?i

..The rest of-the countries *n the:sub-region have small electrical

-o-ncorkshDp-units mainly for. repair of electrical apparatus*
■ ^.number of .countries, are

Currently a

seriously considering setting up

'■(.-■ electrical industries and in Zambia and Kenya plans are well under way.

' ■■■■'■
■

.38.

(v*) Copper and., aluminium, and allied products-^
Uganda, produces about 2OsQ0O

tons of copper annually in .blister., form

but it is considered uneconomic to
lytic copper.
.:,

. Si^e

set up a refinery to produce electro-

2/

Zambia produces some 7OO3OOO tons of copper annually.-'

does not havs electro-technical engineering industry although some

oopper.manufacture takes place „
■■

,.

Zambia has. y, small, industry manufacturing

aci& accumulators and its production is around 7j200 batteries per annum.

39.r .The total consumption, of aluminium products in the Dastern African

- o-suter-ifregion pan only be determined by imports;,

In 1963 the whole sub-.,

region^ s, import of unwrought and wrought aluminium was about 6,500 metric
4*>ns valued at US$4o9 million.

The

total, imports for all aluminium,.,

/.products was over 7 <>000 metric tons in<19.64»
v

..- ...

40;,,-Burundi has an aluminium fabricating plant: manufacturing utensils
and-porrugated sheets; Ethiopia has three plants manufacturing utensils}.
Kenya has two plants manufacturing utensilsj Rhodesia has, one plant

manufacturing sheets;
■;

Tanzania has 3 plants manufacturing utensils?, sheets

and has r,o?l^ing mills for processing ingots;

Uganda has 2 plants manufac

turing utensilp anci: Zambia hasv..one-plant manufacturing utensils.
:

..there

are 14 plants

;,

(vii) Glasswares,, sheet.and plate —'

41.

in

the

In all

sub-region.

:

.

:

,

.

•

Only three countries in the whole sub-region have plants producing

glass containers - Ethiopia, Kenya and Rhodesia.

has been in^existence since 1955*

In Ethiopia the industry

It is now estimated that the induetry

produces some 10,000 tons of glass products annually.

In Kenya t^ere^

are two plants., one-producing bottles and the other tableware.

production capacity is estimated at some 12,000 tons ayear.

The.; ■;

Zp. Rhpdssia

a glassware plant was started in 19:64 with an annual capacity of ll:,;0p0
tons.

In Tanzania a plant with a: capacity of 6,500 tons per .year was.

1/ Sourco: Document E/CH.I4/IHR/IOO

2/ In 1964, Zambia produced about 547jOOO tons of electrolytic copper
valued at USS3O8.8 million and blister copper about 160,000
tons valued at US$82e9 million-

Source:

Document 3/CNa14/lHH/93.

E/C2T/14/3A/BC/2
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started in 1965.

Zambia, Uganda and Madagascar are considering setting

up glassware plants.

42.

.

toie size of the market for glass products in the sub-region can be

determined by imports.

In 1954 ^e sub-region's total imports of glass

sheet and plate amounted to 10u8 million square feet valued at US$Ci-9
million.

This rose to over 15 million square feet in 1957 but it dropped

to about 12.0 million square feet in 1963 and a value of USS1.2 million,
figures for import of glass bottles and tableware are not know with
aoouyacy but the demand is believed to be substantial.
J.

Forestry products-'

43.

Due to lack of data on secondary industries in this field-the data

here will only cover the production of primary forest commodities.

(i) Pulp, paper and paper .manufactures
44,

The production of pulp in the Eastern African sub-region was about

4,000 tons per annum in 1960-1962 while the production of paper and paperboard was about 10,000 tons.

Rhodesia, Mauritius, Madagascar, Reunion

and Uganda produced mechanical wood pulp and bagasse pulp and Ethiopia
produced pulp from dum palm fibre.
Ethiopia, Kenya and Rhodesia.

Paper and paperboard were produced in

Malawi, Madagascar and Tanzania also have

pulp and paper mills.

45»

It was estimated that the total capacity of paper and paperboard

produced in 1965 was 20,500 tons but the consumption was around 90,600
2/
tons in 1960-1962.-'

The balance was met from imports.

(ii) Sawn wood
46.

This includes boxboards, flooring blocks, shingles, pencil slats and

sawn railway sleepers and pitsawn lumber.

The annual output of sawn wood

in 1959-1961 amounted to 530,000 cubic metres and the consumption came

to 670,000 cubic metres during the same period.

These figures must have

increased considerably over the last five years due to increased building
activities.

Most of the sawn wood was produced in Kenya, Ethiopia,

Rhodesia, Uganda, Zambia and Tanzania-

fair sized saw

mills.

The total . output of sawn wood in 1964 was 427,000

cubic metres excluding handsawn wood.

l/ Souroe:

2/ Source:

Madagascar and Malawi have also

Document S/CW.14/lHR/80

Document E/CN.14AKS/8°

B/CN..I4/EA/BC/2
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(iii) Veneer and.plywood
47«

Hie total production of plywood was estimated to have reached

some 15j000 cubic metres in. 1965«

But the consumption of veneer and ply

wood was about 18,200 cubic meters in 1959-61.It is estimated that tho
consumption of plywood in the aub-region might be growing to

nearly 60,000 cubic meters per annum by 1975*

.

There is therefore great

soope for increased production.

(iv) Furniture and .joinery products
48-

It is not possible to give data on the output and consumption of

furniture and wood joinery products, because, much of the production is
. done in small scale shops scattered all over the place.

It is estimated,

however, that about 160?0Q0 cubic metres of sawn wood were used in the man
ufacture of furniture in the sub-region in 1959-1961.
increased considerably in recent years.

This may have

Models of request and offer lists
.of schedules of concessions

1•

Model Request List

:■

:•

■

List of requests submitted "by the Ctovernment of X
■
to the Government of Y '-:

Tariff items
(1)

Description of the product

Concession requested

.............

duty-free quota of

. . . (volume) or ...
(value)- (per year-, quar-

.

(1)

.

ter, etc.)

Indicate, for each article, the number of the item or sub-item th

the Customs Tariff of the importing country.

If the concession is not

.intended to apply to the whole of a tariff item or a sub-item, the item
number should be preceded by the mention of "ex" .

(2)

.

Model Offer List

...--••-

List of offers made by the Government of X
to the Government of Y

Tariff items

-~ ■

Description of the product

(2)

Concession offered

(2)

^he answer may bes

......

a) Request accepted
in full ■

b) No concession on
'■'-■

that product

c) Prinoipal supplier

■-■-

(meaning that the
negotiation will

...

■-'■

.■•■■■■

"r
■

......

' '. '

be conducted with

,.

'

:

another country)

d)

■■■■■-

actual offer: quota

...(volume) or ...
'"
(value)

-(2) These columns should reproduce the data included in the list of
requests submitted by government Y.

:

■<-

.-_- ■■;.■-

Note:
The offers are made on the assumption that the Government of Y
accepts to grant all the concessions requested in the list of requests
submitted to it by

the government of X., _

E/CN.14/SA/EC/2
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(3)

Model Schedule of Concession to "be annexed to the Agreement
Schedule of X

Note;

Unless otherwise

shall be

subject

Tariff item

to

specified,

amounts

.

in excess of the quotas listed

the MFN rate in force at the

Description of the product

time of import-

Concession (2), (3)
a) A quota not exceeding ....
(volume) or .... (value) for
■a given period (month, quar
ter, year) will "be admitted
duty-free.

b) A quota not exceeding «...

(volume) or. ».«..(value) for
'■" '"

'

a giveti period (month, quar
ter, year) will "be admitted

'

at

Notes:

(1) The items should be listed in the same order as in the customs

tariff of Xt

this applies to the

cover the whole item or

item should be preceded

(2)

the rate of V..V

sub-item,

sub—items.
the

When the

number of the

by the mention

concession does not

tariff item or sub-

of"ex".

When it is agreecTthat the rate applicable to quantities exceeding

the tariff quota should be less than the MFN rate (for instance at the

applicable preferential tariff) or that the existing MSW rate
should be bound against increase;

this should be specified in the third

oolumn after the indication of the tariff quota.

(3)

If it is agreed that the duty per tariff quota should increase for

instance from year to year, special mention should be made of it in the
third column,

such as:

"a quota not exceeding
the year

11 ■ ■ '

(4)

per month (quarter, year) in

«...; a quota not exceeding

.... in the year

....,

shall be admitted duty free."

If anexcise duty is levied on the locally-produced goods - and there

is a significant domestic production -r the wordJ-ng in Column X^)^" conces
sion should be worded as follows:

'

:

■'•""a quota not exceeding ... .will be admitted at a ra.te .of
duty whose ad valorem incidence should not exceed that of
the rate of excise duty applied to the domestic like product*"

Exports

Exports

Exports

Exports

Exports

Exports

Exports

Exports

Exports

Erporta

Exports

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania ^

Zanzibar & Pemba

Zambia

Malawi

Rhodesia

Madagascar

Mauritius

Rwanda

Burundi

-

-

261

-

10

2

-

-

-

-

-

—

15

584

592

_

2,091

69

3
621

637

1,048

119

395

537
417

-

784

270

37,237

11,507

20,226
35,226

-

-

23

3,709

3

5

282

20

-

1

2

214

399

-

11

16

59

112

113

2,859

6,729

-

-

20,283

35,229

90

321

3

1

86

697

Uganda

Kenya

-

-

-

5

427

-

617

1,670
26

-

19

206

Somalia

or data not available"

"Nil,

-

negligible

Excluding Zanzibar and Pemba»

3

6

16

"

~

75

24

3

125

~

79

457

864
329

-

-

Ethiopia

l/

Imports

Imports

Importa

Imports

Imports

Imports

Imports

Imports

Imports

Imports

Imports

Imports

Exports

Somalia

Imports

Country

Exports

with

Ethiopia

Trade

1,212

72

53

_

127

49

3

284
287

-

98

559

356

976

306

-

-

2,859

6,729

37,236
12,508

-

351

35

2

Tanzania

1

-

_

2

3

77

_

<

t

15,110

-

674

114,052

-

244

358

1

-

_

21

-

322

106

_

378
436

-

6

_

25

1

21

-

_

976
306

113

112

270

784

-

-

75

_

— 104-

277

113

4,567

20,243

-

_

1,346
343

25

1

28

17

11

_

849

101

-

32

-

_

»

-

>

>

*

-

_

4,489

15,681

45,370

32,602

-

_

284

287

214

399

732

633

-

_

-

_

Rhodesia

Mauri
Rwanda

-

676

169

-

-

77

-

_

-

_

77

3

674

-

2

-

_

7

268

-

11

-

_

3

2

3

105

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

53

10

282

32

24

21
1

386

-

-

_

1,768

23

-

189

tius

260

69

16

_

gasoar

Mada-

-

-

-

-

-

-

67

396

5

592

-

-

EUrund

1,905

72

927

10

3,437

300

689
815

21,009

136,202

16,159

5,291

34,747
46,706

845
2,595

16,955
44 ,683

38 ,666

28,384

35,260

79 ,494

534

5,277

851

484

Trade

SubMalawi

Regional

Pemba

Zambia

(USX'0001

and

1964

16,406
20,146

-

75,614
81,708

91,771
135,512

307,141

384,882

32,207
40,126

457,622
219,069

-

167,053

207 ,409

129 ,884

387,835

247 ,077

203,99&

36,098

54,703

123,843

103,66

Trade

World

Total
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Zanzibar

Total reported trade between countries of the East African sub-region,

TABLE 1

Share of
World

9-4

0.4

-

4.2

0.4

0.6

0.7

35.4
6.8

40.2

I6.4

9-5
21.3

-

26.7

8.1

29.7

7.3

14-3

38.9

1.5

9-6

0.7

0.4

%

Trade

in

Sub-Reg.
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SALT
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-
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-
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-
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-

-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-

-

-

-
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-
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-
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-

-
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-

-
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-
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-

-
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-

-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-

-

-
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-
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-
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-

-
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-

-
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-

-
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-
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-
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Exports
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-

-
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-

-
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TABLE 6
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-
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2
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1
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2,377

1

4
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8.1
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0.2
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14.8
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-
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075

112

121

221

599

642

651

652

656

661

718

729

821

841

851

892

CARDBOARD ETC.

BEVERAGES

LIVE ANIMALS

Commodity
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Exports
Imports

Imports
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Imports
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Exports
Imports

Imports

Exports

Exports
Imports

Exports
Imports

Imports

Exports

Exports
Imports

Exports
Imports

Imports

Exports
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Imports

Imports

Exports

Exports
Imports

Imports

Exports

Imports

ExportB

Exports
Imports

Imports

Exports

Exports
Imports

Imports

Jtfports

Madagascar;
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10

32

61

51

-55

Ethiopia Somalia Kenya Uganda Tanzania

16

1

1

35

3

221

1

130

36

451

Pemba

and

Zanzibar
Zambia Malawi
Mauri

desia tius

Rho
Rwanda

Exports and imports of selected commodities within the East African Sub-region. 1964

Burundi

Share of
Sub-

trade

in

Total

trade

21.7

16

1

1

32

63

51

1,416

90

833

2,214

2,435

1,935

2,181

7,752

2

35

2,375

2,024

39
1

110

1,146

3

0.07

66.1

1.1

0.1

1.4

2.6

2.6

1.6

0.03

0.04

1.9

2.7
0.6

14.4

410

1,538

0.1

0.1

2.7

4.4

0.6

8.7

38.1

4,669

11,153

146

24,560

2,967

5,974

631

1,183

7

221

10

4

1

130

36

55

451

to

commodities

commodities

total

regi onal

selected

selected

in

Sub-regional

HICB

FBOIT/VSQETABLES

SUaAB/CONFECT

042

054

062

PICMEHT3

533

ABU

IHOH AND STEEL BASS

FIBISHau STHUCTUBAL PASTS

MACHINESY K.B. S.

OTHBH ELKCTHICAL IUCHIBEHT

POOTWfiAH

SCIENTIFIC AHD MEDICAL

JUSUPACTURSD AffX'ICLKS H.S.S

b9l

719

729

B^l

061

099

HILP PAPBH

RUfluSH MAKUtfAUTUJiiS

CHSKICAL MATiiHIAL

MEDICINE AND PHAEMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

673

bbl

599

WOOD,

243

SHAPES

TOBACCO

122

074

FKBSH l-'ISH

031

FRESH

MEAT,

Oil

Coanodity

Iaport*

Export*

laport*

Export*

Iaport*

Export*

Iaport*

Export*

Imports

Exports

Iaport*

Export*

Inport*

Export*

Iaport*

Export*

Iaport*

Exports

Inport*

Export*

laport*

JCxport*

Iaport*

Export*

Inport*

Export*

I«poi*t*

Export*

Export*

laport*

Export*

laports

Exports

Iaport*

Export*

laporta

Export*

Exports
Import*

laport*

Export*

laport*

Export*

f *

237

Ethiopia

6

1

32

16

7

92

1

020

7°

3

7

1

1

2

259

11

Somalia Kany*. [Jganda Tanzania
Pcaba

and

Zonalbar

■11-

—1-

-121-

IS

1

1

44

2

Hada~
Z&abia Halawl Hhod«*ia gascor

Sub-rogion&J.

(in US!1000)

6

1

72

^

16

8

93

1

028

78

-

7

3

1

-

252

44

2
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M

1,399

500

1,200

2,003

3,^2

3,093

2,045

3,283

2,002

710

1,138

899

1,453

042

713

1,507

0,242
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O.-r

0.:

6.

0.:

0.4

0.

3.

-

41-4
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-

0.8

0.2

0.1
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0.5

0.8

39-0
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to total
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